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I 
The ~uropean Parliament referred the following motions for resolutions 
I 
to the Pdlitical Affairs Committee pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of 
! 
procedur~: 
,. . i 
:· 13 Feb~uary 1980, a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr MULLER-HERMANN 
and others on ComMunity policy on the Mediterranean in the context of 
I 
enlar~ment <Doe. 1-771/79) 
I 
i 
- 23 Mayj1980, a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr COPPIETERS on the 
repres,ntation of the governments of the Basque country and Catalonia at 
I 
the nepotiations on the accession of the Kingdom of Spain to the European 
Commun~ty (Doe. 1-190/80> 
i 
~ 15 Se~tember 1980, a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VAN MIERT on 
the e~targement of the Community to include Spain and Portugal (Doe. 1-375/RQ> 
·I 
I 
- 14 Oc~ober 1981, a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr BANGEMANN on the 
I 
enlar~ement of the European Community to include Spain and Portugal 
<Doe. 11-570/81>. The Committee on Budgets has been asked for an opinion 
on this motion for a resolution. 
I 
Ati its meeting of 3 and 4 December 1980, the Political Affairs Committee 
decidedito draw up a report on this subject. 
I 
I 
I On!22 January 1981 Lord OOURO was appointed rapporteur. 
I 
The following committees were authorized to deliver opinions on this 
! 
report=/ 
I 
- the qa.mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, 
I by letter of 29.10.1981, 
I 
I 
- the Clouittee on Regional Pot;cy and Regional 'Planning, by letter of 
I 
5.11J1 1981, 
-the ,a.mittee on Development and Cooperation, by letter of 5.11.1981, 
'I 
- the tOMittee on Youth, Culture, Education, Inforfllation and Sport, by letter. 
i 
of 24.11 • 198-1, 
I 
-the FOIImittee·on External Economic Relations, by letter of 11.12.1981, 
I • 
-the fommittee on Transport, by letter of 18.5.1982, 
•ythe ~oMmittee bn Energy and Research, by letter of 29.6.1982, 
-the fommittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, by letter of 9.7.1982, 
I 
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- the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, by letter of 9.7.1982. 
Given that Parliament must hold a ratification debate when the negotiations 
have been cOMpleted, it has been agreed that this report would be of an··. interim 
nat4re. 
lhe committee considered the draft interim report at its meetings 
of 21 to 23 April 1981, 23 to 25 June 1981, 23 to 25 September 1981, 
26 to 28 May 1982, 23 to 25 June 1982 and 22 to 24 September 1982. 
At the last of these meetings the Political Affairs Committee adopted the 
motion for a resolution herewith unanimously. 
The followipQ took oart in the vote: Mr Rumor, chairman; Mr Haagerup, 
first vice-chairman, Mr Fergusson, th1rd vice-chairman; Lord Douro, rapporteur; 
Mr Antoniozzi, Mr Barbi, Mr Bournias, Mr Cariglia, Mr Croux (deputizing for 
Mr Oeschamps>, Mr B. Friedrich, Mrs Gaiotti de Biase (deputizing for 
Mr von Hassel), ~r Habsburg, Mr Israel (deputizing for Mr de la Mal~ne>, 
Mr Jaquet, Mr Klepsch, Mr ~yrkos <deputizing for Mr Marchais>, Mr Lalor,' 
Mr Mommersteeg <deputizing for Mrs Lenz>, Lord O'Hagan, Mr d'Ormesson 
(deputizing for Mr Diligent), 
Mr Pelikan <deputizing for Mr Zagari>, Mr Penders, Mr Plaskovitis, Mr Prag 
<deputizing for Lord Bethell>, Mr Romualdi, Mr Schall, Sir James Scott-Hopkins, 
Mr Seefeld <deputizing for Mr Hansch> and Mr Walter (deputizing for Mr Schieler>. 
The opinions of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, the 
Committee on Energy and Research, the Committee on External Economic Relations, 
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, the Committee on Transport, 
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, 
the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport and the 
Committee on Development and Cooperation are attached to this interim report. 
Mr B. De Pasquale, chairman of the Committee on Regional Policy and 
Regional Planning, stated in a letter of 22 June 1982 that his committee 
had expressed the desire that the report by Mr Potter;ng on a 'Mediterranean 
plan• for the benefit of Mediterranean countries belonging to the European 
Community and the applicant countries Portugal and Spain on the basis of 
a Council regulation should be considered as the opinion of his committee 
for this interim report. It has therefore been attached to it. 
Mr De Pasquale specified, however, that Mr Pottering would present his committee's 
opinion orally in plenary sitting. 
The'Committee on Budgets decided not to give an opinion. 
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I : Motion for a resolution tabled by Mr MULLER-HERMANN and 
others on Community policy on the Mediterranean in the 
context of enlargement CQQ£~_1:ZZ1LZ2> 
ANNEX : Il Motion for a resolution tabled by Mr COPPIETERS on 
the representation of the governments of the Basque 
country and Catalonia at the negotiations on the 
ANNEX./ III 
I 
ANNEXi IV 
- •' '... "~ 
accession of the Kingdom of Spain to the European Community 
<29£.:._1:12QL§Q> 
Motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VAN MIERT on the 
enlargement of the Community to include Spain and ~ortugal 
CQQ£.:._1:~l~L~Q> 
Motion for a resolution tabled by Mr BANGEMANN on the 
enlargement of the European Community to include Spain 
ana Portugal CQQ£~-1~~ZQ,~1> 
'';"V ------ -- OPINION of 
---r------ - ' the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
I 
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A 
j 
~ PolitLcal Affairs Committee 
Parliameit.the~following motion for 
explanatfry stateMent: 
heriBy submits to the European 
a ~esolution together with 
I 
. '~ ' :i 
I 
on the •r~arg•ment of the Commun·ity to include Spain and Portugal 
I 
I Ibl_s~r9Q!to_e!r!i!m!o!, 
I 
I 
I I 
A ~n•i4eciag that the community' a duty ia to welcoll1e all 
· BJropean .tates which apply the principles of a pluralist 
I 
dthaooracy IUUl observe human rights and civil libert·ies, 
B c~cSer~,~ the applications for accession to the Community 
'~ b1' ~al on 28 March 1977 and by Spain on 28 July 1971 and the 
~iati~ relating thereto, , . 
c ~zwidfti119 that the Colllll\inity ha•, aince it• inception, 
~en enlarged twice and Q&a thus enhanced ita political 
apd econoaic influence in.tbe world, 
D c'nsidering that in the context of these two enlargements it is vital that 
t~e COMMunity, whilst preparing to welcome_ two new members, should at the 
s~me time strengthen its internal cohesion with regard to common policies 
•f'd its i_nt't:itutional decision-Nking system, 
I 
E r~callit\g its previous viewpoints on this question and particularly .its 
r~solutions of 18 January 1979, 9 May 1979 and 19 November 1981, 
I 
F h~ving regard to the interim report ·of the--Political Affairs 
Cb11Mittee atld the opinions of t'he C0111111ittee on Economic and 
! 
'"etary A.f"fairs, the C0111111ittee on Energy and Research, the 
C!OMittee on External Economic Relations, the··Committee on 
I , 
S~cial Affairs and Employment·,· the Committee on Regional 
~olicy and Regional Planning, the Committee on Transport, the 
qoui'tt~e on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer. 
-~rotect1on, the Committee on Yo\lth, Culture, Education, Information 
~nd Sport and the Coamittee on Development and Cooperation 
tooc. 1-658/82> . 
,, 
I' 
.I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
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... - -- ·- -Political and Institutia'lal issues 
1. Reaffirms the great tmportance that membership of the 
Community should be open to countries like Spain and Portugal 
which share. with the present Member States the principles of 
democracy and individual freedoms: 
2. Reaffirms therefore the political will, which it has expressed 
on many occasions, that Spain and Portugal should join the 
Community by l January 1984 at the latest: 
3. Regrets that the European Council decided to ask the 
Comrnission·to review again the ~in problems of accession 
which will inevitably delay the negotiations. Also regrets 
the attitude of certain Member States towards this enlargement: 
4. Nevertbelees urges the Commission and the Council to use 
' ' . 
every poaaib~ means to ensure that the negotiations for 
accession are completed by the end of .~9.~~ so that the 
ratification procedures can be completed in 1983. This 
can only be achieved if the frequency of meetings is 
increased: 
s. Decides to hold a ratification debate after the treaties 
of acdession have been signed; 
6. Insists that the treaties of accession should contain 
firm COIIIIlitments by the applicant states to respect 'l'acquis 
communauta~re', including achievements in.the area of political cooperation; 
7. Recognizes that enlargement will create new differences 
in economic levels within the Community which will increase 
the importance for the Community to develop suitable poli.cies 
to help the poorer regions of the Community: 
8. Approves the financial help which the Community has given to 
Spain and Portugal to adapt their economies and believes 
there are sound arguments for this to be increased: 
9. Believes the transitional arrangements must be clearly defined 
in the treaties of accession, but recognizes that they could be of long 
duration; 
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10. Calla foe the fulleat consultation between the Community 
and the applicant states on all new Community policies and 
eCQ~~ policy decisions which the applicant countries wish 
'to tebt' 
' 
11. .aeque.ta t~ Poreign Ministers meeting in politiaal oooperation 
I 
·to •~•. cl~ae .consultation with th~ applicant. states until 
'the ~£-·-''of the t'X-eaties of accession7 
''I aequ••· tDa Poreign Ministers meeting in political 
' ' ' 
dOOpebtion to include SPain and Portugal as sOon· •s the 
' . 
I 
13. ·I '.itfndel-tiaes the i.aportant -role which Spain aDd Portugal 
·I 
1 
can nOw. play in streJ19thening relations between the EBC 
I 
14. I 
I 
I 
•I 
I 
15. 
' 
16. 
I 
I 
. 'f 
'. ,,. 
17. 
18. 
.'aDd Latin America; 
I '1 , , • 
Reqge•ts the Spanish and Portuguese governments to ensure 
I 
that: t.he. Spanish and Portuguese seats in the European 
Puli ... nt ·are filled by directly elected members ·from the 
date o:f accession or as soon thereafter as is practicable: 
~x-.es' that Spain should have ·58 members c:£ the European 
Parlilallent and Portugal 24 members; 
' ' 
I 
Agree• that there should be two Spanish members of the 
Collfti·s.sion and one· Portuguese member until such time as th• 
who1• · :~ssion may be restructured; 
· Agft,e8 that Spain should have 8 votes in the Council and 
I , . 
that ~rtugal sbould.have 5 votes. j ' ' 
Reque-fs the governments of the applicant states and the 
. i'-B"bit.\ltioas of the Colllllunity to ensure that nationals of 
'I. the :t.w~o applicant states .are· recruited in sufficient time to 
.I ens~ that their-appointments to fill the appropriate j 
., ::1 
i 
I 
if 
i 
post:s:in the institution& are in effect on the date of 
acceNion; 
Requests the chairmen of the Parliamentary COmmittees to 
invite members of the Spanish and Portuguese Parliaments to 
attead COmmittee meetings between now and the accession date 
wben there are items on the agenda of particular concern 
.. 
and intereat to the applicant countries1 
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20. welcomes the fact that 'enlargement will lead to a great 
increa,ae in the commercial links with the Spanish and 
Portugueae speaking countries, particularly in Latin 
America and Africa1 
21. Concluc!ea that the next enlargement of the Co1111Dunity will 
not pose any major problems as far as tbe industrialized 
countries are concerned~ 
22. Believes that the abolition of protectionist tariffs and non-tariff 
141e&sures particularly in Spa·in will considerably increase the export 
opportunities for manufactured goods fro1.1 the present ~~er.iher States. This 
~ill also apply to some exports 1rom ACP .countries and MedH,rranean States. 
I , , ' . - -~ 
23. 
~t the: sue time the expected increase in per capita consumption will create 
a substantial rise in domestic demand for manufactured goods; 
Efhcts on otherMediterranean· countries -----
Is concerned-that enlargement will directly affect imports from other 
Mediterranean countries with whom the EEC has trade agreements. The 
countries· principally affected being Cyprus Malta, Morocco, Tunisia and 
Israel and to a lesser degree Turkey and possibly Yugoslavia; whilst Algeria, 
Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon will on~y be indirectly affected. In 1978 
th~se countries had a trade deficit with the Community of 9,000 million ECUs. 
Any drastic reduction in acc~ss to the Community for exports from these 
coUntries could produce a serious coMMercial and political shift towards 
the Communist block. Any serious curtailment of export earnings for these 
countries could carry with it a reduction in political stability; 
24. Considers that certain changes may be needed in these bilateral agreements 
so that the countries concerned can adjust their trading patterns and so 
that the Mediterranean.countries of the enlarged Community do not have to 
bear the burden of these Community responsibilities; 
25. Points out that Portugal and Spain are seriously affected by the world 
economic crisis and that their unemployment figures, rates of inflation and 
balance of payments deficits are considerably higher than the Community 
average; 
Economic and industrial aspects 
26. Points out that Portugal will be the least developed Member State of the 
Community which will make new demands on the Regional and Social Funds. 
However, Portugal's membership of EFTA has accustomed it to a considerable 
liberalisation of tariff barriers; 
- 8 - PE 72.579/ fin. 
~ I ' • ,' t . . . 
·--"""""-- -- -~------- . ' ----- . ---
. I 
-·•· .. ---+·-- - . ' 
27. · [Recognize- hoWever, that Spa.in already has a large industrial capacity 
28,; 
29. ' 
30. 
31 ~ 
:in c~tain sectors where the Community already has structural problems. 
, . / Thes~.:incLud,~ ship-building, steel, aut01110biles and footwear. In 
;addit4on,wf.th Portugal, there is a sUbstantial textile industry. 
~ ' '. ,j'', 
-·.1' .. -~~-----~·;t-··-· ___ .,._ •.•• --·---·---------...--~-- - l. 
1
• Is c~scious that the disaantling of a highly protected· market in Spain 
' ' wilt_~ave l~ious effects on a ~er of firms who may not be able to 
survive; 
l:·· Consi.ders !that the Spanish Peseta and the Portuguese Escudo should join 
, /·'· the·:&MS;ex~nge rate mechaniSfll, which Great Britain and Greece should 
J aUo:joinJ~st as they participate in, and benefit fr011, other 
/. ·~uropea~_aeehanisms, from the date of accession. 
~ that the liberallsaticn in the rules ocnoerninq the 
·~_of. Capital will enhance the investment qlpOrtUni.ties 
for Ccmainity investors in the applicant countries r 
' : . Devel:g!!r!$. ~· 
I 
. 11 Belliew!s tJJ,at the MeatJer state$ of the Lclt8 Conventioo shoold · 
r . . be kept' fully informed of the J!tegotiatials with Spain and 
PortUqa1 purwant to Article 111 of the Lcrni Calventioo II r 
' . 
. J 32 •. ; •f Bel.ie'ltle8. that in additioo to cap Verde and Guinea~Biseau wllo are 
alJ:eady ~s, certain countries fran the Spanish and Portuguese 
speaJtinq world in Central lmerica, the Caribbean and Africa cc:W.d 
~ ai.gnat:ories of the t.aae Cooventioo if they wish to; 
i 
CUltural aQI! educati(N]. cuppects 
I. 
I· 33. 1 Recognizes the stronq cultural ties between the Camunity of 
34. 
i 
I 
I 
Ten and the two applicant countries. Also recognizes the-
stxmg cultural bond bealeen the Iberian camtri.es and Latin 
America on the me hand, and with Arab and African ocuntri.es on 
the otber handr 
J • Requests the governments of the appl1cant states in conjunction with th~ 
Commission to make a significa~t effort to inform the Spanish and 
Portuguese populations about al'l apsects of the Community and the 
effects of their impending membership; 
- 9 - PE 72.579/fin. 
. BnviropmtAt 184 S9DS9!!r .protection 
3S. RecognizH .. that there are a considerable number of Community 
· proviaione· rel~tinq to water, air a~ ear~ pollution and 
the pro~tion of flora and"fauna which will have to~ 
introdu~ as· quiCkly as ~po~sible by the two applicant states. 
' ·~ I, • ' l 
one impa~tant example is the Council's decision of 25 July 
. ·.; .. . . . 
1977 fo~ the protection qf the Mediterranean Sea7 
': ' . 
36. A~· '"baU:119 has ceased in , the Community and as the Community 
pr,ohibit. the impO-rt of whale~ pl'oducta, the cesaation of 
whaling by both Spain ·and Portugal should be seen as a 
necessary:oonaequence of their adhesion to' the Community; 
37. Hopes tba~ ~pain and Portugal will immediately set 'in motion 
the proce u ·of harmoni'sinq their la~s on the envirorunent with 1 
' 
existing EBC legislation as this will be in the interests of 
both the Community and the applicant states; 
38. Believes that Spain and Portugal should implement various 
' 
directives for consumer protection and public health including regulations to 
! 
fix the maximum levels of pesticide residues in and on fruit 
and vegetables and the establishment of a scientific 
,adviso~y.committee to examine toxicity and ecotoxicity of 
chemical compounds: 
39. Requests the applicant states to implement immediately 
Community rules about the use of additives in foodstuffs 
(colouring, preservatives, flavourings, etc.); 
Agriculture 
40. Recognizes that the accession of the two new states will 
have repercussions in the otber M&diterranean regions of the 
Community of ~n and in Mediterranean countries with 
which the Community has trading agreements; 
- 10 - PE 72. 579/fin. 
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.. r . 
'I 
'I ' 
41. Re~ognizes._t.hat the accession:of Spain and Portugal will increase the 
42. 
· n~ for the modification of policies for the Mediterranean products. 
I I i : 
, .. Thfse pol i,cies: can best be devised in cooperation with Spain and Portugal; 
• I ; . . . 
'Stre'sses.tl!lat the low productivity of certain agr~icultural regions is 
• t. b~~1:cauy· due to the present limited nature of coinmercial outlets and that 
culltivatiOJ, techniques, increased irrigation and the prospect of good 
pr/ices ar.e likely to increase· the production in Spain Of fruit, 
v~getabl~s •nd wine; 
N~~thel~ss ~ccepts that for certain products considerable periods of 
tt,.nJitionwill be required for some of the weaker Mediterranean areas 
I · · h. l 
'-··•t '
1
.'' "\ o1·the C()lfiMunity to adapt themselves to t 1s en argement; 
44. ~ . At~ts that in years of good. harvests the enlarged Co111111unity will have 
' . . ; -s~r~luses.'l~~ certain Mediterrenean products in parti~ular wine and olive 
q~·t: .. Howey,r, the budgetary consequences of surpluses will.be partly 
e.nsattd\.by the Iberial\ Peninsula not be11'\g 'Self suff.icient in 
b~f~ ~:~~~:~ and dairy produ~ts; , . . . ' · . 
' ' ,...... ' 
• ! I I . ' . ". '~' 
.. ~ '~.-. -~ :,l~vea .the Commqnity should immediately :help Spain and 
, ; 1 ~·~r4;Ug•l ~ improve the stand&J:"d of technical development 
.· • ' , I , 
· · i~ tbe,i~n ag~iculture and make funds available for the 
: :·"~uct~·ing of farm holdings partic:ul~l~ in ~or.tugal: 
• ! .• 
" •'1. 
. -P~fb&ns: . . 
I • 
46. Qeairea .tbat the Commu:aity agree a definitive fisheries 
. I • 
"' . ~llcy before the end of this year and that the applicant 
. ' ,qou~trle8·'be associated immediately with the elaboration of 
. ' tihis policy given the importance of their fishing fleets 
·. . ~cula:rly the Spanish fleet: 
47 .', ~nvi.~es tne Commission in the negotiations with third countries 
, :;· · ~onoe»n'i~ fisheries agreements to take into account forthwith 
, ihe need to reserve TACs for the fishermen of the applicant 
'. 
· ~ounb:.i~a·'from 1 January 1914; 
l 
. I 
i 
'I 
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48. Desires that the Commission in its regulations on structural 
policy take into account the situation in the'applicant 
countries with a view to developing the necessary infra-
structure for free,ing, ·processing and for acquaculture . 
'lfiSSe meUures will perinit the .illpr<M!nen.t o£~ marketinq ·~ties 
for fish products to the advantage of fishermen and 
· consumers. 
Regjonal and transport aspects 
$ 
·49. Recalls the resolution of the European Parl1Hent on a Jlllediterranean Plan 
<Pottering report - Doe. 1-736/81>; recognises the need for the 
1 Community :to devise an extension of its existing regional policy to 
cover the so•called Jlllediterranean areas of an enlarged Community. 
Repayable.developlnent loans granted at reduced rates of interest could 
be one method; 
so. Re·cogniaea the need to impro:ve communication: iinks between 
the Ten and the applicant:countries: 
51. Feels that in this regard · account should be taken not just 
of existing Community legislation in the transport sector · 
but also of future moves towards a comprehensive community 
transport policy: 
52. Requesta that during the negotiations the governments of 
Spain and Portugal undertake to respect existing community 
transport ~egialation, no.tably ,wi~h regard _!o publ; c saf!_~Y.· 
Social affairs and e!Ployment 
53. Warns that enlargement could cause a degree of disruption in the labour 
market as a result of an influx of migrant workers into the present Community; 
54. Believes that the principles of free circulation of workers should be 
applied in t.he enlarged Community after a suitable transition period; 
55. Calls for the regulation about· sociabenefits for workers <no. 1408/71> 
to be implemented in the applicant States. 
- 12 - PE 72.579tfin. 
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I 
CONCLUSI~ll!1! · 
: I 
I . " 
56., ~fad• ~ _council that in :1977 all the then Member States 
WlJcOJQed· ~ applications of Portugal and Spain. These 
· po,itical '~tmenta D111Bt be hoMured, 
:s:7. Ci~la on·~- Member States to recognise the political 
*J"tan~e. ·and advantage in allowing Spain and Portugal to 
join. ~· community in 1984 despite the difficulties Which 
1 •. l ' ' ' 
tb+•l •Y fO• for each ~mber $tate in difteri~ sectlors; 
, I . ' 
5,. *t tb8 problems polled by enl.Ugament *b. aolved by 
n table ~att:l.onal. per~y~ :JIOcU.ficati~·of ,axia~ing 
CO ·t'L~~~cieao~ · ·. ·· ·· 1 • • ·•• ..·' • • • 
~::· ·, ' l ;· '~?·:·.'~-:;.:('; .~ >··:·;l' ' :'. ' . . 
·sq •' · I~tru~tf i ttt _peaident. to.. fot!WU:d this re80'1ution to tbe 
· ufiel~' ~ Commission: of the Buropean· Communitiea1 to the 
l ,. . 
~ 
' I I . ; . , , 
S ~'h'and·fortuguese gove~ts and t~ the Presidency of t~e 
S 'ish ,CO~: And the· PortUMSe AJ$etlbly·~ , ~, 
•. ·:J' ' ·~~.:· r. ~ ' ' 
, .I 
I 
,., . 
i' 'l-
·: ,\ ~. 
'l· .. 
I 
,f 
I 
'. 
i) 
'"f:' '•'•' I 
-, 
) ; . ~ .. ' 
' ' ~/ ~'' ' L 
..1 
r. 
,. ' 
·' 
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B 
1. :The next enlargement of the Community is an issue on which the 
I 
European Parliament has expressed its view on many occasions. There is 
'I 
a clear majority in favour of the accession of Spain and Portugal as soon 
1 'b as po~s1 le. 
I 
2. I This is an interim report because the negotiations are still going 
on. ~ final report will be prepared when the Treaties of accession have 
been tigned. 
I 
3. f The rapporteur will present his detaHed comments .on the motion for 
a resplution orally in plenary sitting on the basis of the comments and views 
which! have emerged in the -course of the discussion and adoption of the report 
in co~mittee. 
I 
4. ~owever, attention should be drawn to the following points concerning the 
p~ep~ration of this interim report: 
QQiO~QD!-2!-~2mmi!!!!!-~20!Y!!!Q 
I 
/the following committees were asked for their opinions: 
I 
I 
I 
- Cpmmittee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport; 
i 
- ~~mmittee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection; 
C~mmittee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning; 
I 
- ~ommittee on Development and Cooperation; 
I 
i 
- ~ommittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs; 
I 
-
1fommi ttee on External Economic Relations; 
I 
- 14 -
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Committee on Social Affairs and Employment; 
Committee on Energy and Research; 
Committee on Transport; 
Committee on Budgets. 
5. So that the report could take full account of these various opinions1 
the committees were asked by the chairman of the political Affairs 
Committee to make their views known in good time for the rapporteur of the 
Political Affairs Committee to incorporate them in his.draft resolution. 
Thus, as part of its general responsibility for matters connected 
with enlargement, the Political Affairs Committee has included in its 
draft motion for a resolution sections on the following topics, alongside 
the section on political and institutional issues: 
trade issues 
- effe~ts on other Mediterranean countries 
economic and industrial aspects 
development aspects 
- cultural and educational aspects 
the environment and consumer protection 
- agriculture 
fis~ing 
regional and transport aspects 
social affairs and employment. 
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6. The ~nclusion of these sections in the motion for a resolution does 
not, of /course, constitute a departure frOIII the procedure for opinions 
specifi~d in the Rules of Procedure·because, in accordance with those rules, 
all thelopinions of the committees consulted will be annexed to the report. 
I 
I 
7. Meniion should be made of the special case of the Committee on 
Agriculfure which has been authorized by the enlarged Bureau to draw up 
a separ~te report on the problems created by enlargement in the sphere for 
whic'h ilt is responsible. 
I 
! 
8. wiJhout prejudice to the conclusions reached by that committee and in 
the fr~ework of the general responsibility of the Political Affairs 
Couit,ee for tm~argement, the rapporteur, following talks with his opposite 
number/in the Committee on Agriculture., felt obliged to mention certain matters 
relatiljtg to the consequences of enlargement, on the co•on agricultural policy. I . 
! 
i 
r 
~!m~-2~-!bi!_t!Qet! 
I 
i 9. At the interim stage, the aim of this report is, of course, not only to 
enabl~ Parliament to express its views on the third enlargement of the 
tommu~ity but also.to make up for the highly regrettable omission in Article 
237 of the Treaty, which does not provide for consultation of Parliament as 
part ·~f the accession procedure for a new Member State. 
I 
10. ~oreover, as was the case with Greek accession, the Political Affairs 
,! • • Comm1~tee mtends to suggest that Parliament should organize,ron th·e basis of 
the ~inal version of thi~ report, a full-s~ale ratification debate on Spanish 
and ~ortuguese accession to the Community. 
11 
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ANNEX I 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION DOCUMENT 1-771/79 
tabled by Mr MULLER-HERMANN, Mr KLEPSCH, Mrs CASSANMAGNAGO CERRETTI, Mrs L MOREAU, 
Mr BARB!, Mr MICHEL, Mr RYAN, Mr D'ORME~S,ON and Mr PENDERS 
on behalf of the Group of the European P.eople's Party (Christian-oemocratic Group) 
pursuant to Rule 25 of. the Rules_ of Procedure· on Community policy on the 
Mediterranean in the context of enlargement 
The European Pvlieent, 
- in the light of the •pechl problella Which the enlHCJellent ot·the 
community will create both for the comaunity and for the new Meaber 
States, 
- recognizing the need for the forth~oming negotiation• with Spain and 
Portugal to be conducted from the outaet in such a aanner that ill-conceived 
development• Which would iapoae a la•tinq financial burden·an other 
members of the Community are avoided, 
- in the light of the experience gained in connection with the eccesaion 
of Greece, 
- with the intention of facilitating the integration of new ..aber State• 
into the community during a transitional period, 
Requests the Commission 
- to provide a comprehensive account of how it intends to safeguard the 
interests of the Community within an overall Mediterranean policy 
without jeopardizing its important relationa, the nature of Which varies 
considerably from country to country, with all the Mediterranean 
countries: 
- to provide a comprehensive plan for a continuing sectoral and regional 
structural policy, embracing all the necesaary adjustments within the 
industrial, agricultu~al and social •phere, while at the ·.a.. time 
preparing the Community of twelve Member State• for shifts in the 
international division of labour; 
- to explain how it intends to structure marketing premiuas and investment 
incentives in the future without creating sub.aquent ineoluble probl .. • 
of financing. 
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I 
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i 
MOTION ~R A RESOLUTION DOCUMENT 1-190/80 
I 
tabled ~y Mr M COPPIETERS 
,.pursuan~ to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure 
ANNEX 11 
on the ,~presentation of the governments of the Basque country and Catalonia 
at the. gotiations·On.thet\IC~ession of the_Kingdom of Spain to the European 
Co~i: y' 
Tll'· ... aeua•=z 
. i[ . • . • 
_. av~t 'cetir•. eo ·t~~e ..... of "*"''• ~tMUon to iota tile ~opeu 
~ty. ' ' ' .. :r: •. . ·:... '·t •. . . • . ' 
•.Vhe~a• ~'-:~ ·~~~·~~ ··~·fO&' 1M2 'n4 the aaoaapanylnt·aitaptton 
., · · '11:,..,._., .,. ..... iat._t:r_,~~~ ·.~ .. i.Dtn~l.~t -~~iation• ud • pea:• · 
• di.alOtya at••v.t•~-~:4el.tioaa .of the ~ of &pain ucl tlhl 
... co..uelty, . 
. 
-""~*••• t~W .. ::. ,~·P.·ta:t~ · ~~.~~lt*a ·~• prefe~Qly to covu the 110n 
,r14•nn9iat aapecta ot'\:tie · caa...-.-.. ... of ..._..aion, 
· -. •oe~1rc; ..... -. ~ft~ the. offidal. appUaaUon f~ aaceaai~. tbe lpaniah 
~tu~1~· ..... rati~JY iiOCUifkd in lW.·- tu ~an.tin9 of a. atatuta 
·oi'~•toftG~iy"'·\~· C.tatlMii-a ·-.t~• ·*' .._. ... .,. . . 
I 
I . 
-. lfh•~•~• ~ulonia .aod ~~ laeque oountl')' have. uncle~: thb atatute of 
au,OiaOII)'e ac=qui~ecl thel~ ··~ ·ra~U~t nd tbeia: own GOver:n•ent. 
- ""~ua ~ re~pectiw:: pai'll .. ata aacl ..... ~,. of catalonia and the 
-~· cfia6tZ, ........ fbUible .... ,u.ooonautution fOl' • n\lllber of 
·:~r• vblch vUl have both a dbect Ud· aa indi.l'ect iapact ~ lpaia'a 
f ·~ng-·iM~~~:~tz--8bip of ea... --~ Cr J 1 pa.~ty. •• l'epl'da fac inatanc:e. 
a' i~ult~': fbhedea,"---tovi:aa, ln·fl'ut~••• Cec)ioul ud aoc:ial 
pojUC:y, lutuat• and ao focth, 
·i I • 
:I ~I : . ~' • .' t ' ·~ t ~ l' 
~· · ~~ueata .. th~. s~,~~·b ~·~t to en.-ue· ~· repreaentation ~ tlw 
ilaaque ~ncl .cataJ.an CJOYel'laiHnta at all ita contacta in pcepa'ratiOft fO&' 
I the~ 'ot·AOc:a88iclll 'to the ·&\aiopeaa Ca••nityr · . 
'I. . . 
. . 
a. 1~•t~uc:ta ita tceaideet to iacWaZ"d ~· ceaolation to the l,.ai8h 
'!_........... ' . 
~ I' . '. \ ..; 
I 
I 
.I 
:I 
. '. 
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ANNEX Ill 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION DOCUMENT 1-375/80 
tabled by Mr Karel VAN MIERT 
on behalf of the Socialist Group 
pur~uant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure 
on the enlargement of the cO..Unity to inclUde Spain and Po~ugal 
recall.Lng that ill 1977 c.h'C! POtlu~;~~W..e MpubU.c ~nci<bl'!O ~ngcl_a. of Spain 
formally Applied f~ ac~~•sion to the EUropean Bc:ono.ic Community, 
. . 
-having reqa~d tQ .t~ inc~•••• ~n_ex~Rtl~g probl ... wbich thia . .,cond 
enlargement will inevi~lv.•n~ul, in,-par_b.~ulu t.hba·'c:oncern1ng tbe · 
common ~qricultural pulicy, 'eapec:iallyaa r~.td& ~~raaean produc:ta. 
''\~~- ' -'- - . ' 
the induatrial policy, tile Mediterraneal'l poli~'~ ·•• joeial al\4 . · 
regional policiea, 
- whereas the commission b•• propQaed appl'.,iat.e apecial ... aurea in ita 
reports in order to prepare the· applicant ~CM¥'to&'iea;aa thorOUCJhly aa 
possible for their role •• MeMber Statea, 
-· . 
'' 
• whereas such a policy invol-ving a 'wicle-ranqi.J\9 a.nd c:O\Il'aqeCNtt :progr- '' 
- ' ~ -
waa favourably rec:elved- by the MeMber St.atee aD4 th~ ~U.eant c:ountrie,a, . 
. . ~' . \" ~ 
on condition that account w .. tallen ·-of t-.-interea~ of all the partie• -
' I > 
conc::erned, 
-noting, however, that in the p~at auch Caaaunity ._aaure• have only very 
rarely been adopted, 
-noting that the partiea'had ·not •ubmi~ted all- their •tudie• and Q~lusiona 
concern1ng the specific: -probl•• posed ·by .. tbe enlart~nt of the_ C~uni,ty_ 
by the deadline they had aet·th.-•elvea, -
.' 
- fcariny, therefore, that· the :for'tbc:ominq negotia.U.ona will DOt be. conc:lw:ted 
under optimum condit1ona and•th~t it will· not-be poaaible to reapec:t, the 
proposed timetable, 
- takinq the view that. rer.r.J\t dcvol_.()J'IIIents and declarations have shaken the 
trusl. whi("h l.he oappli.c.-n t rt)\:nt~ie.a hA~ put .. in th(• good \,ul of the t'CJJM'Itthi ty ~ 
. . 
- po1n t.Ln~ out t.h.a t th~rr art• impc...-tant political qrounds. for enabling thc~te 
' . ' ,.. 
d~mocrat1c applicant cnunt1 ~e• to become dn integral part of the Buropean 
Community, 
- refurinq to the need for t.hc European CCIINftunit.y to c:temonstrate 1teUI'Il;' 
resolve to allow thr appli···anl: countries to beocame Mllber• of tbe C~i.ty 
at the ~arlieat possible ~pportunity, 
- convinced that it is vital for all the parties involved to e.ontinue d-.c 
actual negotiations in Lhc most favourable conditions poasible~ 
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ANNEX Ill 
' l• Calls ~n the oo..unity to open a cons~ltation procedure with the 
applic.nt countries witn o1 viow to reducing any existing dhparity 
betwee~ their economic and sectoral policies and those of the Ca.aunityr 
2. calls .,n the cc.aunity tu involve the applicant countries aa ..Uch··aa 
possib~e during the neqoti.a t.i on a in all the deci siona to ~ taken 
re!(Jard/i.ng their future mt..mberahip of tht: C'lfiiiiWni. ty and j n thorw whi •;h 
I 
will al!fect th• once th«"y have be<.·ons. ~rv of the CQINftuni ty, 
eape~i-lly with respe~t to social policy, industrial policy, the 
I 
ref~ of ~be common agricultural policy, Moditerranean policy and the 
agric~ltural policy in r~spect of Mediterranean products: 
l. Calls ]on the Foreign Ministers to allow the applicant countries to 
parti~ipato u full or associate· partners in consultations on political 
coope~ation held during the negotiations: 
4. lnatr~eta ita President to forward this r•aolution and the relevant 
repor:~ to the CouncU-. canaiasion, the goveliiiWUlte of th• ~~ St.ttea 
and ~ goVUIUient.a of the· appUcant countries. 
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I 
ANNEX IV 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION DOCUMENT 1-570/81 
tabled by Mr BANGEMANN 
on behalf of the Liberat·and Democratic Group 
with request for topical and urgent debate pursuant to Rule 48 of the Rules 
of Procedure 
on the enlargement of th~ European Ca..unity to ;nclude Spain and Portugal 
The European Pa~li ... nt, 
-: rec09nizinCJ the ec~J.c dUUeqltiea, eapeci&lly 10 fa~ aa avzoicnaltval-' 
._: ;.. products are concerned, ad.aitacJ f~011 the en~ of -the eo.unity, to 
.,. ·include Spain and Po~tu9al, 
'' . 
' ·-
.,,:. ~ecallinCJ the kev po.lit.ical iM..,urt.oncc.• or onlarC)CIIIOnt both t.u tho hropuan 
Community and to the count.rioK .applyin9 fnr ~rt~hil•• •'\nd-AIIIO the 
commitment~ accepted by the Covernmants of Me~r States, 
1. Regrets that. in »plto ~f the effo~t• •ade· by~he-eo..ission, negotiation• 
for admiKI'ion have .not Mde suffiei-ent prOCJ~ .. s, t.be~efore in•itH the 
Commission to present a ~oport on these n .. btiationa to Parliament •• 
':':':'.:.soon as possibler 
2. urges both parties to the negotiations to aake the necessary efforta 
to find an acceptable solution to the existinCJ industrial and a9ri-
cultural problemsr 
3. Requests the European Council and the Council of the Comaunitioa to 
commit themselves to securing tho ontry of Spain and PortuC)al into 
the Community on 1 January 1984: 
4. Believes that both applicant countries must take·partin all the aeetinge 
of Foreign Ministers meetinCJ in political cooperation, and that such a 
.. ,. .• dec~sion should be a clear demonstration of the villin9ft••• of the 'l'en 
to welcome Spain and PortuCJal a• full partners in the CoemunityJ 
5. Calls on the Commission to draw up a plan, at the earliest possible 
juncture, for Community assistance to the regions and sectors ~st 
affected by enlarCJement, and to put before the Council the measures, 
especially the budCJetary onoa, necesRary for thia plan to be put into 
practicer 
6. Instructs its President to fo~w~rd this resolution to the Council of 
the Communities, the Comaission, tho Govern.ents of the Member States 
and to the Spanish and PortuCJuese Govern.enta and Parliament•. 
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I 
Opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
! 
' 
·; Draftsman: Mr Nyborg 
At the nl!fetin9 of the cdimittee a{ Eca'xmic and .Mooetary Affairs on 23-24 
June 198i, 1t was decided to request author1Zation 'to draw up an q>uu.on 
j 
for the Political Affairs Camlittee on the latter's projeetalreport on the 
inplicatJ,ons of Spanish accession to the Catmmity. On 9th July 1981 this 
authori~~ia\ was CJranted.' 
I 
At its ~ on 22-23 Sep1:erttJer 1981 Mr. Nyborg was ·appointed draftsman 
of the q,~ . 
. , . 
I 
' 
As the ~litical Affairs Camlittee had extended the 8Cqle of its q>inion to 
•I 
includejPortugal as ~11, it was decided that the q>inion would cover the 
eca'lanif inpacts of acoessicn of both Spain and Portugal. 
I 
The c.atinittee ccnsidel::ed the draft q>inion at its meetings on 27-28 May and 
'I 
:.!J.-24 ~ •1982. and. aQ:lpted it on .the latter oocasion unaniJOOusly. 
• I 
'!be f~lowinq tonk part in the vot.e: Mr De1eau, vice-chainnan and 
act~ chainnan: Mr Nyborg, draftsnan: Mr Alhers (deputizing for Mr Mihr), 
.Mr ~zley, Mr Bonaccini, fotr Carossino (deputizing for Mr Leonardi), 
Mr DeFzoy, Mrs Desouches, Mr Giav~zi, Mr Heiman, Mr Hq:lper, Mr Kazazis 
( depu~izing for Mr Collarb) , Mr Purvis and Mr Wagnel'. 
I 
! 
! 
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The Carmittee on Econanic and llb1etary Affairs requests the Political Affairs 
Carmittee to include the following points in its rootion for a resolution: 
E'.cona8ic and industrial a~ of enlar~t 
1. Warns against an overeitphasis on the agricultural inpacts of enlargenent, . 
and points out the very real need for the industrial, as well as the wider 
econanic aspects of enl.argarent, to be taken nore fully into account. 
2. Notes certain inportant differences between the econanic issues posed 
respectively by Portugue,se and by Spanish accession into the Camuni.t~. 
3. Points out that the central econanic problem posed by Portuguese accession · 
is its generally low level of econanic develq:ment, which ~uld make it 
by sare way the poorest llBlber state of the Ccmnunity, and would make major 
new demands on the Camuni.ty' s Regional and SOcial FuncS in particular. 
4. Notes that the sectoral .inpact on Camuni.ty industry will be ·less great than 
in the case of Spain, and recognizes that the 1972 agreement has led to 
considerable progress in raroving tariffs on industrial products between 
Portugal and the Catmunity. 
5. Points out that the issues which need to be nore fully settled before 
entry include: 
the nature of any post-accession regime for Portuguese textiJes, (as 
certain member states appear to be seeking to regulate access of 
Portuguese textiles into the Camamity), 
the nature of possible safeguards for Portugal in the car sector (where 
the Portuguese wish to limit inports for a nuniler of years) , 
issues posed by Portuguese introduction of VAT, 
the rerroval of existing Portuguese taxes with equivalent effect to 
custans duties, 
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I 
j 
~-!:~~-~. 
i 
i 
6. Cons~s that t'111l0 major sets of econan).c prd:>lems are posed by Spanish 
acce,.ion1 firstly the effects on·. the Camlunity as _a whole of adding a 
~ anoont of industrial capacity in sectors where there are already 
~e structural prd:>lems, and secondly the effects within Spain of 
dism.rntling what is still a highly .protected market, within which many firms 
of ~stionable efficiency have been able to survive. 
I 
i 
7. Bel~ that arrong the industrial sectors in which particular prd:>lems are 
I 
pose/dare: 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
! 
I 
I 
1 shipbuilding 1 where Spanish accession '111l0Uld add about 25% to 
I Cormunity Capacity (l) 1 
steel, in which Spain has continued to make major ~vestments in 
capacity 1 and concerning which the existing agreement on limiting 
Spanish exports into the Camlunity c:c:JOOs up for renewal in the course 
of this year, 
textiles, which provide over 10% of Spanish industrial enploynent, which 
are subject to Cormunity controls within the fr~k of a system 
of aaninistrative cooperation, and concerning which the Camtunity '111l0uld 
like a $pecial regine to continue after accession, 
autaoobiles, an industry which has deveiq)ed rapidly in Spain bet..,.-een 
high tariff walls, on which there is a major imbalance between duties 
inposed by Spain on Cormunity cars, and vice-versa (2), on which 
there have been catplaints about Spanish discrimination fran certain 
Camlunity car manufacturers, and concerning which the Spanish are 
requesting thEt: inports into Spain of Camlunity cars be in:j.tially 
/ limited after accession, 
I 
~1 footwear. 
1) Pointed out in camdssion' s cpinion on Spain's application for membership, 
I Bulletin of the Eurcpean Camlunities, suwlement 9/78, page 28. 
~2) (Even after tariff reductions negotiated with the Camtunity, Camtunity 
cars inp:>rted into Spain are subject to a duty of 36. 7%, while custans 
duties inposed by the Cammity en private IOOtor cars originating in Spain is 
only 4.3%) 
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8. Notes that the 1970 trade agreenent between the Ccmm.tnity and Spain, in 
which there is a considerable i.ntW.ance in the concessioos, has left Spain 
in a situation where the dismantling of trade barriers is essentially still 
to cane, and that many Spanish firms, both large and small', have grain up 
behind these barriers, whose, l'Elii¥:Md could pl'OIIe traumatio. Further notes· 
that Spain's negotiators are requesting a ~ loog transitional period 
before full participation in the custans unioo. 
. 9. Points out that the other areas where prcblems 111.lat be tackl,ed during the 
negotiations include: 
the adjustment of· certain state ·lOOnq)Olies, such as for tobacco, 
the freedan of novenent of Spanish \\Orlcers within the Ccmnunity, 
the adjustment of Spanish sectoral, regional and other aids, 
certain provisions in Spanish banking law, 
the nature of transitional protectia\ for the Spanish insurance industry, 
certain aspects of Spanish indirect taxatioo, such as those 
related to the existing system of catpmsation at fronti-ers, with 
counteracting ·charges on inports and refunds on exports, 
the introduction of VNr (Whi.dl Spain now aweflis ocmnitted to introduce), 
the liberalization of capital novenents. 
10. welcanes the fact that enlargement will lead to a great increase in the size 
of the internal Camrunity market, and also to a stretlqthening of the Carmunity's 
carnercial weight in the \\'Orld market: welcanes additionally the increased 
links to the Spanish and Portuguese speaking \\'Oilds. 
11. Ellphasizes, howe:ver, that the ·wider econanic inpacts of enlargement need 
to be faced up ·to 1rore fully before such enlargement, and that these need 
to be evaluated in the longer tenn to catplement the shorter-tenn "solutions" 
to tecturical problems which are reachad during the negotiations: points out, in this 
context that both previous enlargements of the Ccmm.tnity have been followed 
by doubts in certain of the new nenber states as to the econanic benefits 
of membership and by actual or threatened renegotiations. 
12. Considers that enlargement will make the task of achieving greater cohesion 
within the Ccmnunity, and of cOOrdinating econani.c and IOOJ'letary ~li.cics, 
which is already hard enough in the Carmunity of 10, even rrore difficult 
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1
1Hw., Point~t nut t.h.tl']t!ttlllCJ r~,pnliC"ios ut:~del' wny 1'11tdd llt.'l'•••"· <~11 
t.•vr•11 nr~rc> <'UIJilf'rAull:' ~_.Jmct~lilf-1, Not.etl tJa.1l tK")).•t int iontl wilh I hP •lJtplwnul :. 
I 
l.lll nu~t..ny lJUlll.'Y ai:Jl.CDI to be f,.,;u::uuuy uutc un lhc Ll!dulit:ilJ p,ll~.lil.-11t: 111 
incl. the ti!IO currencies within the JD1 basket, than in their participation 
within! the DE exChange rate mchanillll, If neither ocuntry joints 4 out of 
12 + Sta~ will not be participatif,g in, the ~. a fact which clearly 
threatiens to disrupt the operation and undermine the very purpose of the J!MS. 
I 
13. Beli~ that enlarganent poeee fundllental cpaticlM cxnoerning further 
econa/u.c convergence within the Camamity, in that it will gt'e4ltly increase 
existln<J econc:mic disparities t1etw1tn the IIIL!IItler states, and even more 
14. 
I 
bet~n the richer and poorer regions of the Camllnity; notes that there wi 11 
be m¥sive increased presaure on the Catwu\ity•s existing structural funds, 
and C!lJl its budget as a whole, which need to be more carefully exani.ned. 
I 
I 
Reaf~ims its danand that the defects tbidl have existed for a loog 
tiire lin the camamity's deciaion-makirlq proceciu:el, particularly in 
rela,ion to the coordination of eccnaDic ~ structural policy 
deci.iona, sh::W.d be eliminated withou1; further delay end that 
Parl~ament should be given wider polllllr8 of CXX'ltrol 10 that in future 
I 
effective aid can be pMVidecl and the I'I8CIHU'Y adjustlltents needed 
to bfing national legialaticn into line with camuuty. law carried 
QUI )in good time, 
I 
•~·,•·pqn i ZNl thrtt. the induatrial .upirationlf of the app! icunt 
''"untries may not alwayfl be cons.iatent with the exi~ting 
1nduhtrial structure of the Community in cases when the 
arJP l1icant countries seek to invest in sectors where there is 
alr~ady over capacity within the Community; points out that 
thi~ problem must be faced up to in a realistic way if the 
pn></css of enlargement is to stand any chance of success 1 calls 
fnr ·the applicant countries to be involved as soon, and as 
full,y, as possible i.n industrial restructuring go1ng <Jhc-ad wHh in 
tht' !Community; further suqqests that any Community expcnditun' 
1n ~pain or Portugal should not be used to finance the cxpanHion 
of ~nduRtries where there is already over capacity in the 
e-xi~>t i ng t.en countries of the Comtnunity unless such expansion 
fonhs part of a coherent Community .. wide aqreement on the I df'vp I opmt1nt of the eector. · 
I 
16. Al$o calls for the applicant countries to prepare to adjust to 
the,' dcmande of community competition policy as well as to the 
central community objective of building the internal market 
thrpugh the removal of technical barriers to trade and the 
Bimplification of customs formalities. 
i 
I 
I 
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17~ Believes that the prd:>lems posed by enlargenent have been insufficiently 
taken account of in the 30 May mandate exercise, both in Lhe odginal paper 
sutmitted by the Carmission (l) and in its supplenentary doc\.lnents notably 
the inadequate one on "Mediterranean progranmes: lines of action" <2> but also 
those on industrial policy. Calls on the C<mni.ssion to sutmit such an 
evaluation to the Parlianent. 
18. Insists that the Parliament be better Woxmed of the current progress of 
negotiations, and of the specific prd:>lemS 'that are being encountered, and 
points out that the Carmission's report to the Parliament in response to 
Parlianent's resolution of 19 Novelib!r 1981 (J) was ~deqUate in these 
respects. 
(1) Bulletin of the European Communities, supplement 1/81. 
(2) COM (81) 637 fin. 
(3) OJ c 327/81, page 60. 
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•.: ··!phtion.of the Coilmitt!!ion .E~rgy and R.search 
. oi-'aft.$man: Mr C' C.ALVEZ 
I , .. 
At its ·teeting of 24 June 198Z·the,C:.-ittH-on Energy and Research decided to 
request authorization to draw up anop.i.nioo for·the Political Afhirs COIIlmittee 
I 
on thetti committee's report on the iiplicatiqns of the accession of Spain and 
Portugal to the Community. 
\,·• . 
Authorization was granted on 7 July 1982. 
I 
i 
At its ~eeting of 7' July 1982 the ~ommittee appointed Mr C CALVEZ draftsman Qf 
the opi~ion. 
·.' 
The co~mittee considered the drJft opinion at its meetjng of 29 September 1982 
and adopt~d it unanimously •. 
i 
The foiHowing took part in the vote: Mrs W:alz, chairman, Mr Seli9man, vice-
chairm'n: Mr. Calv.ez Cra~porteur de~tizin9 .for Mr Pint~>, Mr Acfam, Mr Bombard 
Cdepu.tiz1ng for Mr PattlSon>, Mr ~ .. , fuGJts, •r Gal land, Mr Ghergo (deputizing 
for Mr i Sassano>., Mr L inkoht, ,.r Mar.k~ulos, lltr Meo, Mr Normanton, Mr Petersen, 
Mr Pettonio, ·MP:·Purvis, Mr Schntid, lfrs.· Theobald..Paoli, Sir Peter ·Vanneck, 
Mr Ver~esi, Mrs Viehoff (deputizing for Mrs Lizin>. 
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I. !O!!Q~Y£!i20 
1. It is unfortunate tba't during the _eu~r~tnt riegot_JaHons one the accession . 
of Spain to the Cotm~~unity. only margin&l. ~ttention .h•~ been paid to 
the sectors of energy and research. The fact that the possible effects 
~.:- of enlargement in the energy sector have net ,-,et -beendnvestigated 
properly gives particular cause for concern •. 
·:ir ~ , .. 
2. In its opinion on the last Political ~ffairs C~fttee report 
" -' . --=· 
on the prospects of enlargement, dated 1979, the Committee on Energy and 
Research already po;nted but that 'enlargement wilt make the formulation, 
acceptance and implementation of a Community common energy policy 
more. difficult'. This makes it all the more incomprehensibte' that the 
Commission should not ,Yet: h4ve incorporated its ideas orr' the possible 
effects of the accession of Spain and Portugal in the proposals it has 
meanwhile put forward on a Community energy strategy. 
3. The Commission is therefore requested to submit ·without delay, and in 
cooperation with· the applicant states, a compt.ehfnsive analys~s of the impli-
cations of enlargement for-the energy and rei~arc~ sectors. In· the context 
of this opinion, the Committee on Energy and: Rtsearch can only go·into 
specific aspects of the matter. 
4. Both Spain and Portugal are far more dependent than the European 
Community on imported energy <crude oil and coal>. In 1979, Spain had to 
cover 73X1 of its primary energy requirements from imports; for Portugal 
the figure was as high as 82%. By comparison, in the Community of Ten 
imported energy accounted for 55% of the overall primary energy demand. 
5. In both countries the share of oil in relation to overall energy imports 
in 1979 was particularly high, compared to the figures for the·Community 
<Spain 92%; Portugal 97%; EEC 48%). In Spain, oil accounted.for 73% of 
the total primary energy consumption, in Portugal 74%, in the Community 56%. 
1 Sources: OECD/IEA 
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·'. 
4lthough both countries are trying to reduce this high and one-sided 
depen~ence on oil, it is estimated that in 1990 oil will still account for 
over 'SO% of total energy consumption and as much as 70X of Portugal's 
I (EEC:i 40%). 
I 
:I 
6. ~n view of this unbalanced situation, ~e~io adopted a first national 
energr plan in July 1979, with a target date of 1990. The main objectives 
are tp reduce oil imports by energy-saving measures while at the same time 
develpping indigenous energy sources - especially coal and nuclear energy. 
This l;s to be accompanied by economic incentives. (e.g. loans and tax rebates 
for ilnvestment aimed at energy saving and the conversion of power stations 
from /oil to coal> and administrative measures <e.g. inter-provincial financial 
equa~ization for electricity production>. 
7. lA. major component of the energy plan is a very ambitious investment 
progJamme for the construction of nuclear power stations. Four nuclear 
i powe~ statio~s with a total output of ~30 MW are now in operation, ten further 
stat,ions with a total output of more than 10,000 MW are under construction 
and ~ue to be completed by 1987 at the latest. Although there have meanwhile 
been/delays because of growing environmental protests, the revised national 
energy plan estimates that by 1990 some 40X of electricity demand in Spain 
will/be covered by nuclear power stations. The nuclear energy share of 
pri-~ry energy consumption is to increase by more than 10X by that date. 
Increased investment to mine the considerable uranium deposits could produce 
self~sufficiency in uranium. 
I 
8. 1 While the construction of nuclear power stations was slowed down, the 
con~ersion of power stations from oil to coal-fired is making progress and 
the
1
/constructipn of new coal-fired power stations has been authorized. 
Und~r the original plan, coal was to account for 16% of the primary en~rgy 
de•,nd by 1987. Meanwhile it has proved possible to increase the share 
of ~oat to 21% and the revised plan estimates a share of 24X by 1985. In 
spi~e of a sharp rise in domestic coal mining by comprehensive modernization 
' 
mea,ures, the coal demand cannot be covered entirely by domestic mining~ 
Spa1n is therefore increasingly reliant on imports of solid fuels; the price 
of 1mported coal is moreover lower than the Spanish production price. 
I 
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9. Hitherto, hydroelectric power has accounted for a fairly substantial 
share of the primary energy demand - close on 15% in 1979. But this capacity 
cannot be improved, especially after the recent severe droughts. The 
government is, however, supporting a programme to build mini-power-stations 
with a maximum output of 5 MW, of which 250 are now under construction. 
10. No substantial oil deposits have been found in Spain to date and 
· domestic production covers only 4% of demand. By contrast, four natural 
·gas fields have been discovered, of which two are in the Gulf of Cadiz. 
Exploration has now begun and it is expected that by 1987 30% of the natural 
gas demand can be covered by domestic production. 
11. Intensive efforts are being made to develop new energy sources, 
especially solar energy. In 1981 the first solar energy plant entered into 
operation, built in cooperation with the International Energy Agency. 
Furthermore, over 10,000 houses in remote regions have been equipped with 
photovoltaic systems. It is planned that solar energy will cover 5% of 
the primary energy demand by 1985. 
12. A particular feature of the energy situation in e2!!Y9!! is the very 
low per capita energy consumption. In 1979 the per capita primary energy 
demand was only one quarter of the European Community average. This low 
figure is due above all to the very low level of electrification in rural 
areas and the underdeveloped industrial structure. 
13. The main.objective of Portuguese energy policy is therefore to Make 
available sufficient energy to cover a primary energy demand which is 
expected to double in the coming decade. In spite of increased investment 
inexploration for domestic coal, oil and natural gas fields and the develop-
ment of hydroelectric capacity, Portugal's present heavy dependence on energy 
imports will continue over the next decade too. It is estimated that in 
1990 oil will still account for 81% of energy imports. 
14. Hitherto hydroelectric power has been the only domestic energy source 
of any importance. Three-quarters of electricity requirements were produced 
by hydroelectric plant and one quarter by conventional oil-fired power 
stations. But it has proved increasingly necessary to compensate for shortages 
due to droughts by importing electricity from France and Spain. 
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i 
I 
I 
I 
15. A:~trst energy plan formulated in recent years provides for the share 
-of eoa~ in electricity produetion to rise from less than 1X in 1979 to 25X 
in 199Q. An important step forward is the construct1on of a coal-fired ' 
power ·~tation i.n the Sines industrial estate, with two 300 MW units due to 
enter lnto operation in 1984 or 1985." By the end of the decade it is planned 
to add
1 
two further units with even greater output. The plans for a second 
coal-~/ired power station north of Oporto have been delayed by the protests 
of loqal environmentalists. 
I 
'I 
16. ~ortugal has very small coal reserves and it is difficult to exploit 
I 
the• ~ecause of their poor quality and the absence of infrastructure. At 
presebt 83X of the coal demand has been filled by imports and the planned 
I 
incre~se in the use of coal to produce electricity will further increase 
this ~ependence on imported coal. 
I 
i 
I 
17. iin view of the extensive domestic uranium deposits, the transition to 
nucl~ar ·energy seems the natural alternative to imported oil and coal. 
Port~gal has uranium deposits of at least 8,000 tonnes, and recent estimates 
put 1he figure at ten times that amount. So far the government has not 
takep any final decision on a nuclear energy"programme, although this is 
expe~ted no later than 1983. In 1981 negotiations began with Spain on 
poss~ble Portuguese participation in Spanish nuclear power-stations to be 
I 
conltructed along their common frontiers. The negotiations also covered 
I 
the /question of deliveries of 'Portuguese uranium, which is now gradually 
bei~g extracted, and the training of Portuguese technicians. 
18./ The development of alternative energy sources, expecially solar and 
i geo~hermal energy, is still in its early stages. The order for the 
con~truction of a first pilot plant to produce 3 MW of geothermal energy 
I in lthe Azor'es was placed in August 1980. 
I 
l 
I 
19~ This brief,survey of the energy situation in Spain and Portugal suggests 
th•t enlargement may have the following effects as regards energy: 
! 
! 
I 
- 'the C0111111unity's overall dependence on imported energy will increase 
~ith enlargement; 
· - ~he wide divergence between the energy .situation of the applicant states 
~nd that of the Community could seriously delay any prospect of effective 
/Community measures in this sector; 
I 
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the Spanish nuclear energy programlVIe could· make the p~~:~,.: 
adequate capacity for the reprocessing and final storage<'C7f' 
fuels even more serious. 
20. Spain and Portugal rely heavily on the transfer of technology ~nd are 
consequently behind the Community in the field of research and devel~ent. 
tompared to public expenditure on research and development irt4:ht~ . .COtlllltUnity, 
.... : .. ·-·~,~ .. 'F:. ~:.:,.:" ... : ', 
the share of R & D expenditure in relation to the gross natio~a( p~oduct 
'in Spain and Portugal is 0.4X and 0.3X respectively, i.e. markedly less than 
·half the average share in the Community's GNP. 
21. Given this situation, Spain and Portugal expect that a&.cession and the 
resulting comprehensive participation in the joint research projects will 
give great impetus to their own research effort. 
22. Where possible at this stage, the Community should already aim at greater 
participation by the two applicant states in joint research projects. In 
the past, Spain and Portugal have already participated in individual projects 
of European cooperation in the field of scientific and technical research 
(COST>. 
23. A further example of close collaboration i.s the cooperation agreement 
on controlled thermonuclear fusion (JET) between EURATOM and Spain signed 
,.. 
,in July 1980. In view of Spain's forthcoming accession, the agreement is 
designed to adjust the nuclear fusion programme developed by Spain to the 
EURATOM programme by exchanges of scientists. 
24. On the basis of all these considerations, the Committee on Energy and 
Research recommends that the Political Affairs Committee, as the committee 
responsible, should incorporate the following points in its motion for a 
resolution: 
1. confirms the fears it has repeatedly expressed that enl-g~·t wilt. 
complicate the formulation, adoption and impl~mentation of a Community 
energy policy; 
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I 
i 
I 
2. ca~ls therefore on the Council and the Commission to define the 
I 
I ou~lines of a Community energy and research policy prior to the 
I 
.. ac~ession of Spain and Portugal; 1( 
i 
, 3. adrises the Commission, furthermore, to incorporate in its long-term 
fotecasts of the energy situation in the Community the possible effects 
I 
ofl enlargement; 
I 
4. no~es with concern that enlargement will increase the Community's overall 
d~endence on imported energy sources; 
I 
5. c~nsiders it necessary, in the framework of the Community's energy policy, 
fJr the applicant countries to be helped to reduce their heavy reliance 
o~ energy imports, especially hydrocarbon imports; 
6. H~es that Spain and Portugal will be able to benefit from the Community's 
$rstem of subsidies in order to convert power stations to coal-firing 
~d to expand their coal-fired power station capacity; 
I 
7. ~s convinced that a diversification of coal supply for electricity 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
~reduction in Spain and Portugal would be consistent with a prudent 
'rocurement policy and stresses that Spain and Portugal's 
~hould be covered mainly by imports of Community coal; 
I 
coal supplies 
~onsiders that Spain should be given support in the industrial and 
I 
research sectors for the implementation of its nuclear energy programme; 
i 
~elcomes Portugal's accession to the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty 
I 
~nd calls upon Spain to follow this example; 
I 
jcalls on the Commission to afford all help to the applicant countries 
:in the development of new energy sources; 
i )Calls on the Commission to take account of estimates of electricity 
land gas requirements in Spain and Portugal in proposals for a Community 
I 
lgas and electricity supply system; 
I 
12. /expects the Community to grant Spain special support measures to speed 
i 
1 up its electrification and industrialization schemes and thus improve 
/ living standards; 
I 
13 •. advocates closer cooperation between the Community and Spain and 
Portugal in the research and development sector in order to ensure that 
their projects are properly adjusted to Community research projects; 
14. calls on the Commission to attach greater importance than hitherto to 
energy and research during the accession negotiations; 
15. expects the Commission - in agreement with Spain and Portugal - to 
undertake without delay an in-depth analysis of the possible effects of 
1 accession in the fields of energy and research. 
I 
! 
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Opinion of the Committee on External Economic Relations 
Draftsman: Mrs PRUVOT 
On 26 January 1982 the Committee on External Economic Relations appointed 
Mrs M.-J. PRUVOT rapporteur. 
The committee considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 17 March and 
18 May 1982 and adopted it unanimously on 25 June 1982. 
The following took part in the vote: Sir Frederick Catherwood, chairman, 
Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul, Mr van Aerssen and Mr Seal, vice-chairmen, Mrs Pruvot, 
idraftsman, Mr Almirante, Mr Cohen <deputizing for Mr Caillavet>, Mr Filippi, 
Mr Fruh <deputizing for Mr Jonker>, Mr de Goede <deputizing for Mr Paisley>, 
Mr Irmer (deputizing forMr Damseaux>, Mr Lemmer, Mr Nikolaou, Lord O'Hagan, 
Mr Paulhan, Mr Pelikan, Mr Pesmazoglou, Mr Pranchere (deputizing for· 
Mrs Poirier), Mr Rieger, Mr Seeler, Mrs Seibel-Emmerling <deputizing for 
Mr Radoux>, Mr Stella, Mr Simmonds (deputizing for Mr Welsh> and Sir John 
Stewart-Clark. 
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1. INTrlODUCTION 
I 
Th' enlargement of the Community to include Spain and Portugal will 
have ra~ically different econom~c ~mpl~cations from those result~ng from 
the firft enlargement. What is involved in the ~atian into the 
carmmit,f'8CXIX1!!Y of countries which, because of their economic, social 
and historical characteristics, form part of the Mediterranean area of 
Europe ~eh is substantially different from llDSt of the 
existinp Member ~tates of the Community. 
I 
I 
Thb next enlargement process will ,certainly have an inpact an the harogeneous 
reqionalf-aater that· the ~ty has struggl.eC to achieve. 
T~e new enlargement will, therefore, have a major impact on the 
Commun~ty both internally and as regards its external trade relations. 
I 
I 
Al~ initially, Port1.19al and Spain ooc::tlPV different positions with regard tc third 
coontri¥, their ac:oeasioo in particular that of Spain, 'could 'chanqe the CCmnunity's trade 
:r:elati.ork With 5dE Of t.he> other econanic regions of the ~ld, notably the Mediterranean count'i:ie~ · 
i 
Ar far as the ~ of enlargement on external relations 
is cobcerned, a general distinction can be made be~ween relations with 
the cor~tries of the Mediterranean basin and those with the rest of the 
world.! 
~I
i rr the case of the former, the effects may be so serious as to jeoparcize 
the prjivileged trade relations which the Community has sought to establish with 
the c~untrie.s concerned under its Mediterranean trade policy. 
I 
~t would therefore be useful to analyse the implications of enlargement 
separately under these two headings. 
I 
I 
I!. ~NTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF ENLARGEMENT 
I 
ixcept in the countries of the Mediterranean basin to which a special 
chapt+r will be ·devoted, the consequences of the enlargement of the Community 
will ~e relatively slight. alt.hcugh they mJSt not be underestimated. The cocntries of the 
West ard enlargement of the Carm.mity as :an event of essentially political :ir!JJOrtance apd 
tend to see the econanic consequences as l::leinq relatively less :irrpartant. Trade 
betweenithe caRrunity and the developing countrie~;, EF'l1\ and the countries of Eastern Europe 
,. 
are ikely to~ substantially affected by 'the forthcaning' enlarg~t. 
I 
<a l , j!!EH2~H9!!!!L9L~!!!!!!:9~!!!~!!L~g;:_!:~~-!!!~~~!:!:!!!H~~~-22ti2!!~ 
I 
fThe industries of the developed countries could well derive sore benefits 
from/enlargement. The abolition of the protectionist measures currently 
in f~rce in the two applicant countries ~although_ to a lesser degree in Portugal will 
facil)itate access to thP. .8parW;h and Portugu&se danestic market. -
-r· 
i 
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'1be reduction of the Portuguese and Spanish extemal tariffs to the lew~ of the camunity's 
Camon CUstans Tariff will be the first step towards facilitating access to the Spanish and Portuguese 
markets for procucts from the industrialized nations. Tariff barriers 
at the Spanish frontier, for instance, range from 15% to 17%, whereas 
the Community's CCT is only around 7%. Furthermore, the adoption of 
a more liberal import policy and respect for the Community's rules of 
competition should facilitate access for third countries' products to the 
applioant ooontries' markets. 
The increase in per capita consumption which will probably follow 
accession suggests that there will be a substantial rise in domestic 
demand in the two applicant countries, particularly Spain. The free 
movement of products in a market of over 300 million consumers will facilitate 
the distribution of imported products and products manufactured by undertakings 
based in third countries which already have subsidiaries in the two applicant 
countries or in the existing l·1ember States. This enlargement of the market 
will bring specific advantages, especially for the large multinationals. 
If the gap between the eccnanies of be awlicant countries and the Camrunity average is 
to be bridged, the Spanish and Portuguese econcmies:. will hctve to be radically restructured 
(nDdernization of industrial plant, develq;ment of certain high-technology sectors). such 
re~;tructudng might lead to a certain aroount of econank grONth <lnd, conscquC'ntly, to u rclaUv~ 
increase in per capita calSUIIption. '!his will in all probability lec:•cl tc. a growth in demand 
for ,industrial and advanced technology equiprent, whkb W'tl\.."old in turn offer nE!'It export 
c.pportunl.ties for industrialized third countries. 
One further possible consequence of enlargement for the industrialized 
nations is the growth of foreign investment in Portugal and, above 
all, in Spain. Spain already possesses an economic infrastructure which 
appears to be particularly attractive to foreign investors. Over the 
period 1960-1977 the USA led the field among foreign investors in Spain 
with 36%, followed by Switzerland (17%), Germany (11.5%) and the UK (ll%). 
Political stability in Spain - if it is consoliC.atcd - and ttw prospC'ct. 
of accession to the EEC have boosted the inflow of foreign capital. 
Enlargement is also likely to have an i.rrpact an trade in agricultural products 
betwen the Ccrrmmity and the .inCll.lstrializecr nations. 
In adq::ting the- CAP, Spain and Portugal will have to apply the basic rule of 
Camunity preference. The CAP will undoubtedly lead to higher production 
in many areas of agriculture and this will therefore mean some reduction 
in Community imports from non-member countries. However, it must be 
remembered that trade flows cannot change overnight, as countries cannot 
immediately break long-cstabliohcd trade patterns without inviting repris~ls. 
Furthe!rmore, the range of agricultural products is fairly wide and the impact 
of enlargement. will Var'] ~rding to ~roduct. '!he USA , for exa11ple, exports 
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subs~antial quantities of cereals to Spain and Portugal, 
but i[t is unlikely that US cereal f'Xports t:o Spain wi 11 bf' affcc·tell hy 
enlarigement, as the Community is far from self-sufficient in the feed 
I 
grains whieh the USA exports to the Iberian peninsula. 
I 
IAs regards fisheries, the applicant countries will have to 
reco~cile the bilateral agreements they have concluded with certain 
other countries (Spain has signed agreements with Latin American 
counfries) with the rights and obligations they acquire with member-
ship!. 
I The absence of a common fisheries policy raises problems primarily 
at qommunity level. The question is whether, to avoid fresh problems 
whe~ they actually join the community, the applicant,coun~ries should 
notibe involved in the negotiations for a common fisheries policy 
or 1iven the right to be consulted. 
; lt can be concluded., therefore, that on the who1e, enlargement ot 
the !community will not pose any major problems as far as the industrialized 
nat~ons are concerned. 
The intermediate status of the economies of the applicant countries 
betyeen the industrialized nations of northern Europe and the developing 
countries may give rise to problems concerning the extension of develq:m:mt policy, 
~ially in the financial sector, that will not be easy·to solve. 
I 
i In theory, enlargement could bring a number of benefits to the ACP 
Sta~es, on which the Community has concentrated most of its aic to the 
'Ihifd ~rld. 
I The Spanish ano Portuguese markets will be opened up to products f!an 
of the ACP States. The ConVention of Lane allCJWS more than 95% of ACP products 
to ~nter the Community market duty-free. Spain and Portugal still levy 
fai.flY substantial customs duties on a number of major ACP exports. 
The~e include typically tropical products, such as coffee, tea, cocoa, 
~:t:~' -~tc. Ali-gment wi~ the CCT ~the ~lication of the.GSP, will therefore 
J.t .iJrpn't:S in gent~ral smce lower pnces Wl.ll boost consunpt.J.on of these products 
in .~licaftt Countries. 
I 
j On the other hand, enlarqerrent, may also pose a threat to the PCP States since 
in ,scme cases Spanish and Portuguese products may ~..e with s:ilrilar PCP prodL·.cts .. 
· In ltbe ~.·this CCilCerns Sane tYPes of fruit and vegetc.bles and oils ancl fats. 
sonk types of fruit and vegetables and oils and fats. ACP exports of ~.uch 
prqducts are still limited, but in some caees thEW alJ.oN certain cc..untrje~. to 
dt.~icy t:hett singl!e--croo. E'!COJ'\OhiM. 
I 
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(c) !~E!!~~~!~~~-~!-~~!~!2~~~~~-!~E-~~~-~~~~~!!~~-~!-~~~-~~g!~~~~g~~~~ 
basin 
Enlargement would directly affect imports from the countries of the 
Mediterranean basin. These countries, and the Community itself, would 
benefit if the present commercial policy were to continue, so that those 
countries were not obliged to turn to other markets, such as the countries 
of Eastern Europe. 
A commercial, and hence political, realignment of the countries 
of the Mediterranean basin towards these new markets would hurt the 
Community.~~ countries it called into question certain exacting balances. 
In 1978 the Mediterranean countries apart fran Spain and Portugal, 
ha~ a trade deficit with the Community totalling $9,000 million. 
For the first tilre, the countries of the M:!diterranean basin \\U\lld enjoy proper 
ccmnercial access to Spain and Portugal. '!his might be a genuine advantage to those 
countries nearest' to Spain and Portugal if ool.y because of 'the reduction in transport costs. 
·.• 
There is also a risk that this area could be 'destabilized'. The problem 
is as follows: how can the Community be enlarged towards the south without 
causing a rift in the strong links which the Community has established over 
the years with the countries of the J.l1editerranean basin? 
The following points emerge from an analysis of the problem: 
The Community has developed very close econanic relations with all the 
countries of the Mediterranean basin, particularly over the last decade. 
It ~ted, through a global approach, conclu<E series of agreements which, 
while part of an overall vision, would al$0 .take account ofthe particular charac-
teristics of relations between the Community as a whole and the individual 
This led to the creation of the I-iediterranean policy, the main lines of 
which were set out in a Commission memorandum of September 1972. The Paris 
Summit of October 1972 formally announced the Community's desire to mplerent 
thl,r;; pOlicy. 
The principles of the global riediterranean policy established by the 
Co~ncil at its meeting of 5-7 November 1972. 
The general principles of the Mediterranean policy can be defined as 
follows: the Community's main concern was to conclude a series of agreements 
with individual countries which took account of thflir mufu-ctl r1•l.rl ,,,,,., ""tl 
requirements. The aoreements compris~: 
- a section on industrial and agricultural trade, the salient tcaturc· of 
which is generally the opening up of the Community market to industrial and, to 
sane extent, agricultural exports frcm. the count.ries.concerned. As regards agrict:ltural 
exports, the coocessions are granted accordirK) to the characteristics of the indivjdual 
countries. 
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~ a sect~on on cooperation, which takes the form of close economic and technical 
cooper~tion in all the sectors of interest to the parties; 
I 
- financlial assistance, which consists mainly of a financial contribution 
I from ~he Community to promote the partner's economic development; 
I 
- a section on social matters, which principally regulates the 11X>rking conditions of migrant 
I -
w6rkerf' enployers in the camunity. 
I 
'!he hgreements concluded under the Mediteranean policy are ailred at establishing close 
ecooan.ic,/ financial an(1 technical COCJi?Cration designed to praoote the econCXII'J of the count..-y 
conc:erne4 and, at the same time, to cpcn up new· markets for Ccrrmmity c::port.s of tt..~hnoloyy 
anc! indu$trial pro&lcts. 
I 
1 For the Community the development of its partners means the opening 
I 
up of new trade opportunities, whereas, for the countries concerned, it is 
I 
a questiion of promoting economic and social development in the hope of 
achiev~ng a fairer distribution of wealth and helping to bring about economic 
I 
and po~itical stability in these countries by consolidating their economies. 
! 
I 
I 
T~e Community is therefore now linked with the countries of the M@diterranean 
bas:in•by cooperation agreements, as a result of which the Community market has 
been ~pened·up tq the main industrial and agricultural products from these countries. 
Hith t~e accession of Spain and Portugal the Community will he self-~illfficicnt 
i • ' 
in many of these t4editcrranean agricultural products (sec t.;1hle b·~Jow). 
I 
.,--:! ·--T~-foll~~n9 t~le show~ that th~ level of self-sufficienty will increase substantiAlly in 
the case of ol1ve 011 (the N1ne- 103.1%, the Nine plus Spain- 123.5%), fresh tomatoes 
I 
(the Nine- 96.0%,'the Nine plus Spain- 100.6%) and eggs (the Nine- 100.2%, the Nine 
plus ~ 100.5%). 
I 
I 
~ is a danger of the self-sufficiency level being reached in the case of other 
prodqft.s, includ:ing typically Mediterranean products - namely rye, rice, fresh produce, 
citru~ fruits and sheepneat and goatmeat. 
! 
jn,e figures quoted raise the general ~tion 'of heM the future Camunity of '!'Helve 
I • • 
can crnt:mue. inpOrt products fran countries with which it is linked by agreeroonts 
cone~ within the framework of Mediteranean policy when it will becare self-sufficient 
or aJ.poSt self-sufficient in the agricultura,l products nentioned. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
I 
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PRODUOTI9~, ~~V~~L~~y .NO p~GRE~ OF SE~F-SUPPLY IN THE COMMUNITY 
OF THE NINE~LUS'SPAIN -'PRINClPAL 'AGRICULTUftAL PRODUCTS 
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I 
! 
·~·.· - · The imfllications of enlargement for trade relations between the Community 
and the countries of the Mediterranean basin are, briefly, as follows: 
I 
- Cyprus: '1fie real and perhaps the only problem facing Cyprus on 
enlargemept is the fact that it exports large quantities of highly 
sensitive~ agricultural produce. It is the country which exports 
highest ·~rcentage of its market to the EEC. The most sensitive 
I . 
products ·~ pota~ and citrus fruit. 
I 
_, 
the 
I 
- Turkex: 
1
the Ankara Agreement concluded in 1963 created a firmly binding 
associat~on between.the Community and Turkey. This association has gone 
through ~arious supcessive stages in a highly volatile climate anc ~c 
and celmi&I'bial progress has been unsatisfactA>ry for '1'lttkey. 
Turkey i~ con~erned at the economic implications of the accession of Spain 
and Port~gal, particularly as regards sensitive industries, employment 
prospect$ for 'l'urkish workers and, above all, agriculture. 
I 
I 
The eqonomic and, above all, political consequences of enlargement for 
this countty are of particular importance. 
I 
., ' 
... •• r 
.·Maghre~·jarid Meshre~·and Israel : these countries provide an important 
and grow~ng market for the Community (about 7% of our total exports) which 
enjoys a 1 clear trading surplus. If, however, this imbalance continues to 
I 
increaser following the new accession, such a trend could certainly limit 
the Commpnity's export opportunities. In international trade there is a 
tendency' for countries which have a trade deficit with a certain partner 
I 
to turn ~owards other suppliers once a certain point is reached. 
i 
On t~e other hand, the Community market offers an important outlet 
for six o~ the eight Mediterranean countries, whose trade with the EEC 
accounts tor a very substantial percentage of the total: 
! 
--
I EEC importlil 1980 EEC exports 1980 
I 
I m ECU m ECU 
-------
i Mashrek
1 
2,733.7 61069.3 
Maghreb~ 6,281.!' 71130.6 
! 
Source: itatisti~al Q~fice of the European Communities. 
Part~pular mention shou!d·be made of agriculture, which is the key sector 
for most ~f the southern l·1edJ.terranean countrJ.es. Between 45% and 55% of the 
work.i,ng pqpulation in Morocco and Tunisia are employed in agricul.ture. Agri-
cultural ~reduction accounts for ove~ 26% of GNP in Morocco and.over 10% in 
Tunisia; ~he proportion of agricultural products exported also accounts for 
a sizeabl~ percentage of these countries' GNP. In Is·rael, t1oro('co 
1Mashreld Egypt 1 Syria 1 Lebanon, and .Jordan. 
Maghrebt Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia 
I 
I 
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~d Tunisia exports of agricultural products account for between one 
,quarter and one fifth of total international exports. Only Morocco and 
Tunisia show a surplus on agricultural trade. Ac:oess to the Camllnity's 
~aricultural market .Is £in~!~Y 9ne of the most crucial factors for the 
economies of t_hese countries •. "Exparts-of a;J.dC!altW:al procllcts to the Camunity accamt.'. 
for between 63% aild 70% of the total ~tural exports ~ !tt'OCCO '1\lni.sia and 
Israel. 
-Yugoslavia: this country signed an agreement' with the Co~unity in 1973. This 
wa8 foil<Md by a rrew ~ base4 on•. a\ glob~l.· a•oac- .. ssqaad •in !1.980. This country 
l!ll 't'lhe o£ 'the' ~-affeeta4 by ~·· ·~t.threatens to erode the 
·\~re of the Community market held by certain Yugoslav exports. 
Yuqoslavia will be · in close competition on .the Community market with 
the applicant countries, as it has reached a ~omparable level of 
development and its pattern of exports is similar. 
Yugoslavia's trade balance with the Community s~ows a marked deficit •. 
The present agreement has proved tota}ly unsatisfactory 
from Yugoslavia's point of view.and enl,argemant I threatens to make this 
state of affairs still worse. 
CONCLUSION 
In general terms the consequences of enlargement for oountries 
outside the Commnn it y are a lretildy ilpparcnt. 
to be completed, but are being hampered by a number of unknowns: 
1. Non-member countries frequently do not have very accurate data 
on trends in their markets; 
2. ·t~e indices available to the EEC may fluctuate in the short term; 
3. the· situation will change ap~r~ciably between now and accession, 
and even more s<> !Jetween the date of entry and the end of the 
transitional period. 
We may see enlargement to include Spain and ~~rtugal as a 
challenge which the EEC must accept, and which will oblige the 
Mediterranean countries within the.community, to·.show more involvement 
and responsibility; ~~his will have a beneficial effect on the 
development of the Community as a whole. 
The industrial policies pursued by the applicant countries do not accord with 
the 1975 and 1976 agreements between them and the C~nity. Particularly' sensitive 
sectors are: steel-making, textiles, footwear, sMpbuildif'\!J, ~~gri-foodstuffs 
ind\ilstries, chemicals and petrol~m derivatives 
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' 
:The Committee on External Economic Relations can support I -
the ~~ne chosen ·and adopted by the Commission of formulating a 
a~RWiVe policy~vis-a-vis the Community's Mediterranean partners. 
/It will b!!! very difficult to find practical solutions to the problems 
rai~fd by the accession (;f Spain and Portugal in terms of the agreements 
made/bY certain non-member countries prior to this accession until the 
conq~tions for the accession of Spain and Portugal are made more specific 
and Potil the modifications to be made to the common agricultural ~olicy, 
fol~owing the restructuring which the commission was required to under-
tak1 in the context of the Mandate of 30 May 1981, are actually carried 
out·~ 
·I 
I 
I 
1 The commission must give serious consideration to the complex and 
i~~rtant issues raised by the forthcoming enlargement. we hope that 
th~r analysis will lead to practical proposals and effective solutions 
as ~oon as possible. 
I 
On no account must the adaptation .of cooperation agreements to the 
ac~ession protocol& of the applicant countries be allowed todelay the 
ap~licant countries' effective entry into the community. 
'I 
11 
I 
1 The Member States of the, EEC and non-member countries are acutely 
a~re of the need to know, in economic terms, what changes their trade 
po'iiey may undergo as a result of the accession of new Member States. 
i 
1 The ACP States were not consulted at the time of Greek accession • 
T~~Y complained bitterly and .rightly so • 
• j 
They must therefore be kept informed of the current negotiations on ac~cs 
s~on, since some of them must be regarded as Mediterranean countries in their 
,I 
own right. 
,, 
'I 
In vlew of the current situation in the Community, i.e. : 
- i in view of the changes which need to be made to the protocol to the 
I 
l~a~reellen~ between the EEC ·~tnd the Stlt'te of ·Israel following the accession 
'of the Hellenic Republic to the Community: 
'I 
I 
~~ in view of the accession of Spain and Portugal: 
'I 
.. , in the context of the Mandate of 30 May: 
'I 
~ taking aecount of the comprehensive measures taken by the community 
:I 
,: 
I 
! 
vis-l-vis its own Mediterranean partners: 
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... 
i~here is a need .for c.pope.ration between the various Mediterranean Member 
States of the EEC. It would be fol~owed by more b!oadly based cooperation 
covering Mediterranean non-member countries. 
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If 
I 
! 
Qpinion of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment 
Draftsman: Mr Alberta GHERGO 
0~ 13 July 1982 the Committee on Social Affairs and Empliyment appointed 
I Mr Ghergo draftsman of an opinion. 
I 
I 
~t its meeting of 23 September 1982 the committee considered the draft 
opini~n and adopted it with one vote against. 
I 
'I 
ftresent: Mr Papaefstratiou, chairman;, Mr frischmann, vice-chairman; Mr Ghergo, 
draft~Man; Mr Boyes, Mr Brok, Mr Calvez, Mr Chanterie, Ms Clwyd, Mr Geurtsen 
(depu~izing for Mr Pauwelyn), Mrs E Kellett-Bowman <deputizing for Sir David 
Nicol~on>, Mrs T Nielsen, Mr Patterson, Mr,s Salisch, Mr Tuckman and 
I 
Mr V~dewiele (deputizing for Mr Estgen). 
,I 
!i 
,, 
I 
If 
i 
I 
'f 
,, 
I 
i 
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The enlaraeaent of the l~ropean Econ011ic COIIIIlUnity to include .Spain and 
Portuaal raises major problems, particularly as regards the general economic 
sector and the social sector. 
The two applicant countries, which are based predominantly on agriculture, ·are 
characterized by substa~tial disparities in regional development. 
A~ regards industry, which has a high labour intensity, low technology 
products will, at least initially, benefit from membership, while a long 
process of adaptation wil"l be' required as reaards high technology products 
from the more indu•trialized countries. 
Both countries have high levels of unemployment, substantial balance of 
payments deficits and galloping inflation. 
There are around 1.8 million people unemployed in Spain"\ (14% of the working 
population). In addition, there ie some degree of overemployment and further 
difficulties raised by the repatriation of large numbers of workers. 
Portugal has about 350,000 unemployed (9% of the working population). More 
than 60% of the unemployed are young people between 15 and 25 with no 
professional qualifications, who are looking for their first job. There has 
nevertheless been a substantial reduction in emigration in recent years. 
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment considers that there is 
unlikely to be a major increase in emigration from Spain and Portugal, both 
because emigration is now generally a question of choice and the stagnating 
economic situation in the Community countries does not offer firm job 
prospects, and because the policy now ~eing pursued by the Member States is 
designed to keep the entry of foreign workers within limits that are 
compatible not only with the Community's economic and social situation but 
al•o with the need to tackle the problems connected with the integration of 
migrant workers, in order to curb the related social costa. 
Moreover, in view of the high proportion of the working population employed in 
agric:~lture in the two applicant countries (20.3% in Spain and 27.3% in 
Portugal compared with a Community average of 11%), there is likely to be a 
major exodus from agriculture to the industrial and services sectors. 
1 Situation at 31 December 1981 
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I 
The numb~rs involved in this exodus can be estimated and the process should be 
guided a~d controlled in accordance with a carefully planned programme which 
provides la timetable, -detailed arrangements and guidelines designed to prevent 
the typerof econo.ic and social problems that have resulted from similar 
phenomeo+ in certain. Community countries. 
;I 
For this[purpose, the Spain and Portuguese Governments should begin now to 
give con~ideration to these problems, taking account also of Community regula-
tions onlvocational training and retraining. In Portugal, for example, there 
is virt~lly no vocational training at primary and secondary school level. 
I 
There wi!ll be problems with the adjustment, in accordance with Regulation 
I 
1408/71;1 of the economic and legal status of Spanish and Portuguese workers 
employe~ in the Community countries. 
I 
In this rconnection, although the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment 
does no~ have at ita disposal the statistics and factual data needed for a 
seriousilaaaeaaaent of the whole range of repercussions on the economic 
I 
~ituati~ of those Community countries which employ foreign workers, it must 
insist 4n·the full application of Regulation 1408/71, without any postponeaent 
or tran.itional arrangements, both for reasons of social equality and to 
:r 
elimina~e distortions of free competition. 
I 
I 
Still ~ferring to this Regulation, the committee considers that the two 
I 
applica•t countries should take practical account of the objective, laid down 
in the f-aulation, of the harmonization of the Member States• ·social 
legisla~ion, in order not only to adjust to this legislation but also to 
I 
eliminafe substantial differences in labour costs which distort competition. 
I 
Given the very short time between now and the accession of the applicant 
countr~~s to the Community, it is important that they should begin immediately 
I 
the wo~k of adjusting their legislation in order to prevent unfavourable 
I 
repercu.sions and further economic and social divergences which would 
jeopard~ze the already difficult process of integration. 
·I 
:i 
The baaric problem, however, relates to own resources. The various Community 
funds, /already inadequate for present needs, will be totally insufficient when 
applications for aid start coming in from Spain and Portugal. All the 
i 
applic~tions will be justified in practical terms, which will make the choice 
of pri~rities even more difficult. 
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I 
The Committee on So~ial Affairs and Employment requests the Political Affairs 
Committee to include the following points in its motion for a resolution: 
1. Recommends that the decisions to be taken during the negotiations should 
take due account not only of the problems facing the Community countries 
but also of the requirements of the economic and social development of the 
applicant countriea; 
2. Shares the view expressed by the Comaisaion in its report on social 
problems with a view to enlargement that the free movement of persons from 
the applicant countries must be considered in the context of a global 
Community policy in the •conomic and monetary field; 
l. Considers that the trend in the migration of Spanish and Portuguese 
workers will depend to a large extent on the Community's development 
objectives, in which tbe process of accession pla~s ,an important role; 
4. Requests that assistance be given to the integration of foreign workers 
resident in the Community, and particularly to young people of' the second 
generation, by means of a social and employment policy de1igned to give 
effect to the principle of equality of treatment as regards employment, 
living and working conditions and soc~al security; 
5. Recommends that Regulation 1408/71 concerning social security should be 
applied in full immediately after accession; feels, however, that 
transitional measures or derogation arrangements may be envisaged as an 
exception in order to deal with practical problems concerning adjustments 
to the economic and legal status of workers and their families; 
6. Considers that the applicant countries should be fully aware of the 
objective of harmoniziaa social legislation and that they should begin now 
to make every effort ,to adapt their national legislation; 
7. Stresses the importance of vocational training and retraining to give 
workers greater geographical and inter-sectoral mobility. 
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i 
8. Calls ~n the Commission to draw up a report assessing in detail the full 
,r 
impactrwhicti enlargement of the Community to include Spain and Portugal 
I ·~ ,' 
would have on the social sector, particularly employment. This report 
I 
should: be forwarded to the appropriate committees of the European 
' "' 
Parl iajnent and :.~hould describe the forseeaSle consequences both in the 
Member/ States-and in the applicant countries in the event of their 
accessjion~ · 
I 
! 
I 
i 
I 
I 
't 
'I 
:I 
I 
,, 
! 
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On 21 November 1980, pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, 
.Mrs BOOT and others tabled, on behalf of the Group of the European People's 
'.Party, a motion for a resolution on the creation of a 'revolving fund for 
the benefit of Mediterranean countries belonging to the European Community, 
on the basis of a Council regulation'. 
On 15 December 1980, the European Parliament referred this motion to 
the Committee on Regional Policy .and Regional Planning as the committee 
responsible and to the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment,; the 
Committee on Budgets and the Committee on External Economic Relations for 
art _opinion. 
On 21 January 1981, the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional 
Planning appointed Mr Potter'lno ·---~rapporteur; 
It considered the report at its meetings of 22 April, 23 June and 
20 Octooer 1981 and adopted the motion for a cesolution at its meeting of 
9 November 1981 unanimously with 2 abstentions. 
Present: Mr De Pas quale, chairman; Mr ~otte~iN;·- 'rapporteur; 
Mrs Boot, Mr Cardia, Mr Cecovini, Mr Griffiths~ Mr Harris, Mrs Kellett-
Bowman, Mr .. Konstantinos Mikolaou, "'" J.o. Taylor, Mr Travaglini and Mr von der Vring. 
The opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment is 
attached. 
The opinion of the Committee on Budgets will be delivered in the form 
of a letter. 
The Committee on External Economic Relations decided not to deliver 
an opinion. 
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the Committee on Regional Polic~ and Regional Planning hereby submits 
to ttiF European Parliament the following motion for a resolution together 
with explanatory statement: 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
on a, r 'Mediterranean plan' for the benefit of Mediterranean countries belong-
ing ~o the European Community and the applicant countries Portugal and Spain 
on tije basis of' a Council regulation 
'I 
I 
I 
The;./ European.' Parliament, 
I 
- h~ving regard to the motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs Boot and others 
or behalf of the Group of the European People's Party on the creation of a 
·~evolving fund for the benefit of Mediterranean countries belonging to 
\~c .European Community on the basis of a Council regulation' (Doe. l-620/80), 
li 
- ~ving regard to the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr RUFFOLO on 
~half of the Socialist Group on the creation of a European regional 
~evelopment organization (Doe. 1-359/81) and the motion for a resolution 
tiabled ~y Mr CARDIA and others on the structure and operation of the 
~uropcan ~e'gional Development Fund (Doe. ·1-510/81), 
- ~aving regard to the draft amendment to the 1982 budget entering a p.m. 
;for the creation of a revolving fund for the Mediterranean countries 
'~Doe. 1-550/213) , · 
!I 
'I 
- paving regard to the report of the Committee on Regional Policy and 
~egional Planning and the opinions of the Committee on Social Affairs 
~nd Employment and the Committee on Budgets (Doe. 1-736/81), 
! 
- having regard to the Preamble and Article 2 of the EEC Treaty, whereby the 
Member States undertake to reduce the differences existing between the 
~arious regions and the backwardness of the less favoured regions and 
I 
1to promote throughout the Community a harmonious development of economic 
·!activities, 
I 
-,!recognizing that the Community is now further from the goal of the con-
IIVergence of the national economies than on the day it was established I . . , 
I 'de · h 
-dconsl rlng t at the accession of Greece and the prospective accession 
'/of Portugal and Spain will make the gap between the rich and the dis-
; /advantaged. r~gions of Europe far wider, with the result that in future 
1
the Commun1ty may be said to be divided into two economically and 
rsocially dis~inct parts, 
I 
I 
i 
,I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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- considering that the Community must attach great importance to preventing 
such divergent development, which could, in future, give rise to con-
siderable social conflict, 
- convinced that there is a need in this regard to draw up integrated 
regional development programmes for the disadvantaged Mediterranean 
regions of the Community and the applicant countries, to serve as a 
reference for future national and Community support measures, 
- convinced that considerable financial resources will be needed if the 
position of the Mediterranean regions is to be improved, which 
necessarily implies the restructuring of Community expenditure, 
- recognizing that if action to improve the position of the Mediterranean 
regions is to be successful, such resources will have to be injected into 
these regions over a long period, i.e. at least 30 years, 
- mindful of the fact that, to ensure the success of a development policy 
for the disadvantaged regions, capital must be deployed where labour is 
available, 
- considering that the creation of afpropriate organizational instruments 
is an essential precondition for a successful policy in favour of specific 
Mediterranean regions, 
1. Calls on the Commission to draw up, in collaboration with the Me~r 
States and the applicant countries, ~ntegrated development programmes 
for th~ severely disadvantaged Medite~r~nean regions; 
2. Calls on the Commission to draw up, in the framework of the integrated 
development programmes, and utilizing the development potential available 
in the regions, detailed proposals for the following specific fields of 
action having regard to new technologies offering scope for growth; 
- creation of permanent jobs in the industrial, crafts and services 
sectors and the necessary infrastructure; 
- structural reform of agriculture in the Mediterranean area including 
afforestation schemes; 
- improvement of the vocational training of workers, qualified managers 
and entrepreneurs (particularly in the small to medium-sized 
private sector); 
- improvement of administrative efficiency; 
3. Calls on the Commission to determine, on the basis of·the programmes, 
what budgetary and capital market funds will be required in the short, 
medium and long term to achieve the objectives set; 
4. Calls on the Commission to draw up proposals for the creation of a 
'Development Fund for the t1editerranean ~egions of the Community and 
the Applicant Countries', to be constituted within a period of 6 to 
8 years to provide effective aid to self-help; 
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6. 
Ca[ls on the Commission to draw up proposals to ensure that development 
'I 
f~rds, which should be granted at reduced rates of interest and should 
asl a rule be repayable, are used in a manner consistent with economic 
i 
p~inciples and banking criteria and that they are coordinated with 
o her Community financial instruments; to this end, the European 
!:vestment Bank should be entrusted with the administration of the Fund; 
I . 
C~lls on the Commission to take precautions to ensure that subsidies and 
ldans are not channelled into the national budgets of the recipient 
~mber States but are placed directly at the immediate disposal of 
u~dertakings, regional authorities, etc.; 
7. ReJuests the Commission to·consider the advisability of establishing a 
I 
'E~ropean Development Company' which can offer the regions concerned the 
ap~ropriate expertise and thus meet the need for development and an 
effective transfer of technical and administrative know-how to the dis-
aqyantaged Mediterranean regions; 
I 
8. Requests the Commission to submit proposals for a Council regulation 
I 
onrthe subject of this resolution within a period of three months 1 I 
9. In~tructs 'its President to forward this resolution to the Council, the 
'I C~ission and the governments of the applicant countries Portugal and 
Sp:tin. 
•I 
I 
I 
! 
,I 
I 
I 
·I 
! 
I 
•I 
I 
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EXPlANATORY STATEMENT 
I. The political necessity of an aid programme for the Mecltiterranean 
countries 
1. Political considerations make Greek accession to the European 
Community on 1 January 1981 and the forthcoming enlargement of the 
community to include Portugal and Spain both desirable and necessary. 
Greece, Portugal and Spain are major European countries. European 
unification without these three countries would be barely conceivable. 
The accession of Greece, Portugal and Spain to the B~ropean Community is 
also seen as a contribution towards strengthening democracy in these 
countries following periods of dictatorship w~ich in some cases had lasted 
many years. 
2. Enlargement of the Community to twelve members poses major problems not 
only for the Community but also for the applicant states. Enlargement of 
the European Community could easily prove unsuccessful and threaten European 
unification as a whole unless the necessary decisions on the integration of 
the applicant states are taken. The problems raised by enlarging the 
Community to 12 members can be solved .. but this will require the political 
will of the European Community, the acceding states and especially the 
Member States of the Community. 
3. The prosperity gap between the richer and poorer regions of the 
community has steadily widened in recent decades. In future this may 
give rise to social conflict at the European level comparable with that 
which exists at the global level in the form of the North-South conflict. 
Enlargement will exacerbate these problems. The differences in the 
level of development between the regions of the enlarged Community will be 
far larger than those in the Community of Nine. While the ratio of per 
capita GDP between the richest region in the Community of Nine, Hamburg, 
and the structurallyweakest region of Italy, Calabria, was 5 : 1, in the 
Community of Twelve the ratio between Hamburg and the Portuguese region 
of Vila Real Braganca will escalate to 12 : 1. A similar relationship 
obtains in relation to the Greek region of Thrace. 
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I 
i 
I 
! ! A total of 56 million people live in Greece, Portugal and Spain. Of 
' th~se, more than 35 million (roughly two thirds therefore) live in regionR 
I in[which the per capita GDP is comparable with that of Southern Italy, 
,, 
whfch, with Western Ireland, is the structurally weakest region in the 
c~unity of the Nine. 
I 
4.! It therefore behoves political movements in the Community to do 
I 
e~rythinq in their power to avert the impending conflict by taking 
m~asures which will lead to a tangible improvement in the economic and 
I 
s~cial condition of people in the poorer regions of the Community. The 
i 
pqpulation in these regions will be unable to perceive the benefits of 
I 
m$mbership if they find that the Community is unable •to reduce the 
I 1 ~Ckwardness of the less favoured regions• • 
s:. The Community is further away now from its goal of balanced economic 
I 
~velopment than it was at the time of its creation. 
I 
' 
' This is already particularly true of th~ structurally weak regions in 
Jhe Mediterranean countries belonging to the community and will become even 
I 
•ore so the case in a Community of twelve unless the necessary steps are 
I 
taken. 
~~. The main features of the economic and social situation in the structurally 
~~ak regions of the Mediterranean countries belonging to the Community and 
~hose in. the applicant States of Portugal and Spain compared to the 
I 
!industrialised central regions are as follows: 
I 
'I !- lower labour productivity 
/- high proportion of the labour force employed in agriculture 
fl 
:- a tendency towards single-crop farming 
'I ,,_ 
I 
Il-
l 
' 
'1-
I 
I 
I 
severe underemployment 
a lack of alternative employment to agriculture 
insufficiently large undertakings in agriculture, industry, 
I~ -
•I 
craft trades and services 
shortage of skilled labour 
I 
.I 
./ 
11 
I 
•I 
I 
I 
I 
'/ l.rhe Preamble to the Treaty establishing the European Economic community 
' includes the following passage: 'ANXIOUS to strengthen the unity of 
their economies and to ensure their harmonious development by reducing 
the differences existing between the various regions and the backwardness 
of the less-favoured regions' 
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large distances between buying and selling markets and the decision-
making centres of the Community 
- inadequate transport and social infrastructures 
- administrative and fiscal obstacles to economic development 
- a low propensity to invest. 
7. The combination of some, several, or all of these features in certain 
regions in the Mediterranean countries has resulted in relatively low 
incomes or relatively little prosperity for the population in these 
regions. 
a. The examples below show how the situation of the population in the 
Mediterranean areas varies from the average conditions for citizens of 
the Communityv(see Annex). 
- While an average of roughly 7% of the Community work-force is employed 
in agriculture, the proportion in the Meditesranean regions is 
approximately 20% (Greece and Portugal 3~). 
- In spring 1981 the average rate of unemploymentin the Community is 
approximately 8%. In the Mediterranean regions of the Community'this 
rate ranges from 9 to 20%., 
- At current prices, average per capita_ Community GDP was approxima~ely 
US$9,000 in 1980. The corresponding figure for Portugal, for example, 
was $2,070 and for Greece $4,060. 
- Approximately 14% of adults in Greece and approximately, 23% in Portugal 
are illiterate. In the other Member States illiteracy is virtually 
nonexistent. 
9. The new member of the Community, Greece, and the applicant countries, 
Portugal and Spain, not only have the problem of developing traditionally 
weak regions but also the problems associated with accession to the Community. 
Despite considerable progress in industry and trade in recent years, the 
applicant States are confronted by major problems as a result of the 
elimination of customs barriers required by membership. Following 
accession, the applicant countries have not only to face increased com-
petition from the other Member States but also to find alternative 
employment for the manpower leaving agriculture. It is essential that 
they encourage investment so as to create employment. 
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I 
'I 
I 
,I 
il 
'I 
I 
10. :/Given the large proportion of the work-force empl~yed in ag~ic~ilure, 
the ·rnin ti!Ak wUl hP the str:-ut·tural adjustment of agn.culture w1th1n the 
fram~work of active economic, social and cultural development. 
Pro~~ctivity in this sector has declined compared to other areas of the 
eco~my. The aim therefore will be a rational combination of migration 
fro, the land with an increase in agricultural productivity. 
'I 
I 
-~-- -rj 
I 
11. :/ The applicant countries are being forced to make their industry more 
com~etitive in order to adapt to the'community market. It is vital to avoid 
art.· ficial P+Otectionism based on sta:e. subsidies. Adjustments are needed 
whi h give industry, craft trades and the service sector a genuine chance I , 
to tompete within the Community. Only the applicant states can take the 
neqtss~ry decisions on ways and means to this end but the Community can and 
'I 
mu$r offer support in the form of an effective aid programme to encourage 
'sel!~-help...,., if.. . .. ·' 
:I 
12f:[: The oVerriding g~al of an aid programme for the Mediterranean regions 
iq the community must be to create employment for people in the areas where 
t~ y live •. , People should be· given an opportunity to find work in their 
I 
n~ ive reg-ions. They should not be canpelled to migrate to other parts of 
th.ir own country or even other Member States. Young people in particular 
s~ould be given an opportunity of finding employment in the areas where 
t~ey have.grown up, have their friends and wish to start a family. 
i/ Migration to the centres of industry and population in the Canmunity 
~ften involves social isolation for the people concerned. The experience 
q~ several generations of migrant workers in the northern countries of the 
Ofmmunity should make it clear that it is better, not only in the interests 
~~ the workers concerned and their families but also of the host countries, 
tjo 'bring the machines to the peopie rather than the people to the machines•. 
i) 
!I 
il 
I 
~3. At the same time, following a transitional period for the applicant 
I tates, freedom of movement fot workers should remain an important goal for 
But there sho\l'ld be no 1 canpulsory freedom of movement 1 for 
rkers simply because they are unable to find employment in their native 
ntries. The present high level of unemployment in almost all the Member 
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states makes an aid programme for the applicant countries even more 
important than ever. Jobs must be created not only for those people 
leaving agriculture but also for those workers affected by the re-
structuring needed in other.areas of the economy. 
14. The committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning is therefore 
convinced of the political necessity of a special development programme 
for the Mediterranean countries belonging to the community. 
II. Geographical extent 9f L•Meditersanean plan' 
' 
15. The signatories of the motion for a r•aolution take the view that 
the fund should primarily benefit the Meb-terranean ~ilt:ties belonging 
to the community1• 
16. The Committee on Regional Policy and Jlfigional Planni.nq draws attention 
to the fact that ~he Mediterranean, as 'Mare Nostrum•, has throughout 
history been an area of contact and the bael(.gxound for a wide range of 
exchanges between Europe and t:be countries of Africa and Asia Minor. 
Concentration of tha·psroposed aid on th• Mediterranean countries 
belonging to the community.and tpe applicant countries Portugal and Spain 
should serve to underline the iMportance of.consolidatinq friendly relations 
with the other states around the Mediterranean as part of an overall 
c~nity Mediterranean policy. 
The committee on R~ion•l Policy and Regional Planning therefore 
calls on the Commission to submit proposals designed to ease the problems 
created for non-member states· axound the Ne4iterranean by canmunity 
enlargement. The committee on Regional. Pol.icy and Regional Planning is 
aware of the great responsibility of the ccmmunity to all the States 
around the Mediterranean. 
17. The committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning takes the 
view that the 'Mediterranean Plan' should concentrate on those 
regions of the community which are development areas as defined for the 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). As no ERDF development areas 
have (yet) been defined for Portugal and Spain, the commission is asked 
to consult these countries with a view to drawing up a geographical 
definition of development areas in these countries. 
1The motion for a resolution (Doe. 1-620/80) also states that 'about 10% 
of the resources could be used for severely under-developed regions 
elseWhere in the community•. 
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•I 
I 
18. -~~king.\his,-d;f-inition- as ·a ba~is, the.eommi.tte~:--.f~els· that the 
I , d foll~•ing Mediterranean regions can be considered development areas un er 
~the '!Mediterranean plan •, although this list should not be regarded as 
fin~i: 
Fran~e 
I_ eorsica 
I -
I 1 
· 1 - Languedoc 
i- Midi-Pyrenees1 
I 1 
: ~- Aquitaine 
I Gre~e 
) - entire territory excluding the Athens-Piraeus 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
and Saloniki regions 
1 
- Mezzogiorno including:Lazio 
PoTugal 
1 - To be defined by the government in consultation with the 
./ canmission 
I 
- ~o be defined by the government in consultation with the 
canmission 
Areas of activity for the 'Mediterranean Plan• 
I 
19. Financial resources can be allocated to the development of these 
I 
r~gions only on the basis of detailed and feasible regional develop-
~ent programmes. Admittedly, the Member States have been submitting 
~heir regional development programmes and subsequent reviews of these 
programmes to the Commission since 1977. However, to repeat the criticism 
~ontained in the TRAVAGLINI_report 2 , their suitability in their present 
form for use as frames of reference for entitlement to finance from the 
I 
~ommunity fund is limited. 
I 
,/ 
i 
I 
I 
tcommunity regional development measures are also confined to these 
:
1 
regions pursuant to Article 13 of the ERDF Regulation (Doe. 1-451/79) 
12 
.I Doe. 1-347/80 
I 
I 
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20. The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning urges the 
commission to draw up, in close collaboration with the governments and, 
in particular, the Mediterranean regions concerned, realistic, detailed, 
integrated development programmes setting out the short-, medium- and long-
term objectives and the priorities with respect to the projects to be 
implemented. 
Such development programmes must be accompanied by information 
relating to short-, medium- and long-term financial planning, with a 
distinction made as to budgetary and capital market resources. 
The aim should in all probability be a planning period of 30 years 
in the first instance. 
21. The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning takes the view 
that these development programmes should concentrate on the following areas: 
·(a) Creation of pe~nent employment in the industrial, craft and service 
sector ana the Infrastructure needed for this 
(b) Restructuring agriculture 
(c) improveme•t of workers • vocational skills by creating vocational 
training centres and encouraging occupational mobility by retraining 
(d) improving the efficiency of the administrative sector a's a flanking 
measure to be implemented under the control of the Member State. 
Obviously there would have to be close coordination between the 
local, regional, national and Community level in all spheres of activity. 
As the Mediterranean is already badly polluted, greater attention will also 
have to be paid to environmental protection. 
- I ~ • ' 
(a) Creation of permanent employment 
... -. . 
. ~ ~ . . , , 
i2 ~ The prime obj.ective of the Mediterran~an Plan is to create permanent 
t . ' • ' 
employm€nt .. in the industrial, cr-aft. and service -~ectors ~ 
Clear priority should be given to promoting small and medium-sized under-
takings. Experience shows that jobs in small and medium-sized undertakings 
are relatively more secure. 
Attention should also be given to develcping innovatory types of industry(e.g.solar energy). 
23. A well-developed infrastructure is essential if iobs are to be created. 
In many cases the infrastructu~e does not exist in the structurally weak 
areas and should therefore be iflcluded in the aid measures under the 
Mediterranean Plan. 
24. Experience shows that there is generally a great lack of projects 
suitable for aid. 
Feasibility studies should therefore be conducted as part of the 
investment programmes so as to encourage investments which are economically 
promising and create employment. The promotion of marketing, improvement 
of entrepreneurial expertise and systematic consultancy Hervices shoulcl 
also have priority under the Hediterranean Plan. 
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(b) 1Structural reform of agriculture 
I 
25. :The most important branch of economic activity in the poorer regions 
arou~d the Mediterranean is agriculture. Its main features are small 
undeftakings, a tendency towards single-crop farming and relatively low 
labo~r productivity. According to the Commission, for example, almost 
60% pf the farmers in the Mezzogiorno only have part-time employment in 
the rgrlcultural sector and no other e~ployment in other sectors of the 
eco9omy. Alternative scope for employment is virtually non-existent. 
j 
26. 1 It is therefore clear that intervention in the agricultural sector rep~esents a major starting-point for imprpving the socio-economic position 
of ~he population in the Mediterranean regions·if such intervention leads 
to }he creat~on of jobs in other sectors. 
I 
·I 
27./ In the view of the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning, 
the1aim of the measures in this area should be: 
Jo promote structural reforms of agriculture, i.e. in particular the 
~ationalization of production·and marketing 
/to support mobility from the agricultur'al sector towards other sectors 
~ith higher labour productivity. 
! 
·I 
28~ Measures to this end are already being taken by the Commission 
(aJplication of the 1972 Directives). 
I 
I 
r' In their present form these directives are not sufficiently well-adapted 
toithe specific problems of the less-favoured regions1 (With the exception 
of/the mountain areas). 
I 
I 
f The Commission is therefore urged to amend its directives relating to 
tnF improvement of the agricultural structure to enable an efficient 
r~structuring of the agricultural sector in the Mediterranean areas. 
I 
2~. This therefore does not represent a new form of agricultural policy 
b*t simply a modification of. existing policy which the Committee on Regional 
P4licy and Regional Planning regards as a flanking measure to creating 
Pfrmanent employment. 
I 
I It is well known that the Common Agricultural Policy has hitherto 
l~rgely benefited those areas in the central northern regions of the 
Cpmmunity which were already developed. 
The justification for an agricultural structural policy which would 
~pacifically benefit the Mediterranean regions, therefore, is all the 
~reater. Structural reforms in agriculture should not prevent farmers who 
~ind employment outside the agricultural sector from pursuing agricultural 
'mployment as a part-time activity. 
i ][ 
I See the study on the regional effects of the Common Agricultural Policy 
1
1 published by the Directorate-General for Regional Policy of the Commission 
1 
in December 1980, p. 77 et seq. 
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30. Afforestation schemes are particularly .important lo reslore ur lll...lllll<.~in t lit> 
ecological balance in the Mediterranean regions. 
31. Greater attention should be given to aquaculture in suitable Mediterranean 
coastal regions and the appropriate steps taken to re-train fishermen. 
--- ------ -- - -- ------~--- ... ----- ---------- ---- ------- ------ --- - ------ - ---(c) Improvement of workers' vocational skalls by creating vocational 
training centres and encouraging occupational mobility by retraining 
' 
32. Investments in human resources represent a further necessary flanking 
measure for regional development of the Mediterranean regions. This 
comprises the following: 
construction and administration of vocational braining centres, annrP-ntice 
worktmops_etc. 
professional retraining, particularly of agricultural workers. 
training• 10:fl qualified managers and novice entrepreneurs, particularly 
in the small to medium-sized private sector, possibly in cooperation 
with a 'European Development Company• yet to be establishe& Male and 
female workers should receive the same degree of assistance under such 
schemes. 
~~-Tbe-se- areaso£-activ ny-ao-iiot repi;tiserit-a -special new-community 
policy but a modification and adaptation of existing instruments to the 
specific situation of the Mediterranean areas. 
The Commission is urged to modify its Soctal Fund aid policy to take 
account of regional aspects. 
Respect for the Member States' autono~ in educational matters means 
that there must be close cooperation with.the national institutions 
responsible for education and training. 
(d) Improving the efficiency of the administrative sector 
34 ~ Measures in this area also represent flanking action · ·~hich should 
,. 
be carried ou~by the Member .States on their own authority. 
3S. A well-organised and efficient administration would enable the less 
favoured Mediterranean regions to solve ~g~~f.tbe remaining problems 
(traffic situation, skilled workers, etc.). '· 
The improvement of the efficiency of the administration is an essential 
flanking measure wmich should be carried out by the Member States on their 
own authority. 
36. One possible approach in addition to special training for administra-
tors in these regions would be to ·bring in experts in regional economic 
development. 
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I 
i 
i 
I 
37. , ~he committee takes the view that an intra-Community transfer of 
administrative and technical know-how to less favoured regions must 
I 
accompany the transfer of financial resources. 
I 
IV. Deployment of instruments 
I 
i 
38 .c :rhe granting of public finance to regional: development projects mUS"t 
be accompanied by measures to ensure that the use made of such funds is 
i 
econorically efficient. 
~he Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning sees it ~s its 
duty ~o press the Commission to take a~propriate precautions. 
I 
,fhe aim of such measures should be not so much to prevent any 
deli~rate attempt to use funds for other than their intended purpose· 
as t, enable them to be put to optimum use. 
30 .• , iThe success of the development measures for the Mediterranean regions 
willvery much depend not only·on the volume of finance made available but 
also: on the:arrangements governing its allocation. 
I 
(a) /creation of a 'Mediterranean Fund' 
i 
40. !To ensure that Fund resources are ·used in accordance with the 
prinfiples of.sound financial management, the administration of the Fund 
shoufd be such that extraneous considerations have no bearing on the alloca-
tionlof resources. 
' 
I 
41. lit might Qe argued that the European Regional Development Fund as an 
exishing instrument might usefully be deployed, since this would prevent 
furt~er fragmentation of the Community's financial instruments. 
j 
lHowever, in its present form, the European Regional Development Fund 
i is npt suited to such a purpose. 
I 
42./ The posftion of the present Regional Development Fund is as follows: 
i 
- I~ has no access to the capital market, being entirely financed from 
I b~getary resources. 
~e size of the Fund is determined by annual budgetary decisions. 
- I,s. system of quotas precludes any geographic concentration of aids. 
,I • 
• I~ offers no loans at reduced rates of 1nterest, only 'non-repayable' 
g~ants. 
A:J a rule, finance from the Fund is channelled straight into the 
~ttional treasuries (refund principle) rather than being made over 
dfrectly to investors at regional and local level. 
i 
- S~nce it encourages mainly investments in infrastructure (70%), it is 
u~able to provide adequate job-creating investment aids to small and 
m~dium-sized undertakings. 
I 
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I 
- It does not allocate funds to the applicant countries Spain and 
Portugal. 
43. Article 130 of the Treaty of Rome states 'The task of the European 
Investment Bank shall be to contribute ; .••. to the balanced and steady 
development of the common market in the interests of the Community', by 
supporting among other things 'projects for developing less-developed 
regions and projects for modernizing or converting undertakings'. 
44. The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning therefore con-
siders that it would be appropriate to appoint the European Investment Bank 
(EIB) as the sponsor, coordinator and executive body. 
The EIB, which takes decisions largely on the basis of economic criteria, 
would be less susceptible than the Commission to ~olitical pressure to adopt 
other criteria than economic expediency as the basis for allocating aid. 
45. As the EIBs statute does not provide for the four types of activity 
referred to in paragraph 21 (areas c and d do not belong to the Bank's 
role as def~ped at present), one solution might be to create a subsidiary 
as a special section of the Bank responsible for the Mediterranean Plan. 
Whatever form the Mediterranean Plan takes in future as a financial instrument, 
it should in no way be regarded as competing with the existing Regional and 
Social Funds, but as complementary to these. 
46. The Mediterranean Plan can only succeed if it leads to direct action. 
Its objectives, duration and endowment must be geared to the long term. 
The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning believes that 
it will take at least an entire generatio'n to solve the problems of the 
less-developed Mediterranean regions and therefore favours a duration of 
initially 30 years for the aid programme. 
47. The Mediterranean Plan Fund should be based on the principle of loans 
so that resources are not provided as non-repayable grants but with an 
obligation for repayment. This is intended to foster the initiative and 
commitment of the beneficiaries. 
The fund should therefore be revolving, i.e. increasing as time goes by 
as a result of interest and capital repayments. Its rate of growth will 
depend among other things on the rate at which it revolves. The Marshal! 
Plan model provides an example of how it could operate. 
The fund should: 
work according to the principle of complementary financ·il'lg, Le. own 
resources and other outside resources should be involved on an appropriate 
scale 
- have rates of interest without a sliding scale (the rate of interest should 
therefore be fixed at a specific level below market rates) 
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- set periods for loans geared to the purpose for which the resources are 
being used. The period for the payments should normally provide for a 
'! ·· grac~ period determined in relation to the nature of the project. 
Xb) F~nd organization 
I 
4~. T~e fund should be deployed on the basis of a Council Regulation and in 
~·with lqlplalentary camrl.ssioo guidelines. 'lbe EIB \0.1l.d be the ~tive 
author~ty administering and deploying the fund in accordance with banking 
princi~les. The ORTOLI facility is an example of the EIB assuming res-
pGnsib~lity for a specific Community policy in this way. 
The ~o~~tries receiving loans would provide guarantees for loans 
grante1· 
The.fu1d should be subject to supervision by the European Parliament. 
I ---------- -------- .. 
I (c) R~sources 
- I ~ ~- fu~ will be able to draw on two sources: 49. . -r-
1 ' ~:· 
~ ·the/community budget 
- lo~r· on the internationa'l capital market. 
i 50. zr the view of the Committee the following areas of activity can be 
financ~d from the budg~t: 
1 
1 t ~ f t' 1 interest rates to the inaustrial and service 
. . o,ns a p .. e ;.:~en J.a 
se~tors 
fe~sibility studies to discover new investment projects 
tr ininq and retraining of public service employees 
- co~tting illiteracy 
co ultancy services of experts from -a_.. 'European Development Company'. 
rlo, ans on the capital market could be used to finance the following 51. 
I 
areas ;of activity: 
I 
investments by und~rtakings and corporations in the industrial, craft 
a~ service sectors to create employment 
melsures in the infrastructure sector 
me sures to improve the structure of agriculture 
coiljlatruction of vopational training centres and apprentice workshops 
'! 
52. ~t is difficult at the present time to calculate the long-term 
relat' onship between pudgetary and capital market resources which will be 
used , o finance the ~diterranean Plan. This will be influenced directly 
' ....... ' 
by th~ credit·potential of the areas receiving aid. It is impossible at 
the mpment to estimate the credit potential of Greece, Spain and Portugal. 
It will be the task of the Commission to draw up the appropriate forecasts. 
I 
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(d) Incentives 
53. The following might be used to encour•ge investments in the industrial, 
craft and service sectors and agriculture: 
investment loans linked to a specific project or programme at a rate 
proportional to the 'relative intensity• 1 of the regional problems in 
the area receiving aid. 
subsidized interest rates for specific projects or programmes with the 
level also linked to the relative intensity of the regional problems 
feasibility studies for specific projects or programmes could initially 
be financed from budgetary resources by non-repayable grants. In cases 
where the proj•ct or programme is put into practice, these non-repayable 
grants would be converted into repayable loans. This would be a way of 
encouraging .in particular risk capital investments in less-favoured regions. 
54. To ensure that the aid, which after all is public money, is used 
efficiently, it is absolutely essential to combine the incentives systems 
with an optional 'right to demand repayment'. This right to demand repayment 
would be invoked for example if the jobs created no longer existed after a 
certain period. 
55. The incentives to agriculture should mainly encourage structural 
improvements,including social measures to increase productivity and 
rationalize production and marketing. It is important to bear in mind the 
risk of increasing Mediterranean surplus production. Even if this is often 
not the intention, it is well known that rationalization investments and 
structural improvement measures often lead to increases in production which 
must be avoided, particularly in the case of products such as wine, olives, 
tomatoes, citrus fruits etc. 
56. Incentive systems for investments in the human resources field are far 
more problematic. These require very close cooperation between the sponsoring 
institution and the recipient national institutions responsible for training 
and education. 
Possibly these institutions could receive earmarked loans at preferential 
rates of interest combined with special conditions and the services of experts 
from a 'European Development Company'. 
The Commission should be asked to draw up detailed proposals on this 
subject in consultation with the Member States concerned. 
1 See First Report on the social and economic situation in the regions of 
the Community, Chapter 8.3 
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(e) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Est~lishment of a 'European 
I 
I 
I 
Development Compan~' 
·5'1,1. As a/ rule, the disadvantaged Mediterranean regions do not have the 
·I e~perts t~ey need at local and regional level to. formulate and implement 
regional'~conomio development measures. 
I . 
58. The~e is a similar, pronounced lack of administrative and technieal 
' i 
know-how~ particularly in the field of relations between local and 
regional/authorities on the one hand and the State, industrial and 
professiitnal organizations,, banks, consultancies, research institutes and, 
not leas , the institutions of the European Community on the other. 
I 
I 
In many bases, the development potential of the regions cannot be exploited 
I 
owing t9 the absence of the necessary experts. 
I 
~ , I 
~. Th~ Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning takes the view 
that, i~ convergence ~ithin the Community is to be achieved, the granting 
of fin~ce on the basis of detailed regional development programmes must 
be acc~panied by the deployment of regional development experts in the' 
regions/concerned. 
-- 'I . 
11 
60 •.. The committee therefore calls on the Commission to consider the 
advisa~ility of establishing a 'European Development Company' to provide 
I 
advice/on the spot. The organization of the company should satisfy private-
enter~fise criteria, and it should be directly responsible to the Commission. 
rhe se~vices 'it offered might include: regional planning, regional policy, 
the o~eration of Community financial instruments, establishment of industries, 
busin~s~ consultancy, ~arket research, capital procurement, sales promotion, 
'I 
etc. 1 Interested local and regional authorities in the regions concerned 
could/use its services on favourable terms. If the Community finance granted 
to a ~iven programme or project exceeded a certain level yet to be decided, 
the ure of consultants' services on the spot could be made mandatory. 
I 
·---- -· r 
V. Indowment of the Fund 
I 
I I , 
~1. fThe endowment of the Mediterranean fund should be discussed in the light 
of t~e following criteria: 
i i* order to be effective in the long-term, the Fund must receive adequate 
! 
rraources. 
~popian demands which are politically unrealistic should be avoided. It i. important in this context to bear in mind that the scope for future 
i~cr~aes in the Community budget is practically exhausted. 
~s ~~ Mediterranean Fund will be a revolving fund, which in addition to 
~uqget and capital market resources will also receive funds from repayments 
1f·capital and interest, it will not start off at a high level, but should 
~qhieve the appropriate proportions in the course of time. 
I 
I, 
I 
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62 .i For developing countries the United Nations agreed that the industrial 
countries shoQ!d set aside 0.7% of their GNP annually for development aid to 
the Third World. In the view of the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional 
Planning, the Mediterranean Plan should ultimately, i.e. after approximately 
20 to 25 years, attain at least a comparable level. 
On the basis of the Member States' GNP in 1980, this means a fund in the 
years 1995 - 2000 of approximately 14,000 million EUA at 1980 prices (by 
comparison: the 1981 Community budget amounts to approximately 20,000 million 
EUA). 
63.-~ The question of the amount of budgetary resources and capital market 
resources required in the 1983 budget in order to achieve the target'for 
200~ - 2005 1needs to be considered in detaiL 
VI. Further int!$ration of the Bu;opean Community 
64- · The reduction in regional imbalances in the Community which the 
Mediterranean Plan seeks to achieve can only be attained if the financial 
efforts of the Mediterranean Plan are accompanied by further political 
integration in the Community. This includes not only bold and decisive 
progress to implement economic and monetary union but also ~the elimination 
of the princip~ of unanimity in the Council of Ministers which hamstrings 
.. . ...... . . ~ ~-_ .... ., -.. 
the CommUl'lity•.·The implementation of t:he principle of majority. decisions 
in the Council of Ministers is essential if the European community is to 
make further progress so that the Mediterranean Plan can achieve its goals 
and thus bring the European Community nearer to its aim of political union. 
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Employment/unemployment 
-~ ---------~------
---~---- r-- ----------- - - -
Country/Region 
France 
- Aquitaine 
- Languedoc-Roussillon 
- Midi-Pyrenees 
- Corsical 
Greece 
~ Italy 
- Mezzogiorno 
- Sicily 
- Sardinia 
- Molise 
- Puglia 
- Campania 
EC 9 
, 
rn Portu~al2 -..1 
N Spain . 
VI 
-..1 
-o 
-..... Source: Eurostat 
:::J 
. 
1 Figures not available 
2 Source: OECD 
3 Figures not comparable 
Breakdown-ox employment by-sectors- __ _ 
Agriculture 
9.7 
17.7 
17.7 
20.4 
30.8 
12.9 
33.1 
26.9 
22.6 
42.0 
34.0 
22.7 
7.3 
32.5 
20.7 
· 1977 in % -- ------
Industry 
37.1 
30.7 
25.5 
30.9 
30.0 
39.5 
28.1 
28.0 
27.3 
26.0 
27.5 
32.8 
40.5 
33.1 
37.4 
Services 
53.8 
51.6 
56.8 
48.7 
39.2 
47.6 
38.8 
45.1 
50.1 
32.0 
38.6 
44.5 
52.1 
34.4 
41.9 
ANNEX. I 
Percentage of working population 
--"-----unemp-wyea__~!"-~g~o_ ___ _ 
All sectors 
7.0 
7.7 
9.4 
7.3 
9.0 
33 
9.3 
11.7 
13.4 
14.0 
11.7 
9.1 
19.8 
7.1 
10.5 
13.0 
"'0 
m 
.._, 
N 
. 
V> 
.._, 
-o 
-..... 
..... 
:;, 
Country/Region 
France 
- Aquitaine 
- Languedoc-Roussillon 
- Midi-Pyrenees 
- Corsica 
Greece 
Italy 
- Mezzogiorno 
- Sicily 
- Sardinia 
- Molise 
- Puglia 
- Calabria 
EC 9 
Portugal 
Spain 
~ 1 Figures refer to 1975 
Source: Eurostat 
' 
Indicators of living standards, 1977 
Number of Number of Number of 
private cars telephenes/ television 
subscribers sets 
per 1000 inhabitants 
320 
351 
337 
357 
261 
68 
290 
229 
226 
230 
193 
198 
171 
292 
96 
162 
188 
167 
181 
151 
185 
250 
180 
123 
147 
112 
88 
103 
89 
353 
118 
239 
281 
279 
288 
273 
215 
1271 
225 
184 
155 
183 
193 
198 
147 
285 
Number of 
doctors 
1.63 
1.63 
2.22 
1.68 
1.50 
2.2 
2.46 
2.54 
2.53 
2.14 
1. 75 
2.05 
2.13 
1. 78 
1.22 
1.80 
Gross Domestic Product per capita 1977 
___ EC average = lOO 
- ~ -------- ~- ---~~ ~ 
Country/Region Index 
France 118.5 
- Aquitaine 101.3 
- Languedoc-Roussillon 88.4 
- Midi-Pylenees 87.6 ' 
- Corsica 
Greece 46.2 
Italy 62 .a. 
- Mezzogiorno 43.6 
-
Sicily 40.1 
-
Sardinia 49.1 
-
Molise 42.4 
- Puglia 43.6 
-
Calabria -35.3 
EC 9 100.0 
Portu~al 1 
Spain 
Source: .. Eurostat 
1 Figures not available 
ANNEX II 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOCUMENT 1-620/80) 
tabled by Mrs Boot, Mr LUcker, Mr Klepsch, Mr Tindemans, Mr O'Donnell, 
Mr ~inq, Mr vcn Huael, Mr Costanzo, Mr Giunmarra, Mr Lima, 
Mr Travaglini, Mr d'Omassal and Mrs cu~ Cerretti cm behalf 
of the ~ Peq)le's Party . 
and Mr BerlchcDier, Mr Cecavini, Mr Coppieters, Mr De Pasquale, Mrs Ewi.ng, 
Mr Harris, Mr Hutton, Mr8 :Kellett-fbmln, Mrs Macciocchi, Mrs s. Martin, 
sir David Nic:olsan~ Mr8 SCrivener, Mr Spinelli, Mrs Squarcialupi and 
Mr vcn der Vrinq 
punuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Prcce&lre 
cm the creaticm of a 'xevolvinq fund' for the .benefit of Mediterranean 
countries bela\ging 1:10 the !'mqlean Cclllamity, cm the basis of a 
Comcll RgU].aticm 
The European Parliament, 
- having regard to the, ~C Treaty and, in particular, the desire 
of the Member States to strengthen the unity of their economies and 
to promote their hai.aniOQa ~velopment by reducing the differences 
existing betw,en the various regions and the backwardness of the 
leas-favoured regiofta, 
- having regard to the: COuncil Regulation of 18 March 1975 eatablis~ing 
a European Regional ntvelopment Fun4 an4 the amending re9Ulationa, 
- hav~ng regard to the fact that Greece ia due to become a full member 
of the Co.munity on 1 January 1981, 
- having regard to the meaberahip applications from Spain an4 Portugal, 
having regard to Amenc!meftt No. 419 (Doe. l-465/419) conceming a 
new article to be included in the l9ol budget on the pre~ratory 
measures for the cfeation of a revolving fun4 for the benefit of 
Mediterranean countries belonging to the European co~ity (this 
amendment w11s adopted by the Buropean Parliament at the first reading 
. 
on 6 November 1980), 
(a) c:onaiderinq that European civilization has ita roo-ts in the 
countries on the Mediterranean Jea, 
(b) c:ondderinq that the enlarqer.~en<: of the !C to incl1.1de the ., · 
applic:t.r.t countries is of g:-;.tlt importAnc" for t~o maintonr.nc.: 
of balo&r.co an.:l peace in the world a&ld tha .. tra4iti.>nal reJ.ationa 
with o~r.er countzies on the ~aiterranean Sea sho~ld not be los~ 
liqht of, 
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If 
I 
i 
I 
(c) c:ora1dering the colll'('lem~ntc•ri' ch:.&::-:u:t.:~r er- 'th1.. nc:.:.o~i.c !ltL·uc.:t:.u.ce: 
o~ the aouthern and northern co~triea of the Commcnity, 
hU c*aidednq that the diffe:r.'l.,eeo in -the l!·velfl o~ it\:veJ.op:nc·nt 
o~ the vadou,; regions and the ba~kwarcirte!:s of lcca-f&vourc.d 
rt· ions preaen_t probbu and obatacla. fpr the cortmunitt in 
(f) 
(9) 
(h) 
(i) 
1. 
2. 
g eral and for the national economies in particular, . 
' ' 
ccf'.tcWrinf that the secar.d enlarqemertt of the Community involves · 
a ICOIIIPlelC re-adjustment of the Coll!lllllnitt'• economic structure, 
I 
~wa attention to the fact tha~ the gap between the richer 
·a~d . poorer areas within the European CoiiiiDUn i ty has widened in 
t~ last tan years, 
. I . 
~aiderinct tha~ the financial effort in the aphere of regional 
po~icy at both national and community level has not been able 
,toj~reven• ilhil gap from widening,. : 
I 
no#ing that the present financial inatrument• of the Community 
ar~ inadeqUate for a fundamental regional structural and 
-'fetoPMnt policy in which matters of ac;r.i<:ultural · '8inctu•l 
an~ employment policy are taken fully into account, 
c~ei.deriac; that in the contexi of a qood z:oegional policy 
carital sh~ld aeek labour and not the reverse. 
I 
Aa~e the co~iaaion to formulate a plan for the Y.oditerranean 
ba~in fo~ the community of Xwelve. The plan should be designed 
I 
_tojeliminata the qreat disparitiaa in employment and pro1perity 
· ~~en northern and aouthorn Europo. It should not only 4nclude 
-.pium• and long-term ob,ectivea, inatrumenta and procedures b~t 
alro propose apecific short- and long-term meaaures: 
As~• the Commiasion, with a view to the realization of the plan, 
tol elaborate proposals for the creation of a revolving fund, 
~ich could be modelled on the Marshall plan. This :fund, which 
~ld operate alongaide the EEC'• traditional regional policy, 
I 
ld be intended primarily for the Mediterranean countries, 
la about, 10% of the resource• could be uaed for severely 
cler-developed reqions elsewhere in the community. The funcl 
1 noad ~er the next 6 to 8 year• to be endowed with capital 
~ared to actual requirements: 
I. 
i 
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I 
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I 
I 
r 
I 
3 • A aka the C:plllltliaai-pn to e:'!Dbody the propoaala ·Ilia de in paragraph 
a in a p,~aal ~for a council ~gulation by the encl of April 1981 
so that a c~eJ>ate can be held.· in the E\lropean ~liament ·,. . u 
before the pr .... tation of the draft b\ldget for 1982; 
4. Inatruc~ ita Preaident to forward thia reaGlution·to the co~cil 
an~ tha CO..S.••ion. 
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I 
I 
'I 
I 
M11'IOO ~A RESCJm'IOO (DCXlJM!Nl' l-359/81) 
tabled. by I Mr Ruffolo cm behalf of the Socialist Groop 
pauant. ~i:o Rule 47 of the Rules of Proc:8alre .. 
ANNEX-III 
cm t:hll<~at of. a ~ regicaal devel.qaent ~anizatial 
The 7urop~~ rarlia~nt, 
-whereas /it is tne Canmunity'a task, pursl.l.lnt to Article 2 of the Treaty, 
to prorn¥e the harmonious developmen-t of economic: ac:tivitie- throughout 
the c1unity, 
- ~hereas~lan affec:t:\VCI policy on regional structures is a prerequisite for 
the ach1· .,emen~ of the convergence of the economies of the Member States, 
o,~J?er!&rt the 9oa'l", Of reducing dilparities hu not been achieved, an~, as 
recent anmission doc\llllents have sh~n, the disparities between t:te 
count:-~f• and r"iona of the Ccmmunity have in fclct widened appreciably 
in rece~t yea·ra,. 
I 
I 
- whereas' with tbe accession of Greece to the canmunit}! on 1 Jan.Jary 1981 
and t~ planned. acceesion of' Spain and Port.~;'}al .lt a lat..-r date, the 
problem of disparities will assume much greater proportions than nt 
present~ on a ec,ale large enough to change the ~eneral economic nature :>f 
the c~unity, which will then be split into two main economic zones ~ith 
differebt levell' an~ types of development, 
I • 
wherea~ narrowift; the gap between these two zones is an essential t~sk far 
the co:FI.Ulity,· . 
I 
to attain this objoctive it will be necessary to change radically 
the.pr sent ;rowth model, which is bAsed on massive capital-intensive ar.d 
e~erqy1intensive investments, on large ~mdcrtakings an.:l on the S''-''-'lCJraphic 
concen,J:ation of economic activities, and .1nstead ntcvP t.ow<~rds ,, u~uJt!l .... ~'f 
growth !which is not only l~ss ambitiou;; (i.e. b<!sed on highl~· 1.1~';.n.r­
intena~ive and information-intensive ec:onar.ic activities, on small and 
mecHUJn~aized unc:iertakinga, on a wider .geo~raphic spraad of ecor.cr.ic 
ac:tivi,•ie• and a balance between industry and the en'!l.ronrner.t) but· also 
less ~fnolithic (i.e. takes account in each zone ~f the special features 
affec:tf.n•. employment and the phy:ac:al and cult.Jral er.vi..rcnrrc!'lti, 
I 
- wherea, an integral part of a lesa arrbitiol.ls and lees monoli~hic ?Cl.1:y 
sh,o..:ldl be to draw up e&n overall developmetlt prCXJrarrme f'or the Co:rn:unity• s 
entireiMediterranean area, 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
11 
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, 
_ wher~~s this programme should provide the essential fr~mework of reference 
for the econCIIIic policies of the canmunity and tne Me!l'.ber States directly 
concerned, 
_ whereas, given these specific: development a·ims for the Mediterranean 
regions and the mor• goneral goal of different rntes of growth, there is a 
nee4 for an increase and a significant shift in the balance of CoJrJT.unity 
finances in accordanc;e with the recom~nendations of the MCDougall repar:t, 
- wher;;-;a substantial propo£tion of. the new resources should be used to 
finance community ~tivities in the context of this programme, 
- whereas an appropriate arqanizational structure is one of the basic pro-
requisites for effective CCIN'IIunity action within the framework of this 
programme, 
- vb!feas, in particular, it.would be advisable to strengthen.~he Commi•sion•s 
powers of initiative in ceder to achieve the efficient aU~a-tion of a:Ld to 
the regions from Community funds, 
- whereas there is a p&l'ticular need far a direct contribution by the 
c~unity to the arganization of development in these regions in order· to 
ider.tify and •abilize latent potential and the full range of available 
opportunities, 
1. Calls on the conunission, by 31 Decflmber 1981: 
(a) While carrying out the instructions of the European Council o! 
30 May l980.concerning the achievement of a new balance of Camm~ity 
policies and finances also to submit: 
- a general long•term framework of reference for natior.al and 
canmunity policies, which is needed to reduce progressively tl'.e 
disparities between the two zones into which the community of 
twelve will be divided, 
- a medium-term outline programme of objectives and policies far 
. 
achieving a better balance between the regions in the present 
Community of ten. The first document should provide a framewcrk of 
reference far the process of enlargement of the Community cl~ely 
linked with the problem of redressing regional imbalances. T~c 
second should-contain ·a specific practical prograiUIIc as a basis for 
the Community's regional policies: 
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(b) 
-.... 
I 
'I 
I 
! 
~QJdefine, ·on the ba~~~ of the document referred to in the a~cr.d 
I 
in ent tit (a) above, ac ticn to be taken by the CC4'nn,unl t'} ar.d tr.t 
vo Ullle of reeourcea which - takj:nq into acco~ant th_! nation~l re~:ources · 
a\t ilable ..:. will be neceaauy to attain the. ~jec:tive of recl;es~ing 
re ional illbalanc~a: 
I . 
To: propose the;,necesaary refOUia to ~·sure that the presen·t funds 
an~ at~uotural inatrumenta are.adapted to ~er~e the i~plemen~eion t~~~ prog~amme. For this pu~pose the C~1s,1on should be g1ven 
gt~ter powers of initiative to plan the projects, and the v~~icus 
&c~=jtivitiea ahould be closely coordinated within the framework of 
i~tegrated development programmes: 
I 
(d) 'l'o' ~aw up a proposal for a new Caamunity body - a E1.troeee:::\ oeveloprrent 
or - ataffed by experts in the planning and implementation· 
of evelopmept projects, which would be able to ~lay an aceive role in 
th' practical implementation 'Of policies to redress regional illlbatances. 
'l'h+ body, which would be direetly ~nder the Ccmmiasion' a author~ty, · 
lh~uld have 'h• following apoe 1f1c tasks: 
' 
- ~saisting governments and local authoritiea in identifying and 
,evising apecif1c develo~ment projects, 
drganizing the provision of technical information and the transfer 
' . 
Of technical and administrative know-how to less-developed regions, 
I -
I 
- ~ramoting entrepreneurial initiative in these regions: 
I 
2. Calls ~ the C~ission to present a report on this subject to Parliament 
within !the next three aonthe. 
I 
! 
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AIHX·IV 
.· JCri<If fta:. -dbr.mlf (IXXD&ft'- 1~0/81) 
tabled by Mr eattiai· Mr caroesino, Mr Papapietro' Mr Bcnaoeini, 
Mr Lecnardi, Mra Blu:barella, Mr !'anti, Mr D'Angel~ and 
Mr Vitale, plr8U81lt.·ta Rule 47 of the Rule8 of Pl'oe8tn:e, tCft 
the xefom af the a.gulaticn establiahinq ,the RegiaW De\Mlqlllent 
·Fund with .a . _, to. achieYing- a aOril -~ cbar¥Je ift, ~ts 
StN::ture·''an4·~ 
. ' 
.. .. 
the European Parllfm!nt, 
... whereas per~~jten~~. recoasi,on, inflation an~S monetary c:liao'rdor.: at 
international, but ••pecially.at Communi~y lcyel, ~re. tbre&tening 
~ - ' ' . 
the employaen~ an4. living: conditions 9f· ~~lions,of wor~ers and 
causing a -aeriov• increase in. the econom~c ... social an4 re(Jionalr. '· 
imbalances' in. the devel~nt of the Member $.~ates and,condeMRing 
the most.&ackva~4 an4 weakest regions to 1t~ll further declin•, 
. ' 
• 1\Aving re~ar4 to the very negative fin4ings containe~. in the First . ; 
Periodic Re~t oft the soCial and econOmic situat~on in the r~ions 
of the c~unity, published recently by the Commission, 
- whcre~s, furthormbro, the reform of the Regional 1-'und Regulation, 
. . ' 
duo tn he undertait~n by:tllGOnCI of this ycu.r, i~ coinddinCJ with a 
wi dc-r~ng in9. rea~uu:h&t~mcnt of tho !-lector Ill polic.iCHi and of t,he 
inseitutional fou~dationa of the Community, designed not only to 
deal effectively with the danqers inherent in the curre~t situation, 
but also to speed up the processes of political and economic-
integration and unification, 
- havinq regard to the many interestin9 proposals put forward in 
Parliament and elsewhere for promoting the creation bf new 
inst.rumr•nU; ror int~rvontion in th" hac•kwOird rcginnK of lhc Commt~nity 
(dc:vclr)J.Jmont plan ..and ap~ciul fund for tho Moditcrr~ncan regions, 
European retion•l deVelopment organization, regional researc~ and 
development centres, Community institute for economic analysis and 
so on), 
":·., 
~ whereas, in teras of quality and method, an essential pre~equisite ·~ 
for an effective Community regional development policy is the 
coordination in a single programme of all the available measures 
for a par~icular region, 
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' 
' I 
, .. 
' 
- wher~as it is both essential and 
of f~nancing individual projects 
urgent to move from·the practice 
to that of cofinancing organized 
regi~nal programmes in collaboration with 
forc~s of the regions, 
the au~bor1ties and social 
- wher~as the practical planning of regional developm~nt will only be 
poss~ble if it is made part of national planning policies in the 
Momb~r States and such policies are accompanied at Community level 
by eqonomic analysis, consultation, harmonization, coordination and 
plan~ng capab;e of providing guidelines, on tho basis of .flexible 
and ~lectiv. standards, for reaearch and inves~nt aa well as 
prod~tion 4ecisi0fts and market dynamics, . 
1. 
2. 
' I 
I (b) 
(c) 
I 
I 
on the Commiasion: 
to draw up arid submit, in connection with the propOsals for the 
reform of the Regional Development Fund Regulation, measures 
designed to link and unify all the instruments for analysis, 
planning, research, finance and promotion relevant to regional 
development policy, with a View to aehieving a change in the 
structure of the Fund which will di~ect its use towards the 
less-~veloped regions, especially those in the Mediterranean 
countries with similar and interconnected problem•: 
to introduce into its own work, methods and instruments for 
analysis and global .planning with multiannual programmes and 
esti~ates of investment and expenditure and to recognize the 
development of the less prosperous regions of the Community as 
a fundamental objective and ~ term of reference for the various 
Commun;iy policies, in accordance with the principles c~ntained 
in the Treaties, by promoting both consultation and the 
harmonization of the economic policies of the Member States: 
to create as one of the prospective instruments mentioned above 
a Community Institute for an~ly~is, information and economic 
planning to provide wccurate forecasts of trends in development, 
with particular reference to the economic development of the 
backward regions of the Commmunity; 
tn~~ructM itM Preaidont 
and\Co.mission. 
to forward this resolution to the Council 
,i 
:! 
.I 
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Annex V 
OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AFFAIRS AND ~LOYMENT 
............. ·- .. - -_ .... -· .. - . - - .' - . . . . . . . .. . . . - - - :. ..... - ..... - .. 
craftsman: Mr G. Barbagli 
1\t its meeting of lS December 1980, the European Parliament ;·pursuant to 
Rule 25 of the Rules·of Procedure, referred the motion for a resolution tabled 
by Mrs Boot and oth~s on the creation of a 'revolving fund' for the benefit 
of Me4iterrane~n countries b~longinq·to the European Community, on the basis of 
a Council regulation EDoc. 1""620/SO·f to the Committee on Regional Policy and 
Regional Planning as the committee responsible and ~o the Committee on Social 
Affairs and Employment, the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on External 
Economic Relations for an opinion. 
At its meeting of 1~ May 1981 the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment appointed Mr Barbagli draftsman. 
It considered-the draft opinion at its meeting of 10 November 1981 and 
adopted it unanimously. 
Present: Mr van der Gun, cha~rman; Mr Dido, vice-ch~irman: -Mr Barbagli, 
draftsman: Mr Abens, Mrs Baduel Glo~ioso, _Mr Bonaccini (deputizing foriMr Frischmann, 
,.,· · Mr Brok, Mr Calvez, Mrs Cassanmagnago ·Cerretti, Mr Ceravolo, 
Mrs Clwyd,Hfs Dupo~t, Mr Estgen, Mrs Maij-Weggen (d~putizing for Mr Vandewiele), 
Mr McCartiri, Mr Van"Minnen, Mrs. Tove Nielsen and Mr Tuckman. 
Due to pressure.of time,.the committee also decided to present the 
conclusions in the opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs· and Employment 
in plenary sitting ~f supplementary amendments to the report of the committee 
respOnsible. 
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T 
:'-:· GEN~nAL CONSIDERATIONS 
onl6 November 1gso the European Parliament approved at the first reading 
an amen4ment to include in the 1981 budget a new article to cover preparatory 
measures, including research with a view to creating a 'revolving fund' 
tor thelbenefit of Mediterranean countries belonging to the European 
Communi,y, on the basis of a new Council regulation. 
On121 November 1980 Mrs BOOT and others, on behalf of the European 
PeoplesJ Party, and other members of various political groups, including 
Mr Berk~ouwer, I·1r Cecovini, Mr Coppieters, lir De Pasquale, Mrs Ewing, 
Mr Harr~s, tir Hut ton, MIJ Kellett-Bowman, ~1rs Macciocchi, Mr ~tart in, 
Sir Dav~d Nicholson, l·1rs Scrivener, Mr Spinelli, firs Squarcialupi and 
Mr von 4er Vring, tabled a motion for a resolution on the creation of 
a 'revo~ving fund' for the benefit of Mediterranean countries belonging 
to the ~uropean Community. 
l 
Th, European Parliament thus took the initiative in proposing specific 
measure~ with a view to the second enlargement of the European Community, 
which w~ll entail complete readaptation of social, economic and commercial 
structu~es and necessitate appropriate financial instruments. 
Th, Committee on Social Affairs and Employment welcomes this motion 
and bel~eves that the proposed revolving fund must e seen as a specific 
I 
practic~l.instrument within the wider context of a lan for the whole 
Uediter~anean area which should identify longer-ter objectives and 
guideli~es designed to provide stable employment an create economic 
and sociial balance between northern and southe·rn Eu ope. 
~his ~1~ should contain a clear and cetailed list f economic sec~ors 
in recei~t of assistance so that wasteful and over- mbitious activities 
and any ruplication of existing financial instrumen s can be avoided. 
Beffre the objectives consistent with reviving 
life in the regions in question can be pursued, the 
I 
vention,Fust first be clearly defined and these may 
economic and social 
guidelines for inter-
be broken down by 
major sectors such as agriculture, crafts, tourism, transport and related 
infrastr6ctures, and the ancillary small and mecium sized industries. 
The enlafgement of the Community is not, therefore, 
rather tre product of a clear political choice whic 
approva~f of Parliament and is intended to strength 
by givin~ it better balance and greater cohesion. 
underest~mates the difficulties involved in this pr 
fortuitous, but 
received the unanimous 
n the European Community 
owever, no one 
cess, which is charac-
terized ~Y an institutional structure which concent ates on giving priority 
to comme~cial considerations and within which the c untries with stronger 
economieF place a large part of the burden of Commu ity policy on a 
f~w reg~pns, including the least favoured areas in 
In the £fnal analysis, such a policy also benefits 
rtain r1ember States. 
e most developed 
third ca~ntries, which have better production and m keting structures, 
and not,!as one would expect, the most needy. 
I 
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As everyone knows, another factor which stands in the way of any 
new course of action is the present difficult economic and social situation 
and the li~its which this has inevitably imposed on national and Community 
budgets. 
A proposal to create a new financial instrument may perhaps appear 
anachronistic and inopportune or even impracticable if the case for 
creating new financial instruments is not strengthened by recognition 
of the validity and effectiveness of existing instruments. 
No one should underestimate the positive contribution made by the present 
E~C regulations on structural, social and regional matters, which were 
introduced with the precise aim of offsetting serious imbalances among 
the various regions: the agricultural provisions, particularly the 
EAGGP-Guidance Section, the European Social Fund, the European Regional 
Development Fund and the more recent series of measures known as the 
't-1editerranean package', which will take effect shortly and will not 
bear fruit for a few years. 
The socio-structural directives (Nos. 159, 160 and 161), which 
were designed and introduced to remedy manifest social and structural 
imbalances in certain predominantly agricultural areas, have not had 
the desired effect because aid was concentrated on one sector only, 
namely agriculture, and also because of the lack of links and coordination 
with other incentives and financial instruments. 
This is proof that ~ny attempt to develop or improve the socio-
economic situation in· depressed areas with weak structures will fail 
unless it is preceded and /or accompanied by parallel measures to promote 
and coordinate the planning of aid measures. 
If the existing mea·sures and instruments, belated and incomplete as 
they sometimes are, prove to be inadequate in a Community of 10, they 
will be even more inadequate in an enlarged Community unless new guidelines 
for action are identified in advance which will be capable of redressing 
not only the levels of ~conomic and social imbalance that ·the Community 
of 6 had to deal with, but also those which may perhaps have been created 
by distorted applicat.ion of the rules on harmonization themselves. 
The facts speak for themselves and do not have to be backed up with 
long lists of statistics. The Commission document on the economic and 
social situation of the regions of the Community , drafted in January 
1981, shows that the results of national and Community regional policy 
over the last ten years have been very disappointing. 
Many broadly comparable economic and social indicators for individual 
regions show that the imbalances still exist and may well worsen unless 
appropriate remedial action is taken. The facts and figures involved 
are well-known to the Committee on Regional Policy ~nd Regional Planning, 
for whom this opinion is intended. The most revealing parameter is 
the ratio of percapita qross domestic product between the more-developed 
and less-developed regions, which widened from 2.9 to 1 in 1970 to 4 
to 1 in 1977. Greek accession has already increased this ratio to 5 to 1. 
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I 
Thel implications are obvious. 
corJmNTs 
I The creation of a ~evolving fund could undoubtedly help to reduce 
disfarities between the various regions of the Community by saving jobs 
andicreating new ones, provided the necessary political determination 
exi~ts to make available sufficient appropriations for it to operate 
effrctively. 
The~problem of financial instruments is therefore by far the most important 
basfc issue. 
Ess.ntially, it is a question of reaching political agreement on whether 
to ~reate new financial instruments or to use existing ones, with suitable 
mod~fications and adjustments which are already being considered. 
In qther words, the Community's present economic and social situation, 
thelinstitutional framework already referred to, and other factors of 
I 
an ~ssentially social nature, all favour the use of a combination of 
exi~ting financial instruments (EAGGF-Guidance Section, ERDF, ESF, EIB, 
etc ·I) in a combined effort. 
Thi~ means that the proposed revolving fund would have to be allocated 
sufflicient appropriations in the budget and that the principle would 
have! to be adopted of pursuing sustained measures designed to encourage 
peop~e to stay in the assisted area within the constraints of its 
absq~ption capacity which depends on its production capacity and potential 
and possibilities for growth. 
Thislwould have to be done at least until specific socio-economic indicators 
esta~lished the nature and scope of the new balance between the lea~­
favo~red regions and those with a higher rate of growth. These objectives 
mustibe pursued not on the basis of disparate criteria, but as part 
of a* integrated view of regional development and regional planning, 
withlparticular emphasis on cross-sectoral aspects of feasible measures 
and 'ctions. 
The 1reas in question should therefore be provided with the most appropriate 
soci~l infrastructures and public services to achieve a standard of 
liviqg for everyone comparable with that in the cities. 
I 
Fina~ly, it is impossible at present to conceive of a new body which 
does not come under the decision-making and operational authority of 
the ~ommission. Such a body, which should be part of an ad hoc section 
on M~diterranean policy, should combine financing, coordinating and 
mana~ment functions. 
I 
III CONCLUSIONS 
'! 
Fhe Committee on Social Affairs and Employment calls on the Committf'c 
on Regional Policy and Regional Planning, as the committee responsiblP, 
to tare account of the following points in its resolution: 
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The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment: 
1. Considers that it would be opportune to create a _• revolving fund' 
for the benefit of Mediterranean countries belonging to the European 
Community as an economic and social policy instrument designed to 
create permanent jobs; 
,_ 2. Points out that this fung should concentrate financial assistance 
exclusively on those regions of the Community which it is felt need 
incentives; 
3. Considers that, in addition to the criteria laid down by the ERDF, 
EEC Directive No. on mountain and hill farming and farming in certain 
less-favoured areas should also be used as a basis for mapping out 
the geographical boundaries of areas which are weakest in economic 
and social terms and therefore eligible for assistance from the 
•revolving fund'. 
This directive, which transcends the concept of geographical boundaries, 
accurately pinpoints those areas WQich are economically and socially 
depressed; 
4. Therefore urges in this respect t'hat the econ()mic and social parameters 
used to determine geographical boundaries should be revised periodically 
so that they reflect the changing situation more accurately; 
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5. 1 Recommends that the Member States adopt in good time specific integrated 
I development programmes and projects aimed at creating permanent jobs 
Ion the basis of coordinated use of the revolving fund and existing 
:Community financial instruments; 
i 
6. Stresses the importance of adopting measures for both agricultural 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
'I and n<?n-agricultural sectors to prevent the precarious economic and 
!geographical situation of depressed areas· and the weakness of the 
!agricultural sector alone from undermining the benefits of assistance 
1 from the fund: 
I (a) In agriculture, cooperatives and associations should be promoted 
among producers and in the area of management of processing 
and marketing structures as part of efforts to secure greater 
interpenetration of agriculture and industry; 
l(b) 
I 
The aim of regenerating the Mediterranean areas as a whole requires 
further measures to support agriculture which will increase 
.\ 
I 
in effectiveness the more closely integrated they are in economic 
and geographical terms and the greater their contribution to 
a fairer distribution of agricultural added value; 
~tresses t~e need to promote the provision of infrastructures (roads, 
'lectricity, housing, etc.) as an indispensable aid to the encouragement 
~f productive activities which are necessary for the creation of 
jobs in less-favoured areas; 
I 
~elieves that it is necessary to promote, within a uniform_p!~E~ing 
iramework, specific measures to boost: 
' 
~ agricultural tourism or agri-tourism to secure the smooth 
integration of agricultural activities and the environment, 
recreative and leisure activities, and craft industries. 
: There is a particular need in this context for rural 
I, dwellings to be restored and refurbished to serve as tourist 
'1 accommodation and for the artistic, architectural and natural 
:heritage of such areas to be protected and restored. 
I 
I$ convinced of the importance of taking measures designed to stimulate 
I 
ctaft activities (wood and metalworking 1 spinning and, above all, 
' f~odstuffs) and the appropriate structures - possibly on a cooperative 
bJsis - for marketing and selling products. 
I 
Points out the vital need to provide local training for the necessary 
c~aftsmen, especially young people, and to provide incentjves for 
p~emises for small and medium-sized firms, creating organizational 
ad.d management models which take account of local economic resources, 
lopal production potential and skills, while respecting and safeguarding 
the environment as far as possible. 
i 
I 
.I 
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11. StresHes the need to set up vocational trainlnq t't:'ntreH <~nd di'Vt'lnp 
those already in existence in order to prepare young people in pai·t.icul<tr 
fnr the iotm it in prnpnRt•d In c•n•ntfl. f>rrwt i1•nl ln-111•111••· 11".-clttlll'l 
should be provided for workers so as to avoid internal migration and 
emigration of the labour force at an ever-increasing social cost. 
12. Proposes tha~ as part of the Mediterranean policy, the Commission 
should set up an ad ooc department to be responsible for the financing, 
coordination and ~agement of the revolving fund for the benefit 
. 
of the Mediterranean countries belonging to the European Community, 
and stresses that it is essential for this fund to be allocated 
adequate budgetary appropr i~t-ion..:~. 
Any compromize solution regarding the institutional,. decision-making 
and financial nature of such a structure would ultimately undermine 
and jeopardize the plan for an overall Mediterranean policy to restore 
the balance of economic and social structures. 
13. Stresses that, if assistance from the revolving fund is properly 
integrated and coordinated with the relevant objectives and guidelines 
which should be·set out in the plan for the Mediterranean basin, it 
could help to realize economies of scale and, by making the pattern 
of recruitmen~ by fitms more regular, would stabilize the employment 
situation, thus curbing outward migration tendencies, especially among 
young people. Furthermore, the fund could help make available additional 
labour resources by linking the processing and mark~ting phases more 
effectively to production. 
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~einign_gf_!h~_fgmmi11~~-2n_!r!n!e2r1 
Draftsman:. Mr RIPA di MEANA 
~n 29 January 1982 the Committee on Transport appointed Mr RIPA di MEANA 
draft,man of an opinion. 
l 
I 
~he committee considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 25 June 
1982 1nd 13 July 1982, and adopted it unanimously at the latter meeting. 
i • 
~he. following took part in the vote: Mr Seefeld, chairman; Dame Shelagh 
I 
Rober~s, Mr Kaloyannis, vice-chairmen; Mr Ripa de Meana, draftsman; 
Mr Buitafuoxo., Mr Cardia, Mr Fuchs <deputizing for Mr Hoffnran>, Mr Gabert, 
, Lord ~armar-Nicholls, Mr Junot, Mr Klinkenborg, Mr Moreland (deputizing for 
Mr f·1a~shall>, Mr Nikolaou (deputizing for Mr Key>, Mr O'Donnell, 
l'.r ·rr4vagl ini <deputizing for Mr Mo.diano>, Mr Vandewiele and Mr Veronesi 
(depu~izing for Mr Carossino>. 
! 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
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1. As in the case of the report by Mr COTTRELL1 on the occasion of Greece's 
accession to the European Community, the Committee on Transport is again 
considering the problems which may result from the enlargement of the 
Community, in this case to include Spain and Portugal. 
This op~nion will not consist of purely formal consideration with a view to 
formulating a comprehensive 'position ·on. the problems raised by these 
countries' accession, but will go further by emphasizing the importance of 
what is at stake in ~erms of transport·problems. 
Furthermore, an atteMpt should be made to define the Measures which'*outd 
seem necessary. 
2. This allowance for the factor of transport marks a wholly positive shift in 
the general perc .. tion-of this issue. The previous report drawn up by 
Mr PINTAT on behalf of the Political Affai~s Committee in 19792 ~concerning 
~he prospects for enlargement with a view· to the ·entry of Greece, Spain and 
-Portugal made no mention of~transport, even though it dealt with other 
sectoral asp~cts. 
3. Two essential reasons suffice to justify that consideration be given to 
transport aspe~ts within the context of future enlargement: firstly, the 
distance of the Iberian peninsula from the central regions of the Community, 
which implies the need for an effective transport network from and to the 
two candidate-countries, and secondly, the relative weakness of the intern-
al infrastructure of these two countries, in particular Portugal, as 
compared with the Community as a whole. 
4. In examining these problems, and after providing certain basic statistical 
data, your draftsman intends to distinguish between the following aspects: 
- the contents of the part of accession negotiations concerning transport, 
- the structural situation concerning transport in the candidate-countries, 
- land links between the Iberian peninsula and the European Community, 
- the common transport policy as perceived by Spain and Portugal. 
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.II - STATISTICS CONCERNING TRANSPORT IN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL ---------------------------------~----------------.-
5. Road network <1979> 
------------
LENGTH OF NETWORK Ckm> 
---------------------------------------------------------------
SPAIN PORTUGAL 
---------------------------------------------------------------
National network 
Provincial network 
TOTAL 
81,382 
-~l£~§~ 
148,665 
20,360 
1~£l~~ 
36,085 
------~-~-----------------~------------------------------------
NUMBER OF ROAD VEHICLES 
------------------~------------------------------~-------------
SPAIN PORTUGAL 
----------------------------------------------~---------~-----
Cars 7,600,000 1,2()0,000 
Lorries and vans 1,340,000 300,000 
Buses ---~~£~QQ 8 000 
-----£---
TOTAL 8,982,600 1,508,000 
-----~----------------------~----------------------------------
6. R!i!~!l-0!!~2!~- width of·gauge 1.668 
LENGTH OF NETWO~K Ckm> 
{RENFRE + FEVG + PRIVATE COMPANIES - 1979) 
----~-----------------------~----------------------------------
SPAIN PORTUGAL 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Electrifi'd track 
Non-electrified track 
TOTAL 
5,469 
-~&§n 
15,344 
425 
~&E~ 
3,600 
------------------------------------------------------~--------
TRAFFIC (1979) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
SPAIN PORTUGAL 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Passengers carried 
(thousands) 206,300 210,657 
Passenger-kilometres 14,047,000 5,635,000 
<thousands> · 
--------------------------------------------------------------
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C1979) 
I 
~r--------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPAIN PORTUGAL ~t--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Internal movement of aircraft 
('~n thousands) . 
I]t!tternational movement of ai re raft 
<in thousands) 
- C n thousands> 
It:ernal passenger traf1ice 
371 24 
245 10 
26,478 1,888 
I ternational passenger traffic · 
(j' n thousands) _ 21,194 492 
. . 
-1 --------------------------------------------------------------------------
,[ 
8 •. ~~!i!im!_!!!O!e2r! <1979> 
. ~ I 
·t 
I 
-~~-----------------------------------------------~-------------------------
1 
.I. 
SPAIN PORTUGAL 
--· -------------------------------------------------------------------------
.. 1 assenger-s (thousands-) 
I , 
- oods (thousands of tonnes> 
9,902 
74,645 
146 
14,013 
-- --------------------------~----------------------------------------------
EX~ERNAL TRAFFIC: 
~-J::::~::~:-~:~:usands> 989 8 
- ~ods (thousands of tonnes) 122,386 21,508 
·--~----------------------------------~--------------------------------------
1 
~ I 
I 
i 
I 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------
EXPORTS IMPORTS 
---------------------------------------------------·-----------------
ROAD 27.2% 33.1X 
RAIL 11.8% 5.1X 
SEA 60.8% 61.6% 
AIR 0.2% 0.2% 
---------------------------------------·-----------------------------
TOTAL 100.0X 100. ox 
PORTUGAL 
-------
EXPORTS IMPORTS 
-------------------------------------------~-----------------------~ 
ROAD 
RAIL 
SEA 
AIR 
TOTAL 
5·0% 
2. 9X 
91.5X 
0.6X 
100. ox 
s. 2% 
0. 4X 
94. ox 
0. 4X 
100. OX 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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10. ·The lack of an effective co•on transport poli.i:y is clearly illustrated 
byl the fragmented nature of the 'acquis communautaire' in thi~ field. 
tohsequently, the accession negotiations have necess~rily only concern•d 
sp,cific points which are not of decisive importance to the,ge.,eral 
pr~cess .of accession. The negotiations with Spain and Portugal, which have 
been conducted $ince the end of 1979, have not revealed ;~superable 
ob~tacles, and .this has made it possible to conclude the section on 
tr~nspo~t fairly swiftly. 
11. 
12. 
Thl adoptjon of the~ tachograph by the candidat~·countries was undoubted-
ly] o~i}of. ~he most ~elicate problems, and was solved without undue diffi-
culty by the fixing·~f transitional periods of five years or less, 
i ~· . 
de,ending on whether the vehicle in question is new or already in use and 
us.d for domestic or international transport. 
! 
Asjregards the technical control of cars, lorries and trailers, h~re too 
provision has·~een made for short tr~sitional periods and it should be 
I possible to introduce technical contf'ols by stages, beginning.w.ith the 
ol~est ve~icles. 
i 
13. Qu~stions relating to the allocation of the Community quo~a for goods 
tr~nsport by road and the liberalization of occasional services have also 
l 
be~n settled without difficulty. 
I 
14. Alt!hough no objections .. were raised to the principle of combined· transport 
by ]rail and road, it would appear however that t~e imp'lementatHm of 
comrunity legislation will meet with difficulties, due to'the need to 
ad~t this type of transport to existing infrastructure, in particular in 
th~ case of Portugal. 
15. 
I 
I' I 
()t~.r aspec~s of Community legislation concerning transport (concept of 
p~~ic service, accounts of railway undertakings etc.> have been inte-
gra~ed into Portuguese and Spanish law, in ~ertain cases with provision 
for] the adoption of transitional periods, without undue difficulty. 
I 
I 
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16. The two candidate-cquntries. ~av·e thus accepted unreservedly Community 
legislation in-,the field of transpqrt. However, careful attention should 
be paid to the manner in:,which this legislation is applied at the moment 
of accession. Essential rules, such as those governing the technical 
·eontrol of vehicles, the transport of dangerous goods etc., are of signifi-
cance only when they are effectively applied. Public opinion has not for• 
got ten the accident of Los Al faques, .the causes of whi eh were appa~nt ly 
due to non-compliance with elementa·ry safety standards. There is there-
fore a need to ensure that these norms are strictly complied wi,th by the 
governments of the qandidate-countries and that genuinely effective means 
are introduced to permit controls, in particular in cases where Community 
legislation affects public safety. 
IV - EXISTING TRANSPO~T STRUCTURES IN THE CANDIDATE-COUNTRIES 
----------------~-------------------------------~------
17. Before examining transport ~tructures in Spain and Portugal sector by 
sector, account should first be taken of the following factors: 
Ci) The disparity in general ecQnomic and social development that exists 
between Spain and·.Portugal i·s also evident in the f:ield of transport, 
be it at the level of facilities, investment or the training of those 
employed in this sector. This situation means that it is often 
necessary to .distinguish between-specific aspects of each sector in 
the tw~countries. 
(ii) Even though they form the geographical entity of the Iberian pen-
,' 
insula1 for obyious historical reasons relations between Spain and 
Portugal have been limited, one illustration being the existence of 
only one sin~le-track railway line between the two capitals, Lisbon 
and Madrid. 
(iii) For many years, and in particular since the 1973 preferential agree-
ment, the Community :has extended to Portugal direct financial 
assistance or assistance through the EIB for investment projects 
relating, in particular, to transport infrastructure. This aid~bas 
enabled Portugal to pursue an active policy of modernizing its trans-
port structures. 
<iv> Furthermore, it should be noted that maritime transport accounts for 
over 90% of Portugal's external trade. 
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18. The
1 
Spanish road network has been significantty improved over the last 
twepty-five years and it$ standard may now be consid~red satisfactory, al-
th~~h a certain number of weaknasses ~e+-_~ist which have been taken into 
. acc,~nt for the coming ye~rs by the Spanish Ministry of Transport • 
. A p+rticular effort must sti u·,~e- made in the north-west of Spain in order 
to impro·ve links affecting relations ~ .. ith both Portugal and France. 
Fac~o_rs concerning transport safety have atso been integrated into the 
pal cy of the Ministry of Transport. 
. . ' 
I 
19. Oven the last decade Portugal has pursued an ambitious policy to renovate 
its ~,road infrastructure. Although majo-r roads are now of good quality, 
. 11uch1 remains to be. done, at the level of both public works (bridges and 
t~nn~ls> and the linking up of roads to create.'an effective network. Links 
betw~en the east and west of the· country remain particularly unsatisfact-
ory:! However, your draftsman notes with sati~t~tion .. the granting by ·the 
,. • t 
EEC !~n June 1982 of 27 million ECUs for improving the road between ALVEIRO 
and VILARFORMOSA <IPS). 
I 
, I 
l 
I 
i 
. I 
I 
! 
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za. The Spanish and Portuguese railway networks differ from those of the 
rest of 'continental Europe. by. having-~- different gauge. Although 
~ 
this problem does not constitute a ·serious technical barr.ier,, it is 
unlikely to facilitate the carriage of goods ~y rail .and lengthens 
.. 
delays at frontiers. 
21. In recent years Spain ~as substantialli. invested iri the ~~dernizatiori 
of its rail transport: investment in infrastructure has: increased 
from 9,000 million pesetas in 1970 to 32,000 million pese.tas in 1979, 
"'~-' 
,. 
and investment in loading stock from 1,600 million pesetas to 8,100 
million, representing a much higher increase than has been the case 
for the other modes. 
' Efforts are currently being made to extend electrif_ication and the 
modernization of locomotives •. -Sp~in attacheS, great· importance to 
- ~-· ._.__ .;t 
the development of combined transport by rail and r?ad, thereby 
reflecting Community policy i'n this area. Convergence of views also 
e_xists as regards improving the financial· position of railway under-· 
takings by.improving their.commercial policy and reducing their 
operating deficit, and on the need to motivate railway workers and 
abolish lines operated by stopping-trains which show heavy deficits. 
22. The railway infrastructure in Portugal may be considered satisfactory 
as regards main lines but much less adequate as regards the regional 
lines frequently used by ·the population- sax of all pUblic trans-
port journeys in 1976 were made by rail. The economic and financial 
situation of the railways is far from satisfactory and measures are 
being envisaged with a vjew to clarifying relations with the State, 
particularly as regards the concept of public service and respon-
sibility for the resulting financial burden. Given these factors, 
current government policy would seem to centre on th• closing of 
lines showing heavy operating deficits or requiring excessive infra-
structur.e work. 
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23. It[ sho_uld be remembered that, following the accession of these 
tWb coUntries, Europ~ will have over half of the Mediterranean 
Ba~in wnder its control. Notwithstanding the efforts made in the 
pa~t, Po~tugal would still appear to face considerable financing 
re~uirements in ord~r to obtain the necessary port facilities to 
d•~l with modern loading and unloading techniques, such as con-
U~ner vessels. 
I , . . 
24. A~rt fr011 the" iinportan.ce of mariti.me transport for the external 
I , 
trrde of the ·Iberian peninsula, linf<s must also be assured with 
t~F isla~~-t.er~itories .qf the candidate-countries. Such links 
ar~ frequently the source of operating deficits and investment 
co~ts arising out of the acquisition of vessels: due consideration 
Must be given to all these problems. 
' li 
25 •. , A~~hough dOmestic air services are still somewhat limited, the 
I . 
. VQ~ume of the tourist industry ensures an important role for 
in~ernational air t.ransport. The two countries have certain 
f~damental reservations as regards the development of inter-
regional transport for reasons connected.with the financial 
difficulties encountered by the national airlines. As regards 
atrport facilities, the situation is relatively satisfactory; 
' . 
sp,ciftc measures will be taken by the Spanish Government to 
improve the efficiency of airport management. 
26. Th1s is an essential aspect of air transport as it affects the 
safety of both aircraft and their passengers. 
I 
j. 
'I 
I 
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There are evident shortcomings in this field throughout the 
Iberian peninsula. There is a vital need to increase radar 
cover, improve air navigation aid systems and develop auto-
mated air traffic control systems. The Spanish Ministry of 
Transport is aware of existing shortcomings and has made 
provi si,on for an investment programme totalling 2,200 
million pesetas. 
27. Spain is already wel~ aware of the problem of energy saving 
in transport. Road transport has top pridriti with.a vi~w 
to improving the utilization of vehicles for goods trans~~ 
port, developing public transpor-t and programmes to pro-
vide the public with information on means of saving 
fuel. 
Similar actions are underway in the field of rail transport 
<development of electricification>, air tr~nsport <rationa-
lization of national network> and maritime transport 
(study of substitute means of propulsion>. 
Here too there is a convergence of views with Community 
policy on energy savings. 
28. In this connection, Portugal would not seem to have yet 
formulated such specific sectoral objectives, although it 
does endorse'the general objective of energy savings, if 
only to reduce the deficit pn its balance of payments. 
29. The issue here is that of relations with the countries of 
North Africa. Not unlike Greece, the Iberian peninsula 
represents a bridgehead for the European Community in 
Africa and the Middle East. 
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I 
! 
The Community will therefore give particular consideration 
to measures aimed at improving relations, especially with 
\ Morocco, across the Straits of Gibraltar or from other 
! ports in southern Spain which would make it possible to 
1 step up trade. 
I The idea of a fixed link between Spain and North Africa 
1 has been put forward on several occasions in recent years. 
There is an obvious parallel with the project for a fixed 
link across the Channel. 
However, the conditions for implementing this project 
appear some way off, given the political factors connected 
with the Rock of Gibraltar, and technical factors such as 
the geology of the terrain involved. 
v
1
- b8~2-b!~~§-~§I~§g~_!tl§_!~EB!a~_e§~!H§Yba_a~Q_Itlg_§YBQegaH 
~Q~~~!H 
'i 3q. Trade by land between the Community and the candidate-
I 
I 
I· 
countries must be carried out over the Pyrenees, which 
constitute a significant natural obstacle. At present, 
access is principally concentrated on the two extreme 
ends of the mountain range. 
!b\!!_!~Q_!~i!i_!io!! by both road and rail constitute 
a s~rious ~Q!!i!D!£!, for reasons connected with both 
their physical capacity and administrative factors. 
The situation naturally becomes critical during the 
summer period, with resulting loss of time and, in 
particular, economic penalties incurred by road hauliers 
in the shape of delivery delays. 
31t Although we are entitled to hope for greater simplifi-
, 
I 
'I 
I 
cation of administrative formalities at the Franco-
Spanish frontier after accession, the problem of traffic 
jams will remain the same given the under-capacity of 
road and rail links. 
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As regards the solutions put forward, reference should be 
made to the important work carried out by the Conference of 
European Local and Regional Authorities as contained in 
the report on the European network of main axes of communi-
cations presented at the 16th session of the Conferenc~ in 
Strasbourg on 27-29 October 1981. The Conference considers 
that central links through the Pyrenees should be stepped 
up by the construction of bridges and tunnels etc., thereby 
making it possible to save time and reduce the isolation 
of the peripheral Spanish and French regions. 
Indeed, from a long-term perspective this objective is 
undoubtedly interesting. However, over an initial period 
care must be taken to ensure that existing links between 
the two extreme ends of the Pyrenees are provided with 
better facilities by improving motorway links on both the 
Spanish and French sides. 
32. All traffic between Spain and Portugal and the Community 
must pass through France. The roads used by operators 
are always the same and are extremely busy during the 
months of June, July, August and September. This is 
equally true for both the Rhone Valley (for transport to 
northern Europe) and the Mediterranean route <Cote d'Azur, 
Italian Riviera> for traffic to Italy and southern Germany. 
33. In this connection, account should be taken of the CALAIS-
BAYONNE link currently being constructed. 
This route principally concerns all of Northern Europe 
(Belgium, The Netherlands, Denmark, northern Italy> and 
the British Isles. 
As it has been laid out, the CALAIS-BAYONNE link is 
particularly direct, makes it possible to avoid the 
greater Paris area and could be connected up with the 
project for a fixed link across the Channel. 
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The improvement of this route, which has already been 
partially carried out, involves limited work on certain 
stretches rather than overall construction. This route 
could therefore justify specific action by the Community, 
as it would be used by traffic from or to Spain and 
Portugal. In any case, it is worthy of detailed consi-
~ration. 
! vI - Q@U!!~~!!Q~§_QtLI!:!LQs~sbQe~s~LQLI!:!L£Q~tLIB~~§eQBI 
1 eQb!H-~~Q_!!:!5_~££5§§!Q~_QL§e!!~-~Q_eQB!Y§!b 
34. An examination of all the problems raised in the field 
of transport relations with the candidate-countries 
illustrates clearly the vital need for the development 
of a common transport policy with a view to enlargement. 
It would seem clear that the European Community has an 
obvious need for a transport infrastructure fund endowed 
,f with sufficient resources to ensure the financing of 
,I fundamental projects, particularly in the candidate-
( countries. 
!I 
1 35. 
! 
At present, it is evident that Spain and Portugal do 
not possess a clear perception of the common transport 
policy and the value of its development. This is 
hardly surprising, given the limited extent of the 
'acquis communautaire' in this area. 
I 
'! 
I 
1 36. An attempt by the Committee on Transport to stimulate 
public interest in Spain and Portugal would therefore 
appear extremely advisable. 
Renewed efforts should therefore be made with this 
aim in view at the meetings of the delegations from 
1 the European Parliament and the Spanish and Portuguese 
1 Parliaments, and contacts should be envisaged forth-
\ with between our committee and the committees respon-
1 sible for transport in Spain and Portugal. 
I 
I 
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VII - fQ~£hY§!Q~§ 
The Committee on Transport requests the Political Affairs 
Committ~e to include the following conclusions in its 
report: 
- it should be emphasized that the quality of transport 
systems affects the development of trade, in particular 
in the case of the Iberian peninsula, which is geographi-
cally distant from the central regions of the Community; 
- in general terms, and with a view to enlargement, the 
examination of transport problems should not be con-
fined to existing Community legislation but should 
take 11ccnunt of all .lspt'cts not yr.t covr.rt•d by legis-
lative texts; 
- the Commission should be asked to ensure that the Spanish 
and Portuguese Governments are able, immediately upon 
their countries' accession- subject, naturally, to the 
transitional arrangements - to ensure strict compliance 
with Community legislation in the field of transport, 
particularly in casrs wh~re it may affect public safety; 
- the European Parliament should welcome the considerable 
efforts mc.1de over the pdst tw<'nty years by Spain and 
Portugal to improve and modernize their transport 
systems; 
- however, numerous shortcomings exist at the level of 
infrastructure, including the urgent need to improve 
traffic control systems; 
- the necessary financing aids should be envisaged 
forthwith in order to tackle the most urgent invest-
ment projects; 
- as indicated above, there is an essential need for 
a specific transport infrastructure fund to give 
practical expression to projected improvement measures; 
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- it should be pointed out that land-access links to and 
from the Iberian peninsula suffer from bottlenecks 
through the Pyrenees with serious economic consequences, 
in particular during the summer period, and all admini-
strative measures should be adopted to ensure immediate 
improved traffic flow and plans made for the improvement 
of such links in order to eliminate these bottlenecks; 
- the Community should examine the possibility of contri-
buting towards the improvement of direct access to 
northern Europe by means of the CALAIS-BAYONNE link, 
which could help to reduce congestion and open up 
links to western Europe; 
during the period prior to accession, measures should 
be taken to stimulate public opinion and awareness in 
Spain and Portugal of the common transport policy, 
either through the joint EEC-Spain and EEC-Portugal 
parliamentary delegations or through direct contacts 
between the European Parliament's Committee on 
Transport and the equivalent Spanish and Portuguese 
committees; 
- if accession by Spain and Portugal represents a 
challenge for the Community in a general sense, 
development of the common transport policy must 
be an essential element in meeting that challenge. 
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Q~iDiQD_Q!_!h~-~QID~itt~~-~-t~~-~~~it~~~~~J:~~li~-~~~lt~ 
and Consumer Protection 
-----------------------
Draftsman: Mr GHERGO 
of the Ccmnittee on the Environment, Public Health and Consuner Protection 
Craftsman : Mr GHEROO 
on 28 April 1982 the Ccmnittee on the Environment, Public Health and Cons'l.m!r 
Protection appointed Mr GHERGO draftsman. 
'nle draft cpinion was considered at its meetings of 25 May 1982 and 23 June 
1982 and adqlted unani.nously on 23 June 1982. 
The following took part in the vote: Mr Johnson, acting chairman; Mr McCartin, 
vice-chairman; Mr Ghergo, draftsman; Mr Bombard, Mr Del Duca, Miss Hooper, 
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, Mrs Lentz-Cornette, Mrs Schleicher, Mrs Seibel-Emmerling, 
Mr Sherlock,. Mrs Spaak and Mrs Van Hemeldonck. 
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MP4'J;ERS RELATING '10 '!HE ENVIRCHiENl', PUBLIC HFAL'!H AND ~St.MER PROTOCTIOO· 
1. It shalld be I'E!I'IlE!nbere that the Treaties themselves cootain no 
direct provisioos relating to the establishment of a coordinated policy 
an' the envirammt. Hat.Jever, such a policy can be achieved indirectly 
thrOugh the awlicatioo of various other provisioos and its aims were 
def~ in the declarations by the Council of 22 Novertll::>& 19731 and of 17 
2 May 1977 : 
- preventing, reducing and, as far as possible, abolishing the haimful 
effects of envircnnental pollutioo; 
- maintaining a sound ecological balance and ensuring the protection of 
the biosphere; 
- guiding develqnent in accordance with the requirements of quality, 
notably through inproving TNO.rking ccnditioos and the quality of life; 
-~respect for the environment in urban and rural planning; 
-~ camat solutions to environmental prd:>lens through coc:p!I'ation 
with noo-member countries. 
2. As far as the environment is concerned, the specific prcblems posed by 
the accession of Spain and Portugal to the EEX! are oostly camected with 
the' acceptanoe by these two COWltries of the carmunity rules already in 
foree. '1tlere are a considerable nunber of Ccmnunity provisions (directives, 
decisims, resolutioos, reccmnendations) relating to water, air and earth 
polluti.oo and to the protection of flora and faW'la, wh.j.ch will have to 
be introduced as quickly as possible by our new partners, who in the past have 
nevertheless been involved to sane extent in Ccmnunity initiatives on the 
environment, because of the transfrontier nature of ecosystems. 
3. A case in point is Council Decision No 77/585 of 25 July 1977 on a 
Convention for the protection of the Mediterranean Sea against pollution. 
4 • Particular attention rust be paid to the protection of whales. 'llle 
cessation of commercial whaling by Spain and Portugal rmlSt be considered a 
neceSsary consequence of accession. 
1 OJ No. C 112 of 20 December 1973 
2 QJ No. C 139 of 13 June 1977 
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5. Hc1teveJ:, it is to be Jl'lqJed that, during the intervening period of 
negotiations on the entry into the EEX: of the new Inell'bers, scheduled 
for 1 January 1984 at the latest, the two countries will set in rotion 
a process for the hantonization, where necessary,of their laws on the 
environment, in order to bring them into line with Comnmity standards. 
This would be in the interests of both sides and would benefit the 
applicant countries because on entering the Community, they would already 
have helped consolidate the joint canpai.gn against pollution or dist~bance of 
~e ecological balance - for the m:>re extensive, coordinated and ccnprehensive 
this canpaign is, the greater its chances of success will be. 
6. In many ways the fight against pollution is linked to the protection of 
consumers and public health. Two exanples out of many in this connection are 
;the Council Directive No 76/895 of 23 November 1976 relating to the· fixing 
of maximum levels of pesticide residues in and on fruit and vegetables 
and the setting up of a Scientific Advisory Ccmn:ittee to examine the 
toxicity and ecotaxicity of chemical 6atpounds (Ccmn:ission Decision 
No. 78/618 of 28 June 1978). 
7. As far as ocnsumer protection is coocerned, the matter is equally 
sinple, though perhaps rore delicate, as it involves production sectors 
such as agriculture, the proces_sing industry, distribution and so on. 
Here it will clearly be necessary to establish criteria for adopting, as 
quickly as possible, national laws to Community rules, giving priority 
to those areas· roost directly concerned with the physical protection of 
consumers, for exanple ttie use of additives in foodstuffs (colouring, 
preservatives, flavoorings, etc.). 'l11ere are no specific prd::>lems with 
regard to public health , a field in which Carmunity action at the 
present stage is geared essentially towards the hcu::'nn1ization of the various 
national systems. As for the application of social security to migrant ~ers 
this is governed by Regulation No 1408/71, and in this connection 
there are no particular prchlens in the sector of health assistance. 
COOCLUSION 
8. As stated above the camU ttee considers that legislation in the awlicant 
countries must be brought into line, as quickly as possible and without 
derogations, with the Community's achievements with regard to the environment, 
public health and consumer protection. 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON YOUTH, CULTURE, 
EDUCATION, INFORMATION AND SPORT 
Drafts•an: Mr Pol. M.E.£. MAR(K 
. •.#. • 
. Tht Comtri ttee on Ycsuth, Culture, Education, Information and· Spo.rt 
was asked to deliver an opinion for the Pol it.ical Affairs CGflllitt .. 
on the enlargement of the Community to ine~ude Spain and Portuj•l 
<Does. 1-771179, 1-190/80, 1,..375180 and 1~5·70/&'U. 
At its Meeting of 24 and 25 November 1~.1 the ca~~~~ittee a~inted 
Mr MARCK draftsman. 
This opinion was considered at the meeting of 27 and 28 April 1982 
aAd 17 ai1d lB May i982 and aCbpted unanillously at the latter neeting. 
The following took part in the vote : Mr ~, chairman: 
Mr Fajardie, 1st vice-chairman; Mr ~' rapporteuii,. Mr Beyer,; ~ Ryke, 
'• 
Miss Brookes, Mr Gerok.ostcpoul.os, Mr Hutton, Mr ~iou, 
M r Pedini and Mr Papapietro (deputizing far Mr BuCchini) • 
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1 ,_- TERMS OF REFERENCE 
Apart from a few pr.ovi~ions relating in a general way to education 
·and inforMation, the Treaty' 'has very little to say about possible ne~o­
tiations with applicant countries in the fields which fall within the 
~ · terms of reference of this committee. The obvious course, therefore, 
~ 
is to refer to the articles of the budget, which are a measure of 
- -
actual expenditure in .these areas, and also t-o the in-itiatives which 
have been taken-in recent.years by our committee and which undoubtedly 
can be applied:Dy extension to applicant countries. The applicant 
,.. countries may provi~e an interesting testing ground tor a number of 
! , projects. 
2. GINERAL COOSIDERATIOOS 
Spain, and Portugal have contributed through their history, culture 
and presence Hi~ all parts of the ~ld to- the shapirg of what is 
conventionally known as Western or Olristian·civilization; at the same 
'tine they repre$E!nt a gateway to other cultures and pecples. 'Ihese 
inClude, on the one hand, the .Maghreb countries and the M:>slem civil-
izatiqn, of which so many remarkable vestiges remain in Spain and 
Portugal and t~·'fruits ol. tihOSe culture still have an active influence, 
. ',.,. 
but. also the !fPaliish- ~)hrtuguese-speaking countries of Latin:.. 
Anerica_ where the li terM!- ~lopnant of these two languages is still 
f ,'' 
maintained. 
The hundreds of thousands· of Spaniards and Portuguese working in the 
countries of the Community and the'millions of tourists from the Community 
who visit Spain and Portugal every year are- another important factor. 
These existing and active links arein themselves arguments in favour of 
encouraging further integration. 
On the other "hand, there is the increasingly serious problem of 
the number of languages used in the Community which although it makes for 
vanety, but also involves considerable expense. It is nore necessary 
than _ever to find pr~tic solutions which take due aocoont of each 
oountry' s language. 
Furtherm:>re, our qmni.ttee believes that the accession of Spain and 
Pourtugal can contribute significantly to the deroocratic process, which 
has been established: m both of these coontries. In particular I the 
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camd.ttee wishes to underline the i.rrportance of freedan to express 
opinions, freed::tn of choice in language, education and culture and 
the protection of ethnic minorities. 
3. Education 
OUr cc:mni.ttee sees the report by ·Mrs Gaiotti de Biase as Etting' 
c:d; the basic principles of a EUropean education policy. Particular . 
attention should be gi.n in this area of the aceessial negotiatias 
to the Council Directive'.cf1 25 .JUly 1~77 on the pmvision of school 
edUcation for children of migrant workers. '!he direct extension of 
this schene to the children of Spanish and PortWJUese workers in the ., 
Q;cmunity \10lld uncblbtedl.y be seen as a significant gesture. '!bey 
cqud also be included in the scheme preparing young ~e for careers. 
Immediate opportunities for cooperation present thnrsel'ves in the follow-
ing areas : 
- improvement of the educational system 
higher education 
- teachi'ng of the foreign languages (possibly the setting up of pilot 
projects> 
- new European schools 
- academic recognition of diplomas 
- the European Centre for th~ Development of Voc~tional Training 
- Community projects related to vocationa~ training and career guidance 
!. • 
- continuous training of adults 
4. AAture 
. 
Given the major contributions made by Spain and Portugal to cultural 
renewal, the cultural field seems to offer an ideal opportunity for coopera-
tion and integration even before the negotiations have been concluded. 
Indeed, this aspect, whtch has been totally neglected in the past, ought 
to be inclu~ed in.the negotiations. 
... 
Under this heading it is worth recalling the discussions in and 
ini~iitives taken by our committee with regard to the protection of the 
arc~itectural heritage, the organization of cultural events and pilot projects, 
rela~ions with cultural workers in·the various sectors and so on. 
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S. 'lhe &lropean Foundation 
In order· that the &lropean Foundation may becare operational, 
the ~licant countries· should be involved at the ~liest possible 
stage in its work. 
In fact, the task of the Foundation, as set out in Article 2 
. of.· the Act establishing it, is to illprove mtual understanding 
amxig the peoples of the camuni.ty, to prtm:>te a better understanding 
of the lm'opean cultural heritage both in its diversity and in the 
points it has in oooam, and to. further· a greater understanding of 
F.Uropean integration. 
6. Ethnic minorities 
Our committee has always ·attached great importance to regional. 
l•nguages and cultures. For instance, the Arfe report which was 
. 1 
recently adopted by Parliament advocated a Community charter of regional 
l•nguages and cultures and a charter of t~e rights of ethnic minorities. 
The trend, particularly in Spain, towards regional autonomy and the 
preservation of regional languages and cuLtures may be conducive to a 
fruitfut exchange of eMperience·and plans, 
7 • YlfopnatiOB 
The appropriations set aside for information in the budget include 
provision for the applicant countries as a ma~ter of priority. The 
Commission's 1982 information programme als~proposes more new initia-
tives vis-a-vis these two countries. It is highly desirable that the 
citizens of these two countrie~ should be better informed about Com-
. 
munity policy, and of both the positive and negative aspects of accession,. 
~-
the bettec to prepare themselves for the necessary decisions. 
This will involve widening the circulation of publications of all 
types in the relevant languagues, ensuring that the Community is repre-
sented at important events such •s exhibitions, and so on. 
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8. Y£1Uth 
In addition to the neasures already described, it is ~h 
oc:Nidering an exteriSioo of the second programne for the exchange 
~young workers and, indeed, of all youth exchange sch~~ · 
Q1r cc:mni.ttee · \Glld· ask· ~t· special attention be paid to the ' 
prcblem of youth .Ul'lellployment, which is perhaps dealt with in llDrE! 
depth by the ccmnittee m soc-ial Affairs·· arlci &lployment. 
• 
9. 'Djurism 
In view of the eocranic, cultural and psychological inportance of 
tourism beblleen the carauni ty and the two applicant countries, greater 
account should be taken of it in the acce8sioo negotiatioos. 
10. Cooclusioo 
Although our com•ittee is fully aware that the emphasis in 
the accession negotiations .is more likely to be placed on the 
political and. economic aspects, it feels very strongly that greater 
attention must be paid to the cuUural, education.at and information 
aspects than has been the case hither~o. Ultimately, the s~ccess 
of accession depends largely on human relations. Laying greater 
stress on the areas described above can do much to i~rove ·the 
quality of these relations. 
0 
0 0 
QJr camti.ttee would like ·t~ follOrling recitals and paragraphs 
td be incorporated in the reso1ution drawn up by the Political 
Affairs camri.ttee: 
- Considering the inp:>rtant cultural and educational aspects of 
the accession of Spain and Portugal to the EUropean catmunity 
- Considering the need to infonn the Spanish and Portuguese 
popul.ations fully about the &.tropean CDmunity 
- Urges strongly that greater account be taken than hitherto 
in the accessim negotiatioos of cultural and educational 
aspects including in particular the academic recognition of 
aiplanas, school educatioo for the children of migrant workers, 
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cooti.noous training for adults, the ~tial. of the 
architectural heritage, the protectioo of ethnic minorities 
and youth exchanges 
- I.ooks to the Carmi.asion to make a consistent. effort to 
inform the Spanish and Portuguese popllations abot.lt the 
Qmllmity 
- Stresses the inplrtance of involvi*.J the applicant CXIUntr~ 
at the earliest possl):>le stage in the t~~Crk of the~ 
Foundation. 
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Opinion 
of the Committee on Development and Cooperation 
Craftsman: Mr Derek ENRIGHT 
On 24 November 1981 the Committee on Development and Cooperation 
appointep Mr Enright rapporteur. 
The Committee considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 25 May 
1982 and 5 July 1982, and adopted it unanimously on 5 July 1982. 
Present: Mr Sable, oldest member present, acting chairman; 
Mr Enright, rapporteur; Mrs Caste1lina; Mr Cohen; Mr Deniau; Mrs Focke'; 
Mr c. Jackson; Mr Michel; Mr Pearce; Mrs Pruvot (deputising for Mr Irmer); 
Mrs Rabbethge. 
Also present: Lord oouro, rapporteur for the Political Affairs Committee. 
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A 
Opinion of the Committee on Development and Cooperation 
The Committee on Development and Cooperation calls on the Political 
Affairs Committee to incorporate the following points in its resolution on 
the enlargement of the Community to include Spain and Portugal: 
1. talls on the Community to take full account of its obligations to 
associated developing countries when negotiating the terms of Spanish 
and Portuguese accession to the Community; 
2. Notes that certain tbird countries, notably in the Maghreb, the Mashreq 
and the ACP, could be adversely affected by the accession of Spain 
and Portugal to the Community and, consequently, calls on the Commission 
to enter into full consultation at the earliest possible stage with 
these countries, consideration also needs to be given to the impl'ications 
for the non-associated states; 
3. Requests the Commission to investigate the means by which countries 
concerned may be assisted during the transitional period to make the 
necessary adjustments for the loss of. markets resulting fron Spanish 
and Portuguese accession; 
4. Recognises that the measures referred to above may involve the 
provision of additional financial aid by the Community to those States 
with which it i_s associated, and calls for a full assessment of the 
budgetary implications for the Community that are likely to result as 
a consequence; 
5. Calls for timely and meaningful consultation with the ACP countries 
pursuant to Article 181 of the Convention of Lame II; 
6. Strongly opposes any protectionist measures which would affect industrial 
products, notably textiles, clothing and footwear imported from either 
the southern Mediterranean countries or the ACP; 
7. Recognises that competition for markets between the applicant states and 
developing countries will be particularly serious for agricultural 
products, especially in the olive oil, fruit and vegetable and wine 
sectors and expects this to be taken into account in negotiations; 
8. In planning long-term internal policies for an enlarged Community of J2, 
the Commission and Member States must be sensitive to the likely progress 
of developing countries, particularly in the agricultural and industrial 
sectors; 
9. Stresses the need for the applicant States to confirm their commitment 
to the Community•s existing development policies and to make known their 
views on future relations between the Community of twelve and developing 
countries, as these could be important for the negotiations for the 
successor agreement to the second Lame Convention. 
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I\ 
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 
I. Introduction 
In 1977 the Portuguese Republic and the Kingdom of Spain formally 
applied for accession to the 'European Economic Community, and it appears 
probable that these two countries will become full members within the 
next two to three years. The Committee on Development and Cooperation is 
of the view that, for political reasons, their accession is highly 
desi.r:able but feels obliged to point out that it would give rise to very 
serious problems for the Maghreb and Mashreq countries with which the 
Community has agreements, and, to a lesser extent, for the ACP. 
Because the southern Mediterranean countries are likely to be the 
most seriously affected, this opinion will consider their position first. 
II. The •ffects of EEC enlargement on the southern Mediterranean countries 
A series of coop,ration agreements with the Maghreb countries 
(Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia) was signed in 1976.and with the Mashreq 
countries (Egypt, Jordon, Syria, Lebanon) in 1977. The agreements with 
the individual countries differ in detail, but they all provide fo~ : 
duty free access to the Community for their industrial goods, 
preferential accession for the main agricultural products, within 
clearly defined limits, 
access to COmmunity development gr~ts and BIB loans, 
renunciation by the Community of preferential access to 
the markets of these countries, 
consultation mechanisms in regard to problems which might arise. 
In the case of Morocco, Mediterranean fruits and vegetables accounted for 
33.3% of all exports to the Community in 1978. The proportion was much 
less for the other south Mediterranean countries but was nevertheless 
signi~icant except in the case of Algeria which depends principally on 
the export of hydrocarbons. Products most seriously threatened in the 
agricultural sector would be: olive oil, tomatoes (fresh and tinned), citrus 
fruits, new potatoes, wine and sardines. Countries most seriously 
affected would be Morocco, which exported 237 .SUA of agrieuluural products 
tg the Community in 1977, and to a lesser extent Tunisia. 
It should be noted that, following the accession of Spain and 
Portugal, the enlarged Community will have an internal surplus of olive 
oil, a considerable wine surplus and a surplus in many varieties of 
Mediterranean fruits and vegetables. 
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The accession of Spain alone would seriously modify Community 
agriculture. The area of useable agricultural land would increase by 
27%. The area of irrigated farmland would i-ncrease by 80%, the acti'Ve 
farm population would 1ncrease-by 2~·and the number of farm units by 
30°~. However Spanish membership would only increase the number of BEC 
consumers by 36 million, ·or 13%, and it should be noted that per capita 
income in Spain is well below Zhe Community average. At present Spanish 
prices for fruit and vegetables, ·olive oil and wine are less than those 
obtaining in the Community. It seems probable that, after membership, 
prices in Spain will gradually be aligned with those in other Community 
countries, thereby providing an incentive to even greater levels of production 
given that, at present, .fruit and vegetables do not benefit from any market 
support mechanism in Spain. Furthermore Spanish agricultural products do not 
have the right of free access to the Community, though Spain does benefit 
from concessions of varying scope on a product-by-product basis. Increased 
production of Mediterranean agricultural products would inevitable lead to 
attempts to dispose of such ~roducts, perbapt through subsidised exports, 
on the already limited world market for such goods. Here again it is the 
south Mediterranean-countries th~:t .. would be most disadvantaged. 
It has been argued that these countries should be encpuraged, perhaps 
by tbe provision of Community·finance in the form of grants or loans, to 
diversify their agriculture away from these products. This would~ obviously, 
. give rise to serious difficulties as land which is suitable fot olive, 
citrus and grape production is not necessarily appropriate for other types 
of agriculture, and a peasarit population used to the production of certain 
crops cannot easily be trained in entirely new techniques. 
While the most immediate difficulties occur in the field of Mediterranean 
agricultural products, industrial. goods would also be adversely affected. 
By far the most important indqstrial products exported to ~he Comm~nity by 
the southern Mediterranean countries are textiles and clothing, which 
accounted for 32.9% of Tunisia's total exports, to the Community, 13.0% of 
Moroccos'and 8.7% of Egypt's in 1978. Smaller quantities of footwear are 
exported from these countries. Southern Mediter~anean textile producers 
are aware of the current difficulties facing the Community's textile sector 
and fear that their exports will be under much greater pres~ure following 
the accession of Spain and Portugal, both of which ha'Ve important textile 
sectors. Already the community bas negotiated self-limitation agreements 
on textile exports with Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt. It is likely 
that the Community would be under strong pressure to increase protectionism 
in the textile sector once Community markets are fully open to Spanish 
textile and footwear production, as at present Spain, unlike Portugal, does 
not enjoy duty-free access to the Community for its industrial goods. 
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It should be noted that the Community has a trade surplus with each 
one of the Maghreb and Mashreq countries ranging, in 1978, from 2,775 million 
US$ with Algeria to 382 million US$ with Syria. The seven Maqh'l:'eb 
and Mashreq countries in fact accounted in 1978 for 16.5% of Community 
imports from the Arab League and 35% of Community exports to the same 
group of countries. 
In other words the Community has been able to help offset its oil 
deficit with its sales to the southern Mediterranean states and that trend 
is likely to continue in the future as the bulk of the population of the 
21 Arab League States is concentrated in this area (Morocco, Alqoria, 
Tunisia and Egypt have a combined population of some 79 million people, 
54% pf the Arab League total). These countries represent a growing market 
for tbe export of capital goods and transport equipment from the Community. 
Any serious downturn in Maqhreb/Mashreq exports to the Community could 
well be reflected in a desire on the part of those countries to increase 
their trade with other parts of the world at the expense of Community 
exporters. 
It is thus apparent that certain southern Mediterranean countries, 
notably Morocco and Tunisi~could be particularly adversely affected by 
the accession of Spain and Portugal to the Community. It is of the 
greatest importance that the Community respect the spirit of the cooperation 
agreement signed between these countries and enter into full consultation 
at the earliest possible stage with these countries. Nevertheless it is 
obvious that consultation will not be sufficient. Neither will adaption 
of existing agricultural patterns and to a lesser extent industrial patterns 
be easy. The necessary adjustments will be costly. The Committee on 
Development and Cooperation feels very strongly that the Community must 
provide finance where required to assist in the restructuring that will be 
necessary as a result of Community enlargement, and stresses the inter-
dependence that characterises Community relationships with the southern 
Mediterranean countries. 
While wholeheartedly supporting the accession of Spain and Portugal, 
the Committee on Development and Cooperation maintains that this should 
not be at the expense_of developing countries which have signed cooperation 
agree~ents with the Community and which have already serious trade deficits 
with the EEC. 
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·111. EEC enlargement and the ACP 
Article 181 of the Convention of Lome II states: "in the event of 
the accession of a third country to the Community, the contracting parties 
agree to take, as necessary, the appropriate measures of adaptation and 
t_ransi tion". The accession of Greece to the Community, and subsequentlY to 
the Convention of Lome,was carried out in a manner which failed to reflect 
the intentions behind Article 181. The need for ACP-EEC negotiations on 
the question of Greece's accession ought to have been fully anticipated. 
As early as February 197~, during the negotiations for Lome II, the ACP 
was led to believe that consultations would be entered into in due time 
to ensure that the interests of the ACP States would be taken into 
consideration. The agreement between the Community and Greece was signed 
in May 1979 without any consultation. 
The matter was however .discussed at the 5th ACP-EEC Council meeting 
in Nairobi in May 1980 when the Community undertook to give ACP States any 
necessary explanations regarding the possible effects of Greek accession 
on ACP-EEC trade. Also in May 1980 the ACP Council mandated the ACP 
committee of Ambassadors to undertake, as a matter of urgency, a joint 
study with the Community, with a view to identifying. the possible effects of 
enlargement oft ACP-EEC trade and economic relations and to call on the 
Community to give political assurances that ACP interests would be safe-
guarded and, if nece.ssary,· that the ACP would be adequately compensated for 
any erosion of their benefits. 
1 
In his general report on the 5th Annual Report of the ACP-EEC council 
of Ministers, Ambassador Insanally clearly expressed the disappointment 
felt by the ACP at the manner in which consultation was carried out. The 
question of Greek accession was not put before the ACP until October 1980, 
and then only informally. In NOvember 19efr a Draft Protocol on Adaptation 
and Transition.was su~tted to the ACP, containing provisions which the 
Community had already ~egotiated and settled with Greece for its Treaty of 
Accession. The ACP was tnen advised to accept that Protocol on the grounds 
that it represented the best the ACP could hope to get. 
Thus, in spite of the Commission's early assurances, consultation 
with the ACP was started at so late a stage that it was not possible for 
the ACP to have had any influence on the arrangements negotiated between 
the Community and Greece, and by extension, on the relationship between 
Greece and the ACP. The ACP felt that this procedure effectively prevented 
it from being consulted on the nature of its relationship with Greece during 
the transitional period. In Ambassador Insanally's words "the equality 
of partnership cannot be vitiated by.the imposition of a virtual fait 
accompli by one partner on the other" 2 • 
1 Doe. ACP-EEC 29/81/rev. 
2 Doe. ACP-EEC 29/81/rev. 
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In fact the accession of Greece had relatively few effects on the ACP. 
Certain forms of export were adversely affected, and the ACP was concerned 
about the tariff treatment of a list of products exported by the ACP on 
which Greece anq the Community had already agreed in the Accession Treaty. 
Thu ACP States were particularly irritated by the fact that many of these 
products which are denied free entry, including raw waxes, jute sacks, cocoa 
beans and pineapple juice, were not exported to Greece by the Community, 
but by the ACP. 
Perhaps the most disturbing element of the arrangement with regard 
to Greek accession was the fact that the ACP, in accordance with the 
provisions of Lome II, was required not to discriminate among the Member 
States of the Community which would, after January 1981, include Greece. 
As a resu~t the ACP would be bound to treat Greece just as any other Member 
State during the transitional period,, even though during that period Greece 
would not be obliged to treat the ACP as favourably as did the other Member 
States of the Community. 
Your draftsman has gone into some detail on the difficulties faced by 
the ACP in connection with Greek accession in the hope that these will not 
be repeated in the case of negotiations on the accession of Spain and 
Portugal. Spain is an important importer of tropical products without 
being a producer thereof, and imposes high duties on these products. The 
adoption of the Community 'acquis' towards the ACP will involve Spain in 
considerable trade liberalisation and the opening up of a hitherto protected 
market. At present the ACP States account for 3.8% of Spain's total imports, 
and 22.6% of its imports other than oil from developing countries. Thus 
Spain's entry could be of benefit to certain ACP countries. In the case of 
the industrial sector, the situation is likely to be less positive. Certain 
ACP countries in the early stages of industrialisation have concentrated on 
textile and clothing production, a low technology industry well suited to 
the level of industrial development obtaining in certain ACP countries. As 
has already been mentioned in the case of the Maghreb and Mashreq countries 
it is probable that Spanish and Portuguese accession will lead to increased 
pressures for the protection of the Community footwear and textile industries, 
particularly given the high levels of unemployment in the two candidate 
countries. Spanish industrial goods, which do not have the right of free 
access to the Community market at present, will enter freely when Spain 
becomes a full member. This could alter the conditions of competition 
between Spanish and ACP products on the Community market. 
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The Committee on Development and Cooperation wishes to point out that 
the Convention of LOM6 imposes a moral as well as a legal responsibility on 
the community to treat the ACP countries more favourably than other States. 
It should further be noted that ACP textile imports account for only 1.8% 
of the Convnunity's overall textile imports. Thus the Committee would 
strenuously oppose any attempt to impose tariff barriers or self-limiting 
agreements on the ACP States. 
While likely to be less seriously affected by enlargement than the 
southern Mediterranean countries, the ACP will nevertheless inevitably face 
certain difficulties in specific sectors. ~e Community has a duty to assist 
its ACP partners where such difficulties may occur. This could only be done 
through full and timely consultation in the spirit of Article 181 of Lome II. 
The Committee on Development and Cooperation insists that the mistakes made 
in connection with Greek accession be not repeated in the case of Spanish 
and Portuguese accession. 
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